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Abstract 
This thesis explores how our notion of mapness is related to our knowledge, 
reading and understanding of the complex visual language of the map, through an 
investigation of how we relate to the way maps look and the structures that 
underpin them. The processes of creating map-like artifacts through the author's 
own practice are reported upon and inform a drawing forth of historical, 
theoretical and practical perspectives that act in conjunction to influence the 
artistic and design expression to communicate mapness. 
At the outset a survey of how strong is our capacity to project and seek mapness 
in our daily experience gives rise to the question - when does mapness breakdown? 
An attempt is made to answer this through a review of theoretical texts, they 
provide a framework, but no definition fully addresses the void between mind and 
map. The decision is taken to construct an initial taxonomy of map structural 
elements (attributes and conventions) and then explore the boundaries and validity 
of this taxonomy by analysing how far a map can be distorted, abstracted and 
minimised through project and experiment. 
A reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action based methodology informs the body 
of practice produced which is evidenced in a sequence of three categories. These 
being, (a) map types -a series of visual investigations to plot map types, 
(b) map 
construction processes - series of artifact productions on investigative themes and 
(c) map attributes -a series of artifact productions experimenting with map 
attributes. Two key projects from this series are reported in detail. The Map of 
Repetition which demonstrates how utilising mapness properties allows the 
creation of a navigable landscape for a thesaurus. The other an experiment - 
Mapping a Journey - evidences what repository of acquired characteristics for visual 
conveyance of illustration of a journey, design aware individuals call upon. Both these 
projects advance the taxonomy of mapness which captures in summary the 
knowledge gained from the body of practice. 
The thesis concludes with a four stage taxonomy anchored to the questions - what? 
(the kind of things we map and are maps): why? (the motivation, purpose, the 
function of the map artifact): how? (the physical attributes, relationships, the 
structure - the physiology of the map artifact): who? (the audience of the completed 
map artifact). The 'how' section is developed in particular with the realisation that a 
visually based interactive website can best serve accessibility and understanding of 
mapness (http: //www. mappassion. com) and that mapness has its own language. 
Indeed the nature of the void between mind and map is resolved as a dialogue that 
enables an understanding of this language of mapness - the structures used in 
construction, orchestration and rationalisation of the individual components, visual 
verbs and nouns, used to create a persuasive argument, the single map artifact. 
Introduction 
"I made the map of the island; it was elaborately and (I thought) beautifully coloured; the 
shape of it took my fancy beyond expression; it contained harbours that pleased me like sonnets; and with 
the unconsciousness of the predestined, I ticketed my performance 'Treasure Island'. I am told there are 
people who do not care for maps, and I find it hard to believe. The names, the shapes of the woodlands, the 
courses of the roads and rivers, the prehistoric footsteps of man still distinctly traceable up hill and down 
dale, the mills and the ruins, the ponds and the ferries, perhaps the Standing Stone or the Druidic Circle on 
the heath; here is an inexhaustible fund of interest for any man with eyes to see or two-pence worth of 
imagination to understand with! No child but must remember laying his head in the gross, staring into the 
infinitesimal forest and seeing it grow populous with fairy armies. Somewhat in this way, as I paused upon my 
map of 'Treasure Island', the future characters of the book began to appear there visibly among imaginary 
woods; and their brown faces and bright weapons peeped out upon me from unexpected quarters as they 
passed to and fro, fighting and hunting treasure, on these few square inches of a flat projection. " 
(Stevenson, 1905) 
I still remember vividly the pure joy and excitement of the geography class when 
asked to draw a map and then placing the names of continents, seas, oceans and 
rivers. I knew nothing of the intricacies of cartography but even then complex 
decisions about different information, hierarchies, where and how to place it, came 
into play. When interviewed by my careers officer at the tender age of 16 and having 
faithfully answered all of his questions about what my strengths were and what I 
enjoyed, he informed me that I had the right attributes for a career in town 
planning. However I never chose the path of the architect, civil engineer or 
cartographer. Nevertheless, I have always enjoyed maps, not just for their ability to 
satisfy my needs as a user, but because they stimulate me with their aesthetics. 
My education and subsequent professional endeavours are in the field of Graphic 
Design, as a typographer/designer. Now currently working in education my design 
work has moved from pure Graphic Design to visual research and the production of 
artifacts that explore the qualities of mapness. This thesis is practice-based and 
includes research around a number of visual projects which are presented and 
discussed in greater detail throughout. The actual creation of these has been central 
to my research, the thoughts and generation of these being an integral part of the 
research process itself. I see this exegesis as helping to contextualise, interpret and 
importantly indicate paths not taken in the creation of the artifacts. 
Donald Schön's (1983, p. 183) notions of reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action 
are central to my involvement with the attempt to build a new understanding to 
enlighten my actions throughout the conceptualisation, creation and production of 
the artifacts. These fall into three categories: 
Map types: a series of visual investigations to plot map types. 
Project I (Pia) 
Map of Life 
Print 
Project 2 (P2a) 
Macro Micro Map of Maps 
Print 
Project 3 (P3, ) 
Island 
Print 
Map construction processes: a series of artifact productions on investigative 
themes. 
Project I (Pin) 
Map of Repetition 
Artifact 
4 
Project 2 (P21)) 
"li, ý Dancing the line between joke and Deception 
Artifact 
Experiment I (E i b) 
Mapping a Journey 
Artifact/Written Analysis 
Map attributes: a series of artifact productions experimenting with map 
attributes. 
Project I (Pic) 
Wearable Maps 
Artifact 
0 
s 
Project 2 (P2c) 
Map of Bournemouth Deconstructed 
Artifact 
Project 3 (P3c) 
49 Dysfunctional Calendar 
Print 
Project 4 (P4c) 
Five days in Kuala Lumpur 
Artist's book 
Project 5 (P5c) 
The Illustration Student Destination Survey 
Powerpoint lecture 
5 
._i .,: 
II 
Project 6 (P6c) 
Searching for Mapness 
Artist's book 
Project 7 (P7c) 
Remembering Home? 
Sketchmaps 
The structure of the thesis takes the form of a written exegesis, thirteen visual 
projects and a taxonomy all supported by an internet website 
(www. Snapp:, ssion. corliiit-o/iFiti-o. i, «). Four types of referencing are used throughout the 
thesis: The thirteen visual projects are referenced using (P) for project (E) for 
experiment, its number (I) ito depict its position within the sequence and a letter 
(a, b, or c) to denote which catagory it sits within (eg. Project 7 (P7c). Images are shown 
using (Fig) accompanied by the chapter and image number deg. Tables used 
within the taxonomy are shown using (Fig) accompanied by (t) to denote its 
connection with the taxonomy and then a chapter number and number used to 
show its position within the sequence (eR. F ., t';. Appendicies are used to eleviate 
the problem of narrative flow and are denoted by (app) for an appendix followed by 
a number indicating its position in sequence (eg appl ). 
The practical undertakings are used to test theories and develop ideas further 
through reflection in order to generate knowledge from the experience of doing. 
The later artifacts begin to embody this knowledge generated from such reflective 
practice providing an increasing access to the essence of'mapness'. All of these 
investigations, projects and experiments can be viewed via the interactive element 
which is outlined in an appendix (app i) and together underpin the taxonomical 
conclusions. However, from the outset in order to provide catalysts for making and 
to situate this practice I undertook a review of map thinking and production 
approaches. 
1.1 Significance of Maps 
Three main classes of map are recognised by cartographers. The first class being 
general, or reference maps of which the main purpose is to portray spatial elements 
of geographical features and in large scale are called topographic and usually in 
paper maps are issued in series. In small scale these are generally seen in atlases. A 
paper map is something you can hold in your hand, fold up and is transportable 
unlike the digital map which is a graphic file that can be customized, resized and 
incorporated in print and online media. A large scale map refers to one which 
shows greater detail because the representative fraction (e. g. 1/25,000) is a larger 
fraction than a small scale map which would have an RF of 1/250,000 to 
1/7,500,000. Large scale maps will have a RF of 1: 50,000 or greater (i. e. 1: 10,000). 
Those between 1: 50,000 to 1: 250,000 are maps with an intermediate scale. Then 
there is the thematic map which usually concentrates on a particular attribute, for 
example, they could show average rainfall or election results. A simplification of the 
distinction of the third class, the chart, is that it is to be worked on whilst maps are 
to be looked at, indicating that they are produced for navigators both aeronautical 
and nautical. 
Maps today are a fundamental element of our daily life. In a media driven world we 
are asked constantly to decode maps, in various forms from these classifications of 
maps, in our newspapers, news bulletins, magazines and advertising. Almost all of us 
have looked at a globe or perused an atlas to connect to and understand our 
location within the world. The spectrum of what a map can be ranges from the 
data based survey map (Fig 1: 00,1: 01), to the realms of the imagination in the poetic or 
fantasy map (Fig 1: 02,1: 03). The motivation'to map' is apparent in all cultures 
throughout history. It covers a range of concepts with the map attempting to 
explain (Fig 1: 04,1: 05), persuade (Fig 1: 06,1: 07), identify (Fig 1: 08,1: 09), inform and even purely 
producing a map like object just for decoration (Fig i: io, i: i i). A huge multiplicity of 
maps are produced with a range of requirements for different users. They can fulfil 
popular needs for the traveller (Fig 1: 12,1: 13), motorist, sailor, golfer, skier or walker (Fig 
1: 14,1: 15). Specialist maps are produced for aircraft (Fig 1: 16), shipping (Fig i: 17) and also 
as a didactic device for academics in numerous disciplines: economists (Fig 1: 18.1: 19), 
scientists who promote a sense of a landscape through images of things that we 
cannot see with the eye (Fig 1: 20,1: 21), sociologists (Fig 1: 22) and historians (Fig 1: 23). 
Indeed the map metaphor is used to describe `culture', 'language' and'the mind'. 
" :.. all theory may be regarded as a kind of map extended over space and time. " 
(Michael Polany; 1958, p. 4) 
If we accept that visual communication is the communication of ideas through the 
visual display of information then the map as a form of visual communication is a 
very powerful tool. As the researcher and academic Edward R. Tufte has observed, 
"To envision information--and what bright and splendid visions can result-is to work at the intersection of 
image, word, number, art" 
(Tufte, 1990, p. 81) 
The map when used effectively can indeed change our attitudes and make us 
question things we have maybe taken as read. To gain an understanding across this 
wide range of manifestations I sought the basis for a relevant methodology of 
investigation which could begin to extract 'mapness' through practice based 
interrogation 
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1.2 The Aims of the Thesis and Summary of Approach. 
We would find it difficult to explain how we know something is or is not a map. But 
would we find it difficult to explain what we recognise as map like qualities or 
'mapness'? To explore how this notion of mapness is related to our knowledge, 
reading and understanding of the complex visual language of the map, I investigate 
here how we relate to the way maps look and the structures that underpin them. 
Through the process of creating the artifact I exploit the historical, theoretical and 
practical perspectives to recognise factors that influence the artistic and design 
expression to communicate'mapness'. The intention is to provide a greater 
understanding through reflection and examination of the process to define the 
identifiers which allow an artifact to be accepted, considered and interpreted as a 
map like object. Therefore, this exegesis seeks to explore and address the following 
areas and questions. 
a. Mapping examples to evidence the breadth of map usage in human output. 
What templates already exist 
When a map is created in a world in which maps are made, what 
infrastructure is inherited ? 
b. The implication of'mapness' through a theoretical review. 
c. The production of a taxonomy to use as a structure to understand 
mapping principles. Can a taxonomy be devised which facilitates a greater 
understanding of'mapness'? 
d. Experiments and practice based investigations carried out in order to 
more fully understand the taxonomy focus. Can the production of artifacts 
and experiments addressing specific themes of the map construction 
process and map attributes inform a taxonomy of'mapness'?? 
This tasked me with identifying and visually testing conventions such as map types, 
map conventions and map attributes, which I then re-contextualised through a 
written element with supporting visuals. In order to formulate visual explorations as 
a non geographic cartographer I had to understand the aims of cartographic 
practice to produce an artifact that informs through a symbolic system. Design 
manuals for the cartographic profession gave me a framework upon which to 
consider artifact construction and the taxonomy. I then had to consider how this 
information could best help me frame my arguments. Choosing to construct and 
deconstruct map artifacts through experiments around production and process, 
enabled me to use my practice to form arguments rather than merely writing about 
them. My starting point was to review the breadth of map creation both from the 
scale of the map as an artifact and the scale of what it was attempting to represent, 
make apparent or facilitate mental leverage upon. 
1.3 Reflective Practitioner Approach 
"The practitioner allows himself to experience surprise, puzzlement or confusion in a situation which he finds 
uncertain or unique. He reflects on the phenomenon before him, and on the prior understandings which have 
been implicit in his behaviour. He carries out an experiment which serves to generate both a new 
understanding of the phenomenon and a change in the situation. 
(Schön, 1983, p. 68) 
Donald Schön's innovative thinking on reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action 
has been central to many debates around practice based research. Schön felt that a 
student in any reflective practice should immerse themselves in the doing. His 
notion of reflection-in-action is sometimes described as 'thinking on our feet' which 
involves looking to the experiences, the feelings, and observing the systems in use. 
Therefore the process is grounded in reality with all its problems and difficulties. 
A key aspect of this approach is that a practitioner will build upon a collection and 
range of, 'examples, images, understandings' (Schön, 1983, p. i 38) and that they will draw upon 
these. He saw this as central to reflective thought. This enables an exploration of 
ideas and actions allowing a development of questions and concepts. In this way it is 
I0 
implicit that there may not be a full understanding of outcome when starting out on 
the creative production but it will be influenced by, and employ, what has gone 
before, the collection of examples, images, understandings and a frame of reference. 
Through this process it will be possible to build theories and responses that will 
inform new situations. This approach will enable me, the practitioner, to use the 
clear relationship between reflection in and on action to evaluate my visual projects 
to inform a proposed taxonomy of'mapness'. It will allow me to return, periodically, 
as I begin to build theories and responses, to the taxonomy drawing on my 
experiences, understandings and the processes used through the production. 
Scrivener (2002, p. 2) argues that "the proper goal of visual art research is visual art"and I find 
myself agreeing with his notion that his argument "could be extended to art generally and 
certain kinds of design". He puts forward "that the concern should not be original investigation 
undertaken in order to gain knowledge and understanding, but with original creation undertaken in order to 
generate novel apprehension thus revising both the activity and goal of research as commonly understood. 
This appears to define the central problem of engaging the reader to the level 
where they acquire a desire to become both aware of the importance, validity and 
depth of the chosen research area and realise a need to experience the resolution. 
The possibility of genuinely accomplishing this seems more available in a practice 
based Ph. D due to the ability to construct artifacts which can potentially pull the 
reader into an experiential understanding that goes beyond a formal cognitive 
appreciation. To facilitate the outlined approach thirteen projects were produced 
ranging from small sketchbook investigations through to the production of Artist 
Book and an experiment involving thirty two students. Charts (Fig 5a, Sb, 5c) explaining 
these and written explanations feature in chapter S. 
1.4 Methodology of Investigation 
Making was pivitol and steered the motivation in my methodology of investigation 
to interrogate why it was being made, how it was made and what could be 
understood or conceived from this. This supported the approach of Ph. D by 
Practice, through a body of work, which will address and reveal the nature of the 
theme under investigation. I suggest that it was appropriate to balance theoretical 
investigation, reflection and review with practical experimentation, design and 
production, allowing creativity and knowledge acquisition to run in parallel, 
confronting and contrasting theory against make. This was made possible through 
engaging in and then reflecting on the process of constructing artifacts which drew 
forth inherently an experience of the theme. The meaning of the supporting textual 
exegesis would be revealed through the engagement of the reader in literally having 
to 'come to grips' with the artifacts which manifest from the practice of the 
addressed theme. However I also wanted to demonstrate that'mapness' can be 
perceived in surprisingly diverse visual imagery and so provide an initial survey of 
how strong our capacity to project and seek'mapness' can be in our daily 
experience. This became the focus for chapter 2. 
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Two: The Macro Micro World of Mapping Examples 
"As he patiently labored over his mappa mundi for those years, he began to recognise the power of invisible 
events to change the course of history. What he failed to mention, however, was the idea of an invisible 
geography, effecting the way we think about place. " 
(Cowan, 1996) 
Historically the map has been used as one of the earliest forms of communication, 
using various mediums to record and communicate information about the 
environment providing a scaled view of reality. The cartographer's primary intention 
cannot be the production of an artistic artifact but rather an artifact with a didactic 
purpose or perspective. A designer (cartographer) produces an artifact with 
particular attributes, qualities and conventions. What are these identifiers which 
allow it to be accepted, considered and interpreted as a map like object? The map is 
an extremely complex visual form using a pictorial model which allows us to ideally 
decode information without question. What allows us to recognise the blue line 
and understand the notation as a river, and recognise the ocean from a value scale 
progressing from light to dark blue? 
The map is used as a medium to visually interpret the manifold themes that affect 
our lives. If we extend our range of understanding of map from charts of the 
heavens through to the new frontiers of positioning string theory, man attempts to 
map anything and everything through some graphic form. Project 2 (P2a) 
Macro/Micro Map of Maps, attempts to visually portray this. The map has moved 
from the purely practical, the sum of its components. Now composition and design 
offers a delightful appropriatepess which allows the audience to enjoy and 
appreciate the map as something more than a collection of factual references in 
space. 
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'Mapness' surrounds us. It can be seen in the stain on a floorboard where colours 
and shapes bring to mind images of landmasses, depicting continents, graduating 
colours for oceans and reminds us of the globe or an atlas (Fig 2: 00,2: 0i). Through 
looking at natural textures we may see mountain ranges, rivers and contours 
(Fig 2: 02). Veins and muscles seen inside the human form take on the look of rivers, 
roads, towns and cities (Fig 2: 03,2: 04). Computer circuit boards relate to the images of 
architectural maps of cities and route maps (Fig 2: OS), and diagrams of the eye can be 
likened to numerous images of maps of towns throughout history (Fig. 2: 06). In her 
work Svetlana Alpers (1983 p. 133) refers to mapping in 17th century Dutch Art: "Like 
lenses, maps were referred to as glasses to bring objects before the eyes. " with the implication of 
eyes and maps working as selective filtering mechanisms. 
Initial stages in my visual development centred around a visual database to form a 
navigational system exploring the notions of mapping the map, the meta-map. 
Project 2 (P2a)'Macro Micro Map of Maps' developed through the use of cross- 
section as a device to construct a panorama showing visual representations detailing 
the scale of 'map' spectrums from cosmos to DNA with relevant points between, 
the fulcrum of the scale being man (Fig 5: 04). 
There has always been a need to map in order to extend our understanding, and its 
form can change to manipulate, control, empower, excite, persuade and deceive. 
The concept of mapping is apparent and used in many disciplines and specialisms. It 
would be a term recognised and tool used in many scientific fields. It helps us to 
visualise, analyse and understand details that due to their size cannot be seen with 
the eye. The concept of mapness has implications across a myriad of specialisms. If 
we show graphic information visually from these specialisms and disciplines that link 
even in a tenuous way to mapping conventions, does this give a greater 
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understanding and gravitas to the information shown? Does having a mapness help 
to simplify and explain complex theories? Maps have an inherent spatiality and allow 
us to think in terms of a relative location, the reason that they are used as a 
metaphor linking to culture, language, mind and theories. This allows space to be 
used to order our knowledge and experiences. These specialisms may not use 
cartographic conventions but employ a mapness. 
There appears to be an intersection between visualisation and the specialisms of art 
and cartography which is evidenced by the number of artists and designers who are 
making maps or referring to them to produce their work. Cornell (Cornell and 
McShine, 1990) uses maps and charts as one of his richest areas of creativity and they 
are one of his fundamental interests (Fig 2: 07). Layla Curtis evidences this intersection 
in her work particularly'World Political Wall Map' (2000) (Fig 2: 08) where at first 
glance everything seems as it should be, on closer reflection we see that several 
countries have moved deceptively within the map. The book, 'You Are Here: 
Personal Geographies and Other Maps of the Imagination' by Katharine A. Harmon 
(2004) is aa treasure trove of historical and contemporary images of maps. What is 
of interest is not where cartography finishes and art begins but what happens in the 
void between the two, could this be what generates mapness? Tufte (1990, pg 8! ) uses 
this description to talk about the fundamental uses of colour and information design 
in a swiss mountain map. "to label (colour as noun), to measure(colour as quantity), to represent or 
imitate reality(colour as representation), and to enliven or decorate(colour as beauty). Here colour labels by 
distinguishing water from stone and glacier from field, measures by indicating altitude with contour and rate 
of change by darkening, imitates reality with river blues and shadow hachures, and visually enlivens the 
topography quite beyond what could be done in black and white': This describes not just what is 
scientific or those conventions of the cartographic but the artistic beauty in the use 
of colour to enable us to recognise particular attributes, which leads to a 
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mandatory use of imagination and mental visualisation. 
Within the map image, words and arrangements of words through typographic 
design generate a field of linguistic signs that can be likened to concrete poetry. 
Concrete poetry, is poetry in which the typographical arrangement of words is as 
important in conveying the intended effect as the conventional elements of the 
poem, such as meaning of words, rhythm and rhyme. In lettering the map syntax is 
disregarded but still the careful considerations of style, form, size, contrast, 
positioning and relationships are carefully considered. The cartographic technique of 
considered relationships of line quality, weight, shape, area distribution of colours 
work to a rigid set of conventions but which manage to evoke a beauty of image. 
Words project from coastlines arching and flowing. They curve and stretch 
majestically along mountain ranges using additional inter-character space to indicate 
importance and they sit as tiny isolated punctuations within vast open spaces of the 
oceans (Fig 2: 09). 
Geographers and cartographers talk about good and bad design and constantly refer 
to the scientific nature of maps using functionality as the main purpose for 
producing maps, but they also have compared maps to musical scores (zelinsky, 1973, 
p. 4), poetry (Child, 1984) and rhetoric (MacEachren, 1995, p. 33-36). In literature we find 
examples that would be considered as whimsical when considering functionality 
foremost. Jorge Luis Borges, (1972 p. 131) cartographic empire describes a map with a 
scale of one inch to one inch and 'The Bellmans Blank Ocean Chart' from Lewis 
Carroll's, ' The Hunting of the Snark' where the only reference to maps is the text 
and a blank double line border (Fig 2: l O). The implication is that the one inch to one 
inch idea is preposterous and that there needs to be selectivity in evidence as it is 
impossible to display all there is to comprehend about any given piece of the 
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environment. The textual description makes it hard to visualise this as a map with 
the properties that denote function and enable us to fold, transport, view and 
navigate from the map. The blank chart cannot be a map as it must represent some 
aspect of the landscape for it to function. What is so interesting about the notions 
of these are that if they cannot be maps, when is a map not a map and when does 
mapness breakdown? This fundamental question lead me to review the body of 
theoretical texts that have attempted to define and categorise the map landscape in 
order to understand if there were potential guiding principles that bounded the 
extent of 'mapness'. 
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Fig 2: 09 Nelson's Royal Shilling Atlas, 1910 
Three: A Review of Pertinent Theoretical Texts 
It is often assumed that the public understand the notion of the graphic device we 
call a map. To produce a map we need data or information which can be brought to 
the map by an individual or a collective, this data will then be reproduced visually 
and read by the viewer. A simple sketch map questions the mystery of coding a 
three dimensional reality into one of two dimensional space with psychological 
readings of line, shape, size, positive and negative space, orientation and the 
relationship of one mass to another. It has lead to research into the way people 
subjectively represent geographic space and a body of research on cognative maps 
(M. J. Boyle, 1979). When you add the myriad of other constituents of a map, physicality, 
colour, texture, symbol and type we begin to understand the interwoven 
complexities of the map, its design, production, how they communicate and the 
reading of them. 
Research around the concept of maps has been presented by art historians, artists, 
designers, geographers, cartographers and psychologists but still Zelinsky asked the 
question, `The Map as Mystery'? 
`.. we do not really know the fundamental nature of the thing we are so intimately enmeshed with, nor do we 
know what it is we really see or think when maps are being looked at.... it is only by rejecting the 
commonsensical perception of maps and by subjecting them to deep scrutiny that we can register any truly 
major scientific and practical advances; 
(Zelinsky, 1973, p. 2) 
There appears to be a considerable gap in understanding of the fundamentals of 
'mapness' or getting to grips with this through the textual definitions of maps. This 
may be because at the core is the need for participative imagination as it is an 
expertise that humans acquire through a need for survival. The commonsensical 
perception of maps is drawn from monographs and specialised texts that cover the 
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scientific aspects of mapmaking and cartographic communication, the psychology of 
how we read them, presenting a model to study maps. There are texts that cover 
the look, the nature, the power and how to understand them, even texts that 
inform about the truth and lies involved with maps attempting to explain why some 
maps work and promoting plans to achieve'better' maps. To consider the map just 
as a physical object, rectangular in shape containing symbols, that stands alone as an 
objective totality allows no penetration into the real essence of the map. 
".. what we see when looking at a map is not the world, but an abstract representation that we find 
convenient to use in place of the world. When we build these abstract representations we are not revealing 
knowledge as much as we are creating it. " 
(MacEachren, 1995, preface) 
We read maps, but like reading between the lines of text, we read into them, they 
assemble knowledge by drawing out of us things we knew, but could not articulate 
and present a framework on which to hang that knowledge and make it useful. A 
pragmatic means of pathfinding for our physical survival but also a resource for our 
mental realm to inspire, play and imagine. 
MacEachren in his book (1995) attempts to provoke interested parties to "take a step 
back from their own disciplines to consider how their work relates to that of others" with the intention 
to stimulate discussion and question visualisation tools and techniques, but from the 
scientific perspective. Eduard Imhof's classic Cartographic Relief Presentation (1982) 
presents information about contours, colour, shading, rock drawing, symbols, area, 
colours and interaction of design elements. Both Keates (1989) and Robinson, (1952) 
present in-depth information documenting cartographic design, production and 
elements of cartography, attempting to formalise the process with a depth of 
analysis and synthesis as benefits a scientific discipline. This extends our knowledge 
of technique and variables used in the making of the map as object which supports 
and extends the traditional claim that map design will report objective facts, data. 
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These are texts that evidence comprehensive information covering map design, 
symbolisation, reproduction and perception leading to a more effective way to 
deliver information via the map. These texts do not define'mapness' but go some 
way to support an understanding of the processes of map making. If map making is 
the combination of the academic, technical and the artistic, it is necessary to 
investigate, question and consider diversity, style and individuality to gain a greater 
understanding of the way a map looks and its relationship with how it works, its 
structure and function. A valuable approach to greater understand, this is a linear 
textual narrative accompanied by a progression of practical investigations by a 
designer to exercise the skills of visualisation and visual analysis. This is essential to 
extend our understanding of perception and cognition not through textual analysis 
but through visual investigation to allow a greater understanding of how the human 
sees and depicts the natural world. Keates (1996, p. 83) observes through discussing 
interpretation of the map both scientifically and artistically "the frequently repeated call to 
make cartography more scientific" is more correctly about representation of the quality of 
locational information. Scientific research will attempt to lead to a correct 
unambiguous outcome, researching the artistic perspective will lead to a multiplicity 
of interpretations. "All artistic works are rich in possibilities. This underlines a fundamental difference in 
view between those who see the map as a communication device limited to the information intended in the 
output, and those who see a map as a representation, through which many interpretations are possible". 
The difference being between the one-to-one reading and the rich diversity of 
'reading in between', where the individual co-constructs a re-assembling of the maps 
intended depiction which draws on their own experience and socio-cultural history. 
The theoretical and practical perspectives of cartographic design (Wood and Keller, 1996) 
bring together a number of essays examining cartographic design and issues that 
surround this area facilitating the interchange of graphic information and 
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communication. Graphic communicators and designers use the commonsensical 
perception as cited in the Zelinsky quote above but rework it using cartographic 
conventions to enhance our understanding of networks and systems through charts, 
diagrams and navigational information systems which are still about representation 
of space. Huffman (Wood, & Keller, 1996 p. 35-64) in his essay debates postmodernism, maps 
and mapping, citing contemporary cartographic critiques. He states, 
"To the best of my knowledge, no cartographer has openly adopted a postmodern style of cartography, which 
is hardly surprising given the (alleged) scientific fetishism of the discipline. But the interesting question 
remains: What would the stylistically postmodern map look like? " He continues with a justification 
for this proposition "The ultimate goal, is not to confuse or disorientate the reader, but to encourage 
them to read deeper into the map and the mapping process, and to challenge the objective and scientific 
mystique as the map as mirror of the world (Wood and Fells, 1992). " 
Wood (1992, p182) in his book The Power of Maps urges us, the general public, to be 
involved with making maps and acknowledges the interest we have. "Freed from being a 
thing to... look at it can become something ... you make. The map will be enabled to work... for you, for us": 
With the advent of technology and accessibility to computer software we see the 
creation of small scale map production abound. These will not be produced by 
cartographers but by the general public creating a new location for mapping. 
UrbanTapestries is an example of this, a project using an experimental software 
platform for knowledge mapping and sharing which combines mobile and internet 
technologies with geographic information systems to allow people to build 
relationships between places and to associate stories, information, pictures, sounds 
and videos with them (2007). A case study considering how visual people who have 
received no formal instruction in map design would unconsciously externalise a map 
would allow the examination of the design factors that facilitate the mystery of 
artistic and design expression to communicate the notion of'mapness'. Artists and 
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illustrators reject the commonsensical perception and abstract the conventions to 
chart the realms of the imagination, but still retain a notion of mapness in the 
production of their artifacts, as will be seen later in Experiment I (Elb) Mapping a 
Journey chapter 7. 
Buchanan's (1989, p. 97) theory of design as a form of rhetoric suggests that "the designer, 
instead of simply making an object or thing, is actually creating a persuasive argument that comes to life 
whenever the user considers or uses a product as a means to some end. " he replaces functionalism 
with an interrelation of three elements of design argument: logos, how the the map 
is made to technically function through materials and processes, ethos, which 
provides credibility through character and described by Buchanan (1989, p. 101 - 103) as 
"good sense, apparent virtue, and goodwill toward the audience" and pathos, the quality of design 
which uses emotion to persuade the viewer that the object, the map is "desirable and 
valuable in their lives" and makes the user want to interact with it. "This is what makes the 
emotive argument of a design so powerful and persuasive: it collapses the distance between the object and 
the minds of the users, leading them to identify with the expressive movement and allow it to carry them 
where it will. " If we consider these and their influence on our understanding of maps as 
objects made for human use we move from scientific functionalism to a greater 
understanding of how a viewer is persuaded to accept an object as a map. This 
would allow a shift from cartographic design theory's focus of technological 
functionalism to that of an investigation into how people interact with the world 
around us and how they would choose to visualise this. 
Cartographers and art historians seem to agree to maintain boundaries which 
assume a polemic distinction of the scientific and the decorative, maps and art, 
knowledge and embellishment. SvetlanaAlpers (1983) feels that the concern for 
researchers is not where the line is drawn between map and art but the 
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significance of the overlap and the basis of the resemblance. Southworth and 
Southworth in their book entitled'Maps' (1982) show a number of examples that 
evidence an overlap and expand on and analyse what maps can be and how they 
relate to the real world and user. These authors are not just giving a framework for 
what the ideal map may be but reveal a historic and cultural perspective in mapping 
techniques to inform and communicate not just shape and distance but more 
abstract notions such as time, movement and behaviour to analyse both scientific 
and creative approaches. 
Extending the notion of map with the huge shift in technology, William Owen in 
Robert Fawcett-Tang's book (2005, p8) would argue, "Maps now have no beginning or end, 
merging with network devices within other traditionally discrete objects: the map, the key, the guidebook, the 
wallet the phone, the camera - all one thing". This statement describes a spectrum of new 
possibilities of what maps are and could be in the future and begs the question, 
what notion of mapness would they retain or reject? Fawcett-Tang's book 
evidences some beautiful design projects around representation and space, 
inhabitable space, information and space and time and space, maps and navigation 
systems. The book visually evidences projects produced in a myriad of ways 
employing recognisable elements of cartographic conventions. The journey Zone, 
one of the projects illustrated in the book (Fig 3: 00) uses the line and point symbols 
to describe the nature of transport and movement and is used as a signage system 
leading the visitor around an exhibition. Another wonderful example in the book 
shows how the use of a typecase at The Royal College of Art, over eighteen 
months, are mapped by Jeremy Johnson. The first image resembles a architectural 
city map showing blocks and roads and the second is mapping through overlay of a 
variety of fonts in various sizes (Fig 3: 0i). Would cartographers and geographers 
recognise his visual'graphic navigational systems' as maps and if not why and if so 
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how? The examples shown in the book are still encapsulated in the design 
parameters so may feel closer to the scientific cartographic perspective. Peter 
Greenaway (990) in his'speculative investigation' constantly refers to maps for his 
inspiration and you see the influence of his appreciation for this form in many of his 
artworks. They have a'mapness' quality but do not adhere to the data based or 
scientific constructs of cartography. Greenaway's surrealist film 'A Walk Through H' 
(1978) outlines a bizarre journey taken through'H', aided by a series of extraordinary 
maps. The dark grid of The Amsterdam Map (Fig 3: 02) containing windmills that 
resemble trees or trees that resemble windmills standing over deceitful pathways, 
covered in a texture almost requests your eye to take a journey through the 
landscape. We see the theme extend in 'The Football Field' (Fig 3: 03) where he 
describes a game of football using the same symbols with a route meandering 
through the game to a five bar gate. The film portrays the journey a soul takes at 
the moment of death, to whatever other place it ends up, H being either Heaven or 
Hell. He devised 92 maps to help this particular character get there. He searches 
and recognises maps "in every available surface"which is evidenced in further maps in the 
series using laundry marks, cowhides and internal architecture to indicate the 
routes, paths and landscape (Fig 3: 04,3: 05,3: 06,3: 07). He abstracts the cartographic form 
so that it almost becomes unrecognisable as a map. 
Because of the recognisable use of cartographic conventions, van Swaaij and Klare 
(2000) are able to convince the viewer that we are reading an atlas but it becomes 
evident that this is a fiction as we become aware of the textual elements. It is a 
representation through 'imagination, ideas, feelings and experience' produced as a mapbook 
which features an island which combines reality and fantasy. 
These visual and textual sources give a much greater understanding of how we map 
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and the devices and conventions best used to facilitate this, what a map could be, 
why we map and the information that can be disseminated and who may be the 
audience for these artifacts. There is an assumption that we all know what a map is, 
but nowhere in my study of cartographic texts or surveys of maps have I found a 
definition of map that really satisfies the description of these highly complex, 
beautiful, fascinating abstracted images or what gives a map its mapness, our ability 
to comprehend the object as a map-like concept. Definitions of the word map 
seems to do no justice to the richness of the map object if we take into 
consideration its historic and cultural development and diversity of uses. J. H. 
Andrews, (1998) as a part of the author's notes for a short article on map definitions 
sites three hundred and twenty one definitions. 
[A showing o(] the shapes and positions of the features of the earth, not as they rise before the eye in all 
the beauties of the sun and air, and in their vertical, upright forms, but as they are stretched out horizontally 
at one's feet . 
(Grove, 1877, p. 15) 
They range from the historic that appear poetic in their description and lean 
toward the artistic that fire the imagination instilling an empathy to create images in 
the mind, to the very cold and impersonal scientific definitions, with the majority 
referring to the earth's surface, scale and projection. A number begin to extend the 
definition by using the terms, signs and symbols which elude to the design element. 
A representation on a plane surface, at an established scale, of the physical features, (natural, artificial or 
both) of a port or the whole of the earth's surface, by the use of signs and symbols, and with the method of 
orientation indicated. Also a similar representation of the heavenly bodies. 
(American Society of Civil Engineers, 1954, p. 7) 
The latter talks about the physicality of the map as an independent object. It gives 
us no extension into what the essence of a map is or even allows a glimpse of how 
we recognise the map when it begins to lose its link with the cartographic object. 
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Definitions become either very specific or exceedingly general. They do not assist 
our understanding of the complex interactions that take place when we'read a 
map', and do not include considerations of the range of mapping functions. It gives 
us no understanding of the experiential nature of the map. Robinson and Petchenic 
after careful consideration define map as: 
"A graphic representation of the milieu ... 
The more one contemplates the variety of map in its forms, its 
versatility, and its fundamental nature, the more one is impressed with the fact that a general definition of a 
map must be based on its being simply a representation of things in space: representation and space are the 
two critical elements. " 
(Robinson, Petchenic, 1976, p. 16) 
This has a real empathy with the concept that maps are about an individual, their 
environment and their reading of the map. The refinement to this short statement 
of this most complicated form of communication at the very least allows the 
imagination of what it could be. To be asked to define map textually seems 
impossible and for J. B. Harley and David Woodward (1987) when writing their first 
draft of the preface to The History of Cartography, took fifty words to define the 
map. This was eventually reduced to, "Graphic representations that facilitate a spatial 
understanding of things, concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the human world. " Do any of these 
help me define mapness? From the perspective of Child (1984, p. 12) who looks at 
structuralism to give an example towards 'mapness' she would argue that any map, 
which could be in many forms, to be identified as a map or have a quality of 
'mapness' must retain the underlying principles of a structural system. 
There are typical characteristics in the above definitions and other textual research 
around the inherent nature of the map. These characteristics are a trinity of 
structural elements, the map is symbolic, it expresses the characteristics of space 
representing space and is transformed through scale and projection. If we accept 
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Child's example and begin to minimise the structural characteristics affects on an 
artifact do we see a reduction of mapness? 
This is one form of investigation but if the definitions of map concentrate on 
descriptions of the structure, they only give us an insight into the way they look and 
not on the map's function, the way it works. What is interesting is that as disparate 
structural elements that have no interaction to function they tell us very little about 
the map. Child (1984, p. 29) expands through her work that "this interaction of structure and 
function which is the thing that is essentially cartographic (the mapness) in a map. " Here the 
implication is that we can find mapness in the intersection of structure and function. 
It is exciting to see work that starts to talk about this notion of'mapness', a word 
that is not in any dictionary. Her explorations, however, address the connection 
between the two different forms of expression, the map and poem and investigate 
maps' language and linguistic metaphors. I want to explore the notion through 
experimental practice investigating the visual language and visual metaphors 
employed and used in map making. We have theoretical texts that discuss the 
making of maps, the map user, the way we map, what they are for and why we map 
but there does not appear to be an agreed understanding of'mapness'. It may be 
that the questions that surround this are not asked, because it is so elusive from the 
standpoint of a textual definition. 
The work that follows began with a steadfast and firm belief that even with this 
body of knowledge we still do not understand the nature of'mapness'. By looking 
into the void between mind to map, what'goes on' is where we may find it. 
Whether a map artifact is created by a cartographer, designer, artist or illustrator a 
number of investigative questions are apparent. When I make a map in a world in 
which maps are made, what infrastructure do I inherit? I start with the concept and 
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finish with the map, what lies within that space? Tufte (1997) writes "Those who discover an 
explanation are often those who construct its representation. " with the implication that through 
discovery, detection and the creation of artifacts we are better able to describe, 
illustrate and construct knowledge to explain. 
The review leads to a set of notions: 
1. a map has a set of characteristics which are structural elements. These 
are organisational and can be used as an infrastructure to construct a 
taxonomy. 
2. by investigating the intersection of structure and function, and 
determining the boundaries of what map can be by analysing how far a 
map can be distorted, abstracted and minimised will gain a greater 
understanding of'mapness'. 
3. it will require a set of experiments and artifacts to investigate these 
notions to underpin and construct the frame of this exploration. 
Therefore creating a number of artifacts as a method for collecting and preserving 
information and understanding to inform and help define a taxonomy which would 
support the evidence of 'mapness' became the next stage of my investigation. 
Chapter 4 puts forth an initial taxonomy, an anchor, which is subsequently refined 
and focused through practice and experimental trial and error and documented in 
chapter 8. 
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Fig : 00 The Journey Zone, Mapping, An illustrated guide to graphic navigational systems, 1999 
F' 3 OI The Amsterdam Map, Papers, 1990, p. 61 
f?;?: The Football Field, Papers, 1990, p. 63 
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Four: A Proposed Taxonomy 
A history of debate around the scientific approach to design from the 60's is well 
documented and culminated with one of the leading notions of Herbert Simon, a 
renowned economist, that there was "a science of design" (Simon, 1996: 58). He proposed 
that there could be common ground for intellectual communication across the arts, 
sciences and technology suggesting that an interdisciplinary field could be formed in 
the area of the study of design. The 80's saw the social scientist Donald Schön 
emphasis the importance of the role of the practitioner proposing that research 
ought to engage and connect with an understanding of the nature and origin of 
knowledge which is tied to practice (Schön 1983). Hubka and Eder formed'The 
International Society for Design Science' and defined design science to take into 
consideration the systematic knowledge of both a scientific and technical 
understanding of the design of the artifact, the process and the methodology. 
'Design science comprises a collection (a system) of logically connected knowledge in the area of design, and 
contains concepts of technical information and of design methodology... Design science addresses the problem 
of determining and categorising all regular phenomena of the systems to be designed, and of the design 
process. Design science is also concerned with deriving from the applied knowledge of the natural sciences 
appropriate information in a form suitable for the designer's use' 
(Hubka and Eder, 1987, p. 124). 
Nigel Cross states that the knowledge of design is inherent in designers, the process 
and the products themselves (Cross, 1982. p. 223-225). He defines this knowledge to the 
practice of design which he labels "designerly" ways of knowing, thinking and acting 
(Cross, 1982, p. 55). Therefore if part of the knowledge is in the activity of making, but 
also in the artifacts themselves and the manufacture of them, we gain knowledge by 
the reflection in and on these processes. If we look again at Hubka and Eders 
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definition of design science it would be interesting to link "a collection (a system) of 
logically connected knowledge" which "contains concepts of technical information and of design 
methodology"this would allow me to "addresses the problem of determining and categorising oll 
regular phenomena of the systems to be designed, and of the design process" 
My research is practice based and has focused on the issues, concerns and interests 
that would be explored through the creation of artifacts and an experiment. 
I needed to find a suitable way to combine practice with theory but one which 
maintained practice as the motivating force behind the research process. 
Commentary by Scrivener and Chapman (2004) warn of the dangers of theorising, 
applying a brake to creativity, therefore I sought to apply the appropriate balance of 
practical experimentation, design and production with theoretical investigation and 
reflection and review. This was achieved through regular bursts of activity in each 
field, progressing by a stepping back and forth, confronting and contrasting theory 
against make. The knowledge that would come from these would need to be 
manifest in some form of systematic outcome which could manifest an integral 
connection between written text, artifacts and experiments. 
Models, like myths and metaphors help us to make sense of our world. Wood (1992, 
p16) cites different attempts at taxonomies of maps and finds many of them 
problematic "they end up taxonomies not of maps, but the way we view the world and the many ways 
we make our way in it. ". He argues that the simplicity to be found in them is an "illusion" 
he wants a "comprehensiveness" and "authorititiveness". He implies that classifications can 
become uninteresting and irrelevant. The taxonomies he cites are about map types, 
who the maps are produced for or those that divorce cartography from the subject 
matter and all are produced by cartographers. A taxonomy as a model offered me a 
means of comprehending an otherwise incomprehensible system. The taxonomic 
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model would give a structure which could help visualise, not a taxonomy of map 
types but the attributes and conventions used through the system of map making, to 
break it down into discrete, manageable units. There was a realisation that the 
possibility of a simple taxonomy could help construct an appropriate framework for 
examining the working process and the products more closely, presenting a system 
to expand my understanding of mapping principles and help me determine what 
constitutes 'mapness'. This system, the taxonomy would evolve through praxis, 
reflection and theory. 
Taxonomies were historically the science of classifying living organisms but have 
been embraced subsequently in many modern fields including computer science and 
business looking at human error types in particular research by Reason, (1990) 
Hollnagal (1994) and Rassmussen (i974). There are the most obvious taxonomies, 
Benjamin S. Blooms Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (1956). Benjamin Bloom 
created his taxonomy for categorising levels of abstraction of questions that 
commonly occur in educational settings. The most well-known and widely used 
scientific taxonomy is Linnaean taxonomy, which classifies all living things. 
Taxonomies are usually hierarchical in structure but may also refer to relationships 
and become network structures. 
Boyle (1979) who investigates advantages and problems of sketch mapping methods 
refers to a number of different forms of classification systems used by cartographers 
from early classification of structure involving egocentric orientation (imaginary 
maps, used by civilised man and based on compass direction) and domicentric 
orientation (typical of animals and primitive man centred on dwelling) (Trowbridge, 1913, 
Boyle, 1979 p. 16). Lynch (Lynch 1960, Boyle, 1979 p. l 1), who referred to five "image elements" as a 
convenient means of classifying the contents of the city images, through to 
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Appleyards (1969, p. 422-4S2) more comprehensive scheme which was devised from a 
city design and planning project where information was accumulated through 
interview and sketch mapping by three hundred subjects. The classification of 'styles 
and methods of structuring a city' saw sketches that were either structured spatially or 
organised sequentially, he extended this in range from primitive and topological 
"relating parts through continuity, connections, proximity and differentiation", to more positional kinds 
locating elements according to, "direction, position and distance" having a sub taxonomy 
classified according to these dimensions. Spatially dominant maps include, scatter 
and cluster, mosaic, linked and patterned type. Sequentially dominant style is divided 
into, fragmented, chain, branch and loop, and network categories. Many 
cartographers use taxonomic classification for various conventions used in map 
design. MacEachren (I 995, pgi 5w 69) cites taxonomies linked to geography and 
cartography for example Kraak (1989) who "provides a taxonomy of cues for depth perception" 
and Tversky and Hemenway (1984) who distinguish between taxonomies and 
partonomies, where it is put forward that the former is the organisation by kinds, 
things that are similar, and the latter is by parts, containing similar parts or 
attributes. These classifications were very specific to individual content of particular 
maps which may help to give insight to mapness but they were only part of a range 
of properties that needed to be collected and classified to establish the principles 
giving rise to a recognisable map. 
The concept of a taxonomy here was not envisaged as an answer or solution to the 
question raised but as a tool to give a structure to the knowledge gained through 
research, praxis and reflection. Helping transport both the theory and practice into 
the context of research through a previously existing framework enabling a textual 
map of maps but also revealing and allowing access to territory which could benefit 
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from greater experiment to give an insight to essential mapness characteristics. 
The preliminary stages evidenced a listing which evolved from the principle of the 
subjective and objective (Fig t4: 01) of which objective was sub-sectioned 'didactic' and 
`themes' with lists appearing from them. This approach was limited and restrictive 
but allowed subsections to appear. It was designed as a simple web structure to 
allow navigation to view lists from the main page and this also enabled simple 
updating and the posting of additions to these lists. A hierarchical order began to 
appear but these early investigations evidenced a multiplicity of taxonomies and 
some were more comprehensively detailed than others (Fig t4: 02, t4: 03). They seemed 
unnecessarily wordy, confused map types with map attributes and did not resemble 
the simple classification that I was attempting to achieve. The diversity of material 
available to post into the taxonomy became unwealdy and intimidating. From the 
realisation that both the structure of the original headings and the use of the 
navigational abilities of the website were actually restricting my thinking a 
requirement for a model to facilitate the simplification of the information became 
essential. 
Fredric Martini(1989) when introducing new students to the themes and patterns in 
Anatomy and Physiology puts forward that structural and functional patterns 
reoccur and the implication that they are related. His vivid description of anatomy 
and its direct connection with the internal and external structure and physiology 
and its relationship on the function caused a shift in focus for my levels of 
organisation of maps. Mind to map and a set of notions of external and internal 
considerations allowed me to rethink these levels. 
The external propositions of. 
What types of maps are made? 
When we make a map in a world where maps are made, what infrastructure 
is inherited? 
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The internal propositions of: 
start with a concept and finish with a map. What lies within that space? 
This seems to suggest that maps must exist in a symbiosis between the physical and 
the mental. Moving from the scientific, anatomical and physiological model and 
looking for models in design, form or structure and function are also recurring 
issues. Louis Henri Sullivan an American architect, called the "father of modernism". 
is credited with coining the phrase "form follows function, " he implies that the two are 
intricately intertwined and inseparable. This model is often applied to cartography, 
graphic design, architecture, engineering and industrial design. For designers, form is 
the elements that make up our designs, our pages, maps, cars etc. Function is the 
objective of the design whether it is a sign giving directions or a book that 
entertains with a story. For the purpose of the taxonomy using form/structure of 
the map, the elements involved in the overall look and feel of the map, the shape 
and look of the individual components - the typefaces, graphic elements, medium 
and format of how the piece was presented, would support clarification and 
simplification. Function as the practical process of design, purpose of the piece 
whether to sell, inform, educate, impress, or to entertain could also be employed. 
This appeared to imply a framework which could be approached in two directions. 
A top level framework that would hold map types which would merge with a 
bottom up taxonomy of structure and function. Allowing information to be drawn 
from the top level, types of maps, to inform the structure and function and 
construct successive levels of organisation 
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Q Taxonomy of Types of Maps 
I Types of maps 
Physical Symbiosis II Mental 
Structure Function 
Knowledge gained through my practice enabled a greater understanding of values 
involved in the functionality of design, explanation, identification and persuasion and 
how they are adopted to communicate ideas and messages. There are overlaps but 
these could be used as test subsections under functionality. Form or structure was 
broken into three subsections of legibility, suitability: fit for purpose and 
sustainability - main considerations in the production of graphic artifacts. Graphic 
media is one of the most appropriate means of externalising internal 
representations of space because we can communicate through a number of 
conceptual categories that are visual. Visual representation allows the designer to 
bring clear images to the mind, visual perception uses structural and organisational 
devices to convey order to our understanding and visual metaphor helps the viewer 
to connect between the abstract and the real, all assist legibility. Suitability and 
sustainability seemed important areas when relating the map to its audience. 
Suitability when considering, clarity, selectivity, accuracy and its definition of purpose. 
Sustainability questioning the medium used for production and reproduction 
possibilities, its physicality and how it would be stored for retrieval. Analysis allowed 
me to test the synthesis of information located through preliminary 
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research into a simple taxonomy using the headings, functionality, legibility, 
suitability and sustainability, with subheadings, searching for levels of organisation. 
(Fig t4: 04. t4: 05, t4: 06, t4: 07) 
Plucking words from cartographic texts and attempting to place them within my 
structure became dispiriting and evidenced a lack of clear thinking, becoming a 
listing exercise with no connection to my creativity. The choice of levels and 
subsections was failing by becoming confusing and overly complicated and did not 
appear to lead to a greater understanding of mapness or its qualities. 
The way forward now became a pragmatic, but also creative testing of the limits of 
the taxonomy as a holding framework and a discovery of'mapness' principles which 
filled its compartments through my own practice. Chapter 5 presents an overview 
of this practice portfolio which emanated from a desire to gain some taxonomic 
grip on 'mapness'. Chapter 8 evidences the emerging structures showing sections 
and subsections of this taxonomy through knowledge gained by the production of 
practical investigations, projects and experiments. 
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F c4: 01 Taxonomy of Objective and Subjective Maps. 
These were the initial lists drawn up in the first stages of the production of a 
taxonomy for possible use in a website 
MAPS 
I Objective 
Didactic 
Cartography 
Navigation 
Diagrams 
Charts 
History 
Visual Conventions 
Graphic Techniques 
Function 
Maths in Maps 
Dictionary Definitions 
Subjective 
Themes 
War 
Political 
The Globe 
The Heavens 
Map Makers 
Religion 
The City 
Ordnance Survey 
Weather 
Science and Maps 
Physiological Maps 
Cultural Maps 
Maps of Systems 
Technology 
Literary Maps 
Maps in Advertising 
Artists and Illustrators 
Maps of Deceit 
Maps of Travels 
Comparisons of Maps 
Games and Puzzles 
Influences From and On 
Phrases and Sayings 
Mythological 
Sport 
Words used in Maps 
Codes 
Cultural Maps 
Memory Maps 
Maps as Decoration 
Short Projects 
All headings highlighted in blue see ( i;; ttO, 
All headings highlighted in rod see (i ýg t4: 02) 
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0 Fig t4: 02 Taxonomy of Objective Maps 
OBJECTIVE 
Didactic 
Visual Conventions 
Contours 
Compass 
Place Names 
Signs 
Symbols 
Key 
Definition 
Grid 
Date of Issue 
System of Reference and Grids 
Colour 
Glossary 
Scale 
Section 
Graphic Techniques 
Accredited Graphic Devices 
Colour 
Symbol 
Icons 
Labels 
Typography 
Calligraphy 
Pattern 
Arrow 
Line 
Tone 
Tint 
Metaphor 
Contrast 
Diagram 
Distortion 
Grids 
Dots 
Texture 
Shape 
Maths in Maps 
Size 
2 Dimensional 
3 Dimensional 
Shape 
Circle(Hub Spokes) 
Square (Grids) 
Triangulation 
Number 
Measurement 
Length 
Breadth 
Depth 
Scale 
Projection 
Conical 
Cylindrical 
Flat 
Statistics 
Angles 
Area 
Distance 
Quantitive 
Qualititive 
Elevation 
Longitude 
Latitude 
Geometry 
Ratio 
Themes 
Map of Systems 
Mathematical Codes 
DNA 
Technicological 
Electrical Circuits 
Gas Pipes 
Water Systems 
Sewage Systems 
Telecommunications 
Internal Workings of Objects 
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Co Q Fig t4: 03 Taxonomy of Subjective Maps 
These lists show areas that were covered in the initial stages of the taxonomy. 
SUBJECTIVE 
Literary maps 
Jules Verne - Mysterious Island, A LongVacation 
A. C. Doyle - Sherlock Holmes 
Antony Trollope - The Barchester Chronicles 
Jonathan Swift - Gulliver's Travels 
John Bunyan - Pilgrims Progress 
R. L Stevenson -Treasure Island 
Rudyard Kipling 
L Frank Baum -The Wizard of Oz 
Edward Earle Child - 
The Wonders of Mouseland 
Edgar Rice Burroughs - Numerous 
A. A. Milne - Winnie the Pooh 
Kenneth Graham -Wind in the Willows 
J. R. R. Tolkein -The Lord of the Rings, 
The Hobbit, The Silmarillion 
Arthur Ransome - Swallows and Amazons 
C. S. Lewis - Series of Novels 
William Faulkner - Absolom, Absolom! 
Norton Duster -The Phantom Tollbooth 
Ray Bradbury -The Million Year Picnic 
Frank Herbert - Dune 
Dante -The Divine Comedy 
Hardy's Wessex 
The Prisoner 
The Beach 
Zola 
Balzac 
Proust 
James Joyce - Ulysses 
Combre- Paris 
Maps of Deceit 
Cartographic Fantasies 
Advertising 
Decorative 
War - disproportionate showing war aims of 
the losing side 
Religious 
Dystopia's 
Maps from the lore of various cults 
Stamps 
Cultural Maps 
Musical scores 
Dance Steps 
Theatre 
Film - Story Boards 
Hospital Signage 
Calendars 
Hand-drawn - directional maps 
Codes 
Architectural Plans 
Garden Maps 
Golf Course Maps 
Shopping Centres 
Internet Site Maps 
Interactive CD Rom Maps 
Sport 
Games 
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Five: Experimental Practice 
A portfolio of visual projects and experiments have been produced throughout this 
Ph. D. by practice. I have outlined projects in the following matrix (Fig 5a, 5b, 5c) by 
defining the aims, rationale, medium and the product produced. Issues and influences 
by projects and upon the taxonomy have also been highlighted. The function of the 
practice shifts from an initial phase developing exploratory projects addressing 
general themes around map types (Fig 5a) to producing individual artifacts and an 
experiment addressing specific themes (Fig 5b, sc). Findings from these practice based 
investigations informed the development of subsequent projects by enabling the 
identification of relevant issues and appropriate methodologies and allowing me to 
more fully understand the taxonomy focus area derived from chapter 4. A number 
of these projects were produced in response to themed project initiatives decided 
by a group of Ph. D by Practice students to encourage a collaborative spirit whilst 
supporting individual progression. The practical work produced is supported by a 
CDROM and internet website displaying a comprehensive set of images from the 
thirteen projects including completed artifacts, sketchbooks and concepts showing 
design decisions and information on how to use it in an appendix (app 1). Below is a 
list of the projects in sequential order indicating investigation into types, 
construction processes and attributes. 
(Fig sad Map types: a series of visual investigations to plot map types 
Project I (Pia) Map of Life - Print 
Project 2 (P2a) Macro/Micro Map of Maps - Print 
Project 3 (P3a) An Island as a Navigational Tool - Print 
Initial stages saw a number of investigations (Pia, P2a, Pia) centred around a visual 
database to form a navigational system exploring the notions of mapping the map, 
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the meta-map moving away from the hierarchy implied by the textual list (Fig ta:: oo, 
t4: oi, ta: 02). These were mainly sketch book based with elements of the investigations 
being worked up into a more professional standard to test their possibilities in the 
software programmes of Photoshop and QuarkXpress. 
(Fig sb) Map construction processes: a series of artifact productions on investigative 
themes. 
Project I (PI b) Map of Repetition - Artifact 
Project 2 (P2b) Dancing the Line Between Joke and Deception 
Artifact 
Experiment I (E I b) Mapping a Journey - Artifact 
This stage saw a number of investigations that centred around map construction. 
This would allow the artifact to extend an understanding of the function, design 
process and semiotics of the map. Two of these projects are based around my 
production of the map artifact (Pi b, Plb) and one is an experiment using students 
providing an insight into the conceptualisation of ideas and mediums used by 
creative individuals to solve the problem of mapping a journey (Eib). 
(Fig Sc) Map attributes: a series of artifact productions experimenting with 
map attributes. 
Project I (Pic) Wearable Maps -Artifact 
Project 2 (P2c) Map of Bournemouth Deconstruction - Artifact 
Project 3 (P3c) Dysfunctional Calendar - Print, Webpage 
Project 4 (P4c) Five Days in Kuala Lumpur - Artists' Book 
Project 5 (PSc) The Illustration Student Destination Survey - 
Powerpoint Lecture 
Project 6 (P6c) Searching for Mapness -Artists' Book 
Project 7 (P7c) Remembering Home? - Sketchmaps 
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This stage saw a number of investigations that centred around map attributes 
exploring visual conventions, spatial and directional information, deconstruction and 
dysfunction to test how far a map can be broken down before it fails to function 
and what the disunity of its component parts reveal (PIc, P2c, P3c). These projects also 
allow an investigation into map imagery and its use to engage a number of various 
audiences and enhance their experience of textual and visual information through 
the medium of artist book, and presentation software (P4c, P5c, P6c). The projects were 
produced using map attributes to extend the notion and promotion of an empathy 
of 'mapness', to rethink the extent of map and its possibilities and to test the 
transference of the map from memory to hand and paper (P7c). 
I will now take each of these projects and experiments in sequence with the 
intention of informing the reader of my body of practice. The essence of each 
practical undertaking is conveyed but where extensive analysis was required use of 
individual chapters and appendices alleviate the problem of narrative flow. 
5. I Map Types 
Project I (Pia) Map of life (Figs: oo, s: oi) evidences visual investigation into the 
potential of the human form as a framework generating a means to place map types 
with the implication of the body as map of life (Fig 2: 03,2: 04). This project extended 
thoughts on spatial organisation of map types, with an example of eye sections and 
map as a selective filtering mechanism, through the juxtaposition/imposition of eye 
sections and corresponding like maps (Fig 2: 06). From an initial assumption that 
'mapness' surrounds us, photography was used to capture images that tested this. 
These images were laid up against those found through visual research. Using images 
of natural textures, stains on a floorboard, veins and muscles seen inside the human 
form and computer circuit boards, line, colour, and shape and texture were used. 
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They bring to mind images of rivers, roads, towns, cities, landmass, depicting 
continents, graduating colours for oceans and remind us of the globe or an atlas and 
relate to the images of architectural maps of cities and route maps. (fig 2: 00,2.01,2: 02, 
2: 05). These investigations were from the assumption of an anthropocentric model 
influenced by previous research into the visualisation of number and in particular 
the number three and its link to religion, geometry and esoteric teachings around 
macrocosm/microcosm (The visual language of number). Robert Lawler (1982, pg 90) brings 
together visual and textual references of number shape, and proportion, in 
particular anthropos, a mystic doctrine of creation, of which the first principle of 
this theory is that, `Man is not a mere constituent part of this universe, but rather he is both the final 
summarising product of evolution and the original seed potential out of which the universe germinated' 
Culturally throughout history there has been the use of geometry to construct 
grids to describe geometric relationships of the proportions of the human for 
example Albrecht Durer, Leonardo Davinci through to Le Corbusiers"Modular' 
which was primarily concerned with architectural form but of particular influence in 
design systems and modern grids used for the printed page. Understanding the 
position of man's experience in his relationship to the map as embedded within his 
cultural and sensorial frame of reference was then continued in the next project. 
The importance of map as a means to encompass and hence have a way to have 
command of scale began to emerge here. 
Project 2 (P2a) Macro/Micro Map of Maps (Fig S: 02,5: 03,5: 04) developed through 
the use of cross-section as a device to construct a panorama showing visual 
representations detailing the scale of map spectrums from cosmos to DNA with 
relevant points between, the fulcrum of the scale being man. A mirror version using 
map symbols was produced extending the concept of macro/micro. Moving from 
one side of the spectrum using simple point symbols through a set of visual 
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variables to man and into to the microcosm with another set of map point symbols. 
A major influence was the film 'Powers of Ten' (1968) by Charles and Ray Eames, 
which uses as its pivot the human to scale a macro/micro journey from the centre 
of the nucleus of an atom to the edge of the observable universe. Visually the 
graphic form used by Robert Fludd (Godwin 1979) to describe the creation of the 
universe, man as a universe in miniature and his connection with the former, 
presents an earlier condensed summary of this as a way to use map to grasp and 
secure a knowledge of scale and man's place within it. A question arose, could map 
itself become the means to portray the spectrum of maps encountered thus far? 
Project 3 (P3a) An Island as a Navigational Tool (Fig 5: 05,5: 06,5: 07.5: 08) 
developed as it become apparent that to begin to construct the meta-map visually 
the notion of a topography was required. Words associated with maps were listed 
around the notion of journey, navigation, and the view of the traveller, discovering 
through a journey. Greenaway an artist film maker uses the metaphor of map both 
visually and textually in his work. They are often illustrated by him and used as 
objects in the construction of his films. They can be abstract and cling tenuously to 
the concept of map as an artifact with a didactic perspective. Examples of these are 
used in his film 'A Walk Through H' (1991 pg 59-60) which depicts an ornithologist's 
journey from city to wilderness conducted with the help of ninety two maps. He 
implies that these maps are ambiguous and gathered by the individual from different 
sources and at different times throughout his life. His realistic map illustrated to 
support his filmic version of The Tempest entitled 'Prosperos' Books' (ig9i) uses 
cultural and historical references to map the exile's island territory using moats, 
mazes, pyramids, monuments, forests and open cornfields, a magical island which 
becomes a place of illusion and deception. Adding a cartographic weight to this 
notion of illusion and deception are the historical and geographical tales of lost 
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islands that littered charts and atlas's, researched and documented by Henry 
Stommel, a scientist and oceanographer in his book Lost Islands (1984). 
Development of an island as framework to provide a navigational tool for 
positioning information empowering the viewer to access knowledge about maps 
through varying landscapes became apparent. I decided to explore the opportunities 
around the concept of an island surrounded by seas and oceans that could conceal 
and reveal information through a journey of various panoramas allowing the viewer 
to choose their own route and find their own place within the landscape directed 
by the use of cartographic conventions. Compass points were used to locate and 
link particular areas of the island with words from my initial textual lists (Fig t 4: 00) 
but above and below too, with constructions, geologies, geographies, atmospheres 
and seasonal climate changes to contain, assemble, plot and map the locations of the 
taxonomy of maps. This concept would retain the anthropocentric model (Pia) and 
use the linear sequence of macro/micro map of maps (P2a) which would be 
restructured to read from the top, North (Macro, Didactic) of the island to the 
South (Micro, Subjective). West and East would become'themes' and'science' 
respectively and the points between reading clockwise around the compass. NE 
didactic science, SE subjective science, SW subjective themes and NW didactic 
themes. 
These investigations evidenced a restrictive linear sequence but were useful in 
revealing the magnitude of the information that could be gathered and disseminated 
about the subject of maps. However there did not appear to be any connection to 
journey or navigation to allow for a sense of locating information. Project 3 (P3a) was 
efficient as a process that would allow an interaction of the viewer to gather 
knowledge about map types but as I extended my investigations for the taxonomy it 
became obvious that this was the top down level of a map of maps and my interests 
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were developing around the ideas of the second level of mapness properties, 
structure and function (Fig t4: 03). The concept of island and thoughts around this as a 
space to plot information where a journey chosen by the viewer can take place 
directly impacted on the production of Project I(Pib) Map of Repetition. The 
resonance from these initial projects can be seen reappearing throughout my body 
of work. 
5.2 Map Construction 
The next series of projects focussed on what is called upon to construct maps and 
began to tackle the problem of gaining insight into what attributes can convince the 
viewer that they should regard something as a map. 
Project I (Pi b) Map of Repetition. Due to its extent this project will be 
evidenced in greater depth in Chapter 6 with appendix 3. The key outcomes from 
this project evidenced that a number of elements exist within the map space and 
they are used to encode and decode information to inform an audience of a 
particular message. It allowed a greater understanding of, when making a map in a 
world in which maps are made, what the infrastructure inherited is, and what 
templates already existed. It led me to acknowledge that I may gain a greater 
understanding of `mapness' attributes by testing those who had little interest or 
knowledge around cartography. These will be discussed in greater detail therein. 
In parallel, Project 2 (Rib) Dancing the Line between joke and Deception 
(Fig 5: 09) was a short project for the Ph. D. by practice students where our own 
research would be used around a themed project. This project was used to explore 
map as deceit and how far the intrinsic nature of a map could support a fictional 
sequence of events. Monmonier (i99i) details many forms of deceit using the map 
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form and implies that maps can be used to send subtle or subliminal messages and 
one of these messages could be that the work is scholarly and probably based on 
science, that it is truthful. The project centres around the joke: Why did the chicken 
cross the road? The concept involved convincing the audience that this was one of a 
number of `The World's Great Mysteries' (WGM) that were investigated. Evidence 
to support an understanding that it may have been solved included: 
The chicken. 
A brown manilla folder which held the paper evidence that had been collated 
holding: 
Form WGM 1166718/006. Completed by Agent Fox Mulder which gives 
analysis and evidence of the event, and lists information enclosed in the 
folder. 
A map of the route taken by the chicken before it crossed the road. 
Photographs of'Buddy" the chicken and a description. 
Photographic evidence of the chicken as it is about to cross. 
Recorded answer data from eminent historical characters. 
In order to investigate what others might employ to give authenticity to the route 
of a journey I undertook Experiment I (Eib) Mapping a Journey. My intention 
was to purposefully create a situation where design aware individuals would need to 
call upon their repository of acquired characteristics for visual conveyance of an 
illustration of journey. What conventions would they evoke, which may they break, 
and what might they invent? Would indeed map archetypes become evident in their 
need to express a very human necessity of getting from A to B? The visual results 
from the project, a questionnaire and a number of interviews with these students 
are analysed and discussed in terms of how people with little or no knowledge of 
formal cartography visually depict a journey through a space. This project will be 
evidenced in greater depth in chapter 7 and appendix 4. 
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5.3 Map Attributes 
The significance of particular attributes trialled and drawn from these construction 
process projects and experiment then began to inform the final series of projects. 
Here experimenting through my own practice the nature and expression of the 
taxonomy of'mapness' began to coalesce. 
Project I (Plc) Wearable Maps (Fig s: i o). The map of repetition with its research 
into references for the list of elements that were to be used within the map artifact 
from The Ordnance Survey Maps of Great Britain, one inch to one mile (seventh 
series) printed in 1967 (Fig 6: 01) and Plate I (Fig 6: 02) from The Manual of Map Reading, 
Photo Reading and Field Sketching (1929) from the War Office, lead to investigation 
into dress patterns and their similarities with maps in the use of encoding and 
decoding elements. The intention for this short project was to explore the 
similarities in visual conventions to communicate spatial and directional information 
in map and dress pattern with the use of symbols. It moved to the production, 
through sewing of some simple clothing from paper maps and the use of origami 
paper folding. These investigations, derived artifacts that evoke a feeling of maps that 
may be wearable with the exciting notion of the comparisons of the artifacts when 
worn reflected external images of the internal: veins, muscle and nerves, the 
microcosm worn on the outside of the human form. This concept has the potential 
for greater visual investigation and has left a feeling of unfinished business. 
Project 2 (P2c) Map of Bournemouth Deconstructed (Fig s: $ i). Whilst 
researching the area of design form, to inform the taxonomy it seemed interesting 
to investigate the intersection of issues surrounding structure and function by 
deconstructing a printed paper map. This could determine the boundaries of what 
'mapness' could be by analysing how far a map can be distorted, abstracted and 
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minimised. Looking at the elements that make up a map and then deconstructing it 
into sea, land, roads and other elements allowed for the reduction of map in 
symbolic representation terms to a point where it cannot be understood therefore 
to make a map inoperable. These elements were then placed in transparent bags as 
isolated objects but bought together as a set. It was envisaged that other maps 
could be used and reproduced in this format as a set of multiples. 
A greater understanding could have been gained if I had deconstructed the map 
using the elements that were being brought forth and isolated within the (Fig t8: 03) 
'How' sections and sub-sections focusing on encoders and decoders. This would 
have evidenced the breakdown of the map into particular elements directed by the 
taxonomy rather than an arbitrary breakdown into land, sea, roads and other 
elements. The breakdown used lead to a better aesthetic for the art object but was 
less helpful in informing my research. 
Interestingly there is the implication here that map elements need to work in 
conjunction with one another to imply mapness, that the isolation of these elements 
will move the map into another arena. This investigation evidenced that as you 
divorce the encoders and decoders from one another you loose the ability for the 
map to function and it losses its 'fitness for purpose'. When packaged it is changed, 
recognition of the map as a designed artifact which will allow you the feeling of 
security to'do its job' disappears and it will be perceived as an art object viewed in 
a more subjective way, as an artist book or multiple (multiples are usually a signed 
limited edition made specifically for selling) bringing with it a different reading. A 
further exemplar of this conclusion is apparent in the following production. 
Project 3 (P3c) Dysfunctional Calendar. (Figs: 12) This project was produced in 
response to a themed project initiative decided by a group of Ph. D. by Practice 
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students to encourage a collaborative spirit whilst supporting individual progression. 
For the solution of this project we were requested to produce a page for a calendar 
using our individual areas of research. Therefore I intended to produce my page 
using the subject area of maps, exploring the notion of dysfunction. Print was used 
as a possible solution. I used inked surfaces that resembled grids and continuously 
overprinted. This was used in conjunction with an old school geography print roller 
containing the map of the world. Abstract prints were produced and scanned into 
Photoshop these were then overlaid onto a image used in Project I (Pi b) Map of 
Repetition. Plate I (Fig 6: 02) was an image of mapness elements with no map which 
was produced for a specific didactic use. When my blurred overprinted image was 
overlaid on the plate image there was a real quality of mapness recognisable by 
outline, almost as a sketchmap promoting a feeling of the familiar but strange. This is 
presented next to a page where mapping conventions are used to provide a grid for 
days and dates but these float and connect in a very disjointed manner allowing the 
viewer no way of using the map or the information page in any functional way. 
Project 4 (P4c) Five Days in Kuala Lumpur. (Fig s: 13) Most of the previous 
projects, investigations and experiments centred around the physical attributes, 
relationships and the structure of the map. There was a realisation that more 
investigation was needed around motivation, concept and function or definition of 
purpose with a move away from map structure. It was felt that through the 
production of a creative artifact by the practitioner, which by nature is subjective, 
using the product of the map, which by design is objective, would support a change 
of focus to identify gaps in the area of `Why' within the taxonomy. 
Conclusions from Project I(Pic) Wearable Maps, Project 2 (P2c) Map of Bournemouth 
Deconstruction and Project 3 (P3c) Dysfunctional Calendar revealed that the disunity 
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of a map's component parts evidenced that map elements needed to work in 
conjunction with one another and the isolation of these elements move the map 
into another arena, the art object. From a recognition of the map as a designed 
artifact allowing a feeling of security to'do its job' could the use of maps in the 
context of viewing a journey evidence that'mapness' could exist without function, 
usability? The project designed as an artists' book through concertina fold discloses 
the concept of journey, navigation and the view of the traveller discovering through 
a journey. It may also reveal and extend an understanding of the notion of physicality 
and the senses. 
We all travel with maps neatly folded directing us along routes to locations but 
maps can conjure memory of spectacle and conventions, line, symbol and colour 
used within the map give rise to the experience of the real place. The excitement of 
travelling in a city with a map is a discovering experience, a journey into the 
unknown, and map reading is bound up with this journey. It is not that the place 
names and symbols of historic buildings in this city do not 'represent' the real world 
but it leads us to ask what is the real world of the map like? How do we sense 
these? What will the quickest route look like? Questions are asked, where have we 
been, how did we get there? Reading the map leads to the work of following the 
map as a way finding journey documenting unfamiliar geography, prompting memory. 
Wood (1992, p. 7) suggests that maps make the past and future present. He addresses 
the notion that past and future are unaccessable to the senses but can be bought 
together in the present through the map. "The world we take for granted - the real world - is 
made like this, out of the accumulated thought and labor of the past. It is presented to us on the platter of 
the map, presented, that is, made present so that whatever invisible, unattainable, erasable past or future can 
become part of our living ... now... here": 
The artist book Five Days in Kuala Lumpur records the experiences of a five day 
trip to the city in Malaysia using the flotsam and jetsam of drawings, collected 
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ephemera, photographs and most importantly maps that accompanied the journeys 
around the city and its environs. It allows a sharing with others of experiences and 
senses. Using the book to construct and manipulate abstractions of space, here and 
there, through maps and ephemera used as a mediator between the individual's 
experiences, senses and the world. Travel books and documentation of journeys are 
constant themes for artists and designers particularly through the medium of 
journal and artists' book. An example is'Some Cities' (1996) where Victor Burgin 
recalls some of the cities he has known and journeyed around by showing 
photographs and telling anecdotes. Barbara Hodgson (i995), a designer and writer, in 
her first novel which is a combination of travelogue, mystery, and ghost story, uses 
memorabilia: maps, postcards, train tickets and postage stamps, lists of books she's 
reading and souvenirs she's bought to visually support the narrative in the margins 
of the journal. It is a mesmerising, physically beautiful book of particular influence in 
the production of my artifact. Candy Jernigan (1999) was a dedicated collector of 
ephemera which she saw as evidence of'being there', she transformed the 
collections into works of art. Jernigan filled her journals with traces of food she had 
eaten, scraps of paper, bits of leaves, and old bottle caps labelled and sealed in 
transparent envelopes. 
Five days in Kuala Lumpur uses a black box as a cover, tied with red string, a label 
and Malaysian stamps to indicate that this is a package that has been sent and 
received by the viewer. It contains a concertina book tied with red ribbon, each 
page being 420mm by 300mm opening to long landscape double page spreads. The 
book is printed on 308gm Photo Rag paper through an Epson A3 printer. These 
pages are printed individually, trimmed, and then through a tab system, joined to 
create the book. The quality of paper, produced from cotton, and its weight lead to a 
sense of a large old atlas. 
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The book works in chronological order and attempts to provide the viewer with 
the emotion of journeys taken to arrive, move around its environs and leaving the 
city, bringing to life the experiences around particular locations that we see as 
symbols on a map. This is achieved through the use of maps, sketches, photographs, 
collected ephemera, sewing and the employment of various quality of papers used 
through the medium of photomontage and the use of real artifacts pasted onto the 
printed page to allow the viewer to interact with elements within the book. 
Journeys and routes taken over the five days are indicated by a sewn red line. The 
book can be read page by page but also opens out to reveal a linear narrative 
allowing the book form to represent a journey through the presentation of a 
sequence of events. It is multi-coloured and multilayered and through the use of 
scans, prints, and real artifacts it leaves the viewer unsure of the real and unreal. It 
allows the viewer a tactile experience allowing interaction to ascertain which 
elements are printed and those that attach to the pages. 
Review of the artifact and its use of the map images revealed that'mapness' is not 
necessarily about usability and that utilisation of real map images in the context of 
viewing a journey evidenced that'mapness' could exist without function. This was 
shown by exploitation and manipulation of map images that may or may not be 
read, that may just be for decoration, will support the viewer in following a narrative 
without having to attempt their own mental cartography therefore providing a sense 
of reality to the territory. The map and its'mapness' is seen to underpin a sense of 
time, distance and place. That these are not cartographic fantasy allows a belief in 
identification of location through photographic, cartographic and geographic 
relationships. 
There is a feeling that'mapness' may come from a mix of sections in'Why'. That it is 
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a combination of, persuasion, identification, explanation and decoration. The map 
images used within the book do not just decorate but send subliminal messages, 
they inform and impress as they lend an aura of truth but can also educate. This 
does not help in clarification of the subsections in 'Why' as a textual list as t came 
to a realisation that information within all areas of the taxonomy would best be 
shown visually either as examples of maps or possibly as images produced by 
practitioners combining art and design. 
The production of the artifact exposed a greater understanding that physicality and 
the senses contribute to the notion of mapness. If this book were to be viewed in 
any other way, for example on screen the viewer would lose the tactile quality of 
paper, weight of the book and the ability to view the sequence through opening, 
closing, folding and refolding as one would with the most recognised form of the 
paper map. 
Project 5 (Psc) Student Destination Survey. (Fig 5: 14) This project aimed to 
explore the use of map imagery to enhance the communication of textual and oral 
information. Questioning whether map imagery could be be used to engage a 
number of various audiences and enhance their experience of powerpoint as a 
presentation tool. Influences for this project came from Project 3 (P3a) Island and 
Project I (Pib) Map of Repetition. The software packages Photoshop, QuarkXpress 
and Powerpoint were used to produce a lecture for an audience of staff and 
students within the University, particularly those in the School of Art, Design and 
Media. 
As head of level 3 of an Illustration Course in the School of Art, Design and Media 
at The University of Portsmouth I initiated a destination survey of our students. The 
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course has a strong research identity and encourages the students to develop a 
breadth of knowledge and expertise in a variety of fields which include; illustration; 
typography; photography; drawing; artist's book; web design; animation; graphic 
design and print making. The emphasis on research also supports the students in 
their choice of media and specialisms. As part of the course the students also gain 
experience of, verbal presentations; working to deadlines; working within groups; 
organising exhibitions and related publicity as well as developing their own 
independent learning programme. 
Because the course seeks to question and debate the overlaps that occur between 
Illustration and other specialisms, there was always a strong feeling that our 
students, with their research background and artistic freedom would cross 
boundaries in their professional lives after University. I decided to carry out a 
destination survey through the realisation that limited records and information 
about professions and career paths that our students were following was available 
to us, the staff, and to the students. The intention was to use the findings of the 
survey to support and encourage our current and future students in their choice of 
careers and highlight the huge range of possible destinations and opportunities 
available to them. 
We have kept in contact with many of our students from previous years, but I chose 
to mail-out a letter to 180 ex-students, from the last ten years, asking if they could 
get in touch via email or post and give us a short history of their time after 
University. Information was requested about where they were working currently 
and also to provide on-line examples of work if possible. The survey evidenced that 
our graduates gained employment in a wide variety of fields from freelance 
illustration across the whole spectrum of art, design and media. Some of the 
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students had completed teacher training and the research emphasis of the course 
has also supported a large number of students continuing on to postgraduate study. 
As this process progressed alongside my research, key words such as survey, journey 
and destination resonated. A powerpoint presentation for lecture purposes 
was produced. 
As visual individuals, both as the creator and the receivers of this information it was 
important to use images throughout that would evoke an empathy to the notion of 
journey moving from location to location to some form of destination. It would 
involve lists of possibilities open to them across the spectrum of employment. 
Powerpoint as a supportive software package can lead to an over use of type and 
bullet points with producers using clipart images which leads to a very uninspiring 
visual experience. Influenced by Swaaij and Klare (2000) and their Atlas of Experience 
it was my intention to convince the viewers that leaving University was just part of 
an exciting journey and that themes used within Swaaij and Klares' book 
'imagination, ideas, feelings and experience' could lead to an inspiring reality. Maps 
were used as section backdrops with point, line and area symbols, compasses, planes 
and boats used as conventions to imply a symbolic journey. Type was placed within 
the map images as lists of possible destinations. This presentation can be viewed 
through the interactive element. 
Project 6 (P6c) Searching for Mapness. (Fig s: is) Review of my body of work and 
a realisation that the taxonomy was reverting back to a horizontal and vertical 
textual list of lists, initiated the testing, through imagery of specific areas within the 
taxonomy. In an attempt to originate a way forward I decided to design a particular 
subsection of the taxonomy that was dependent on the interplay of text and image. 
This enabled investigation of the notion that a visual solution may be the way 
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forward to better inform the viewer of the elements of'mapness' (Fig t8: 10, Fig t8: 11). 
Indeed the success of these investigations in highlighting the importance for the use 
of imagery within the taxonomy and its implications led me to produce a project 
that would help reveal more about isolating and conjoining map elements in the 
form of an artist's book. It centres on the visual perspective through the use of 
recurring concepts of macro/micro and map types with reference to and influence 
from preliminary investigations shown in chapter 2 and the notion that'mapness' 
surrounds us where colours, shapes, images and lines in natural and technical 
objects bring to mind images of landmass, mountain ranges, contours, oceans, rivers, 
roads, cities, towns from globes and atlases (Fig 2: 00,2: 01,2: 02,2: 03,2: 04,2: 05). 
Whilst discussing cartography as graphic art with its comparisons with drawing and 
painting and lamenting the technological perspective of cartographers and lack of 
understanding of artistic element by them, Keates (1996 p. 240) writes "The refusal to 
recognise the need to acquire artistic skill in the full sense, as well as the reluctance to accept the artistic 
dimensions of cartography require serious study, affects the capacity of map users to appreciate and 
interpret maps just as much as the ability of cartographers to create them" The aim of this project 
was to extend the notion not of maps as scientific systems, but to promote an 
empathy of'mapness' to engage the viewers expectations and make them rethink 
the extent of map and its possibilities. To prompt a familiarity of recognition and 
recall from memory by visually blurring information about place, journey, location 
and space using complicated arrangements, relationships and variations in scale of 
colour and symbol. The visuals used have the'look' of maps but cannot be used as 
maps, there are no routes in the construct of the macro/micro narrative. 
The books, which are a trinity of books through the fusion of the three to make 
one, sit inside a black box with graphic use of type and image screen printed on the 
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box cover. It was important that the 3 books in some way should have an ability to 
fit together, to say something holistically about'mapness' through them being 
brought together. The books with grey mill board covers are connected by a triangle 
and are numbered to extend the notion that they can be read as individual objects 
but have a relationship to the other two books. These subtle covers disguise the 
power of the images contained within the pages of the book. Each book opens to 
quotes printed on tracing paper and connected by the same triangle. The 
relationship of the visual investigation to plot map types Project 2 (P2a) Macro Micro 
Map of Maps, can be seen here in the re-use of cross-section as a device to 
construct a panorama showing visual representations using the conventions detailing 
spectrums from cosmos to areas that are mapped in the microcosm with relevant 
points between, the fulcrum of the scale being man indicated by images representing 
the brain. The books unopened are 420mm by I00mm and contain six pages which 
unfold to a length of 2520mm. They can open fully to this length but can also be 
viewed as a form of concertina book. They feel slightly awkward and are difficult to 
control mirroring the way that a map can unfold. They can be viewed individually or 
as a set and if you have a space large enough can be viewed as three long 
panoramas which connect visually horizontally and vertically. By choosing the 
medium of artist book for this project my aim was to produce an object where the 
content, colour, symbol, scale and the form, with the difficulty of unfolding and 
folding, were considered together. The aim was to make the books become more 
than a simple container for information seeking to involve the reader actively in the 
viewing process not only to see the images on the printed pages but to consider 
these and the physical form which all contribute to the meaning. The physical form 
of the books becomes an integral part of the reader's experience. I wanted to 
achieve this with the landscape fold and the use of connecting imagery on the 
covers which implies the idea of a series of maps that work in isolation but also as a 
part of a greater whole. 
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Book I uses the quote "... to label (colour as noun), to measure (colour as quantity), to represent or 
imitate reality (colour as representation), and to enliven or decorate (colour as beauty). 
(Tufte, 1990) 
There is much written in cartographic monographs into the use of colour in the 
production of maps and is covered comprehensively by Keates (1989), Dent (1996) 
and Robinson (199s). Colour employed within cartography has well established 
conventional aspects for usage to aid recognition through greater detail, adding 
visual stimuli, aiding hierarchical visual structures and increasing design possibilities 
that will aid clarity. It also stimulates aesthetic reactions, blue with cold, red with 
warm and green with vegetation and is important in creating effective graphic 
communication. Visual influences for the images created to be used within the 
production of the book were taken from the range of maps explored throughout 
my research. The images produced may not be correct in cartographic terms but 
the montage of grids, shape, gradients, symbol, variation of hue and the sensation of 
light and dark are utilised here. Practical aims such as legibility, clarity, contrast and 
balance were only considered in the production of a graphic image to extend an 
empathy of mapness not for a correctness as there can be a subjective element in 
the individual choice around colours used to represent data by cartographers. 
Book 2 uses the quote "A showing of the shapes and positions of the features of the earth, not as 
they rise before the eye in all the beauties of the sun and air, and in their vertical, upright forms, but as they 
are stretched out horizontally at one's feet" 
(George Grove, 1877) 
Visual research for this book came from my early investigations detailed in chapter 
2 around the photography of natural objects and textures, internal human 
physiology and technological components that showed a relationship with map 
imagery (Fig 2: 02,2: 03,2: 04,2: 05). Images for this book were produced by image creation, 
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manipulation of photography and scans of objects such as leaves, plaster cracks, 
fabric, hands and circuit boards taken out of scale and montaged, concentrating 
mainly on graphic variables of area and line symbols. This source material enabled 
me to construct an image using montage that through implication portrays mapness. 
Maps of the heavens, continents, rivers, mountain ranges, contours, cities, network 
systems through to the microcosm of the human physiology and DNA. 
Book 3 uses the quote A graphic representation of the milieu... " 
(Robinson and Petchenic, 1976) 
This book uses a variety of symbol but mainly uses the subject of graphic variables 
of point and route symbols. Redrawn shapes, use of positive and negative space, 
scanned original images and the restricted use of black and white and greytones are 
arranged through graphic composition at various scales. 
Reviewing the books has made me aware of the importance of scale as the images 
play with this concept throughout. Colour, line and symbol appropriately assembled 
allow the rendering of scale, providing a means to expose, contain, manipulate with 
the ultimate goal of controlling it. We look at planets at one end and move to 
molecules the other, cracks in the wall and plasterboard chips become ravines and 
plateaus and symbols are enlarged and reduced throughout. This forces the viewer 
to constantly re-assess where they are viewing the image from and what part of a 
map or chart they may be looking at. Each book stands alone as a set of images that 
contain 'mapness' but with an added level of complexity revealed through their 
unification an indication of how line supports colour, supports symbol and vice 
versa. The books made it evident to me that'mapness' comes from a conjunction 
and juxtaposition of attributes, which chosen and assembled appropriately bring 
forth a map which can be recognised, functionally operate in engaging the mind and 
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enable a journey. The attributes weave together before the users eyes, and the 
'mapness' contained in the dialogue between them, provide the handshake between 
the mental and physical landscape, offering the hand-in-hand guidance that gives 
confidence to move within the space at any known scale. Does an appreciation of 
'mapness' in the end allow us to feel that sense of'coming home', to know the 
territory and become at ease within it? 
Project 7 (P7c) Remembering Home? (Fig 5: 16.5: 17) The concept of memory 
would usually imply that of long term storage of information. Project 5 (Psc) Five 
Days in Kuala Lumpur highlighted the area of maps, territory and memory. A great 
deal of art and research is produced and devoted to concepts and information and 
ideas around this area. Of particular interest was the work of Graham Rawle, a 
writer and artist, who produces complex fictional narratives through collage and 
limited edition multiples which he sells through a website'Niff Actuals'. One 
particular product entitled'It's My World' is a set of rotating globes individually 
painted to be sold as limited editions. His description of these pieces use terms 
such as "speculative geography and cartographic guesswork". Each globe is hand painted and 
represents a "unique world view, mapped from memory. " An opportunity to interview this 
artist about the globes and his interest around the subject of maps and memory 
was particularly enlightening (app i). His subjects used cartographic conventions 
particularly in the use of colour to differentiate between landscapes, in this example 
countries. When asking his subjects to draw a map of the world to include on the 
globe he felt that people would have local knowledge which was disproportionate 
to that which was distant or foreign. This was proved by one subject including the 
Isle of Wight but omitting the whole of Africa. It was evidenced that the subjects did 
not want to seem to admit visually that they were unaware of landmass shape, but 
knew it was not regular, so therefore made it up using an irregular shape drawn 
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with a meandering line. His example was that the United States of America are fairly 
regular in shape but a subject drew "wiggly" lines to show the state boundaries. 
When asked to define'mapness' he indicated a confusion between maps, charts and 
diagrams. He likened the internal workings of the body to maps and diagrams and 
felt that it was about orientation, "that you can find yourself in your surroundings, like you are 
here". This lead him to verbalise an interest "that from experience, as people move into old age 
and the illnesses that go with that, those that were really good at maps and all that stuff, lose the ability to 
understand a map, train timetables, physical orientation, directions and become lost. I think the map of the 
immediate world, home, etc are etched in the mind. The familiar surroundings. " He felt that the 
average human had an innate ability to map make in the same way as drawing. "People 
say they can't draw but give them a pen or pencil and ask them to draw a map to get me from A to B and 
they will. People can always draw a map but they always have problems of where to start on the paper and 
don't leave enough room for the whole mop. It is interesting because they sort of just understand this idea of 
the birds eye view and scale. That wonderful thing that happens when people use salt cellars and objects to 
describe and mop a football game. " Graham highlighted that he uses maps when planning 
narratives for his books (2007) and these enable him to have a greater understanding 
of the interaction of characters and their movements around locations in time and 
space. "If one of my characters is moving from one location to another I have to understand how long this 
may take. This helps me assume whether it is day or night and at what time things happen. I also give a 
lecture on writing narrative and use a map to explain how this is done to the students". The full 
interview with Graham Rawle is in appendix 2. 
This had interesting implications for map and memory. His interview and the 
information gained from it led to a short project to gain a greater understanding of 
what we expose about memory and map when we ask people to draw an outline of 
the country they live in. The brief also required the participants to mark the 
location of 3 cities: London, Birmingham & (the city in which the exercise is being 
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delivered) Portsmouth. It is a shape that they have seen numerous times through 
cultural, political, historical and geographical information. How well would they be 
able to visualise the outline. 
Forty maps have been drawn and by using notions garnered from Graham's 
interview and with a sense of humour as an underlying theme a selection of these 
can be viewed evidencing that some: incorporate map conventions, others that local 
knowledge is disproportionate, a large proportion of the map is made up, some do 
not fit on the page and then there are those that give good spatial information and 
you may get from A to B with them. 
How these projects and my practice reflected on the structure and construction of 
a taxonomy is evidenced in Chapter 8. It outlines contribution through influences in 
choices for investigation and the incorporation of these investigations, projects and 
experiments. Development of emerging structures, changes in focus and gaps 
affecting sections and subsections of this taxonomy are shown. It evidences a 
greater understanding that a textual taxonomy can only present the extent of the 
vocabulary of'mapness' and the more that it moves from textual descriptions to 
visualisation the more insight into the nature of the language of'mapness' is 
attained. Drawing on the underlying systems make possible the various visual 
interpretations to reconstruct'mapness'. However, before I present these 
taxonomical summaries the following two chapters give a more indepth analysis and 
documentation of the project and experiment which became key turning points in 
my journey as a practitioner. 
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Fig 5.01 Image, Project I (Pla), Map of Life 
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Six: Map of Repetition 
A Survey of The Collins English Thesaurus 
Project I(PIb) 
"The geography of the land is in the last resort the geography of the mind" 
(Alpers, 1983, pg 125) 
This project was produced to test the flexibility of a map as a medium for the 
communication of non geographic data. Could you map a word? The word 
'repetition' was presented as a one word title for a short practical Ph. D group 
project based around our own research. This project came from a notion that we 
enjoy perusing both dictionaries for words and maps for locations. My assumption 
was that through gathering primary data around the word repetition and associated 
words, utilising mapness by identifying the core characteristics and qualities of map 
production a framework could be developed for plotting and placing text as an 
alternative to conventional textual alphabetical listing. Locating words in an apparent 
landscape could to my mind provide new ways of accessing textual information that 
would excite the viewer, plotting journeys from one word to another. 
Knowledge gathered from the current status of the taxonomy (Fig t$: oo) and its 
structure were used to test the application of the notions of this project and to 
assess whether the headings could accommodate the concept. The aims appeared to 
sit comfortably within the structure. Clearly then there was the potential for the 
production of the map and an evaluation of the process to further inform and build 
levels within the taxonomy. Exploring cartographic practice to show spatial 
relationships and locations between them would extend an understanding of the 
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visual qualities used in mapping and help isolate appropriate areas of'mapness'. 
If we accept that maps almost without exception communicate information about 
locations and connections among locations and that anything that we can spatially 
or temporally conceive can be mapped, the question was could a thesaurus be 
mapped? My objective was to produce a cartographic fantasy based on my research 
using accredited graphic devices to give a consensus of understanding of spatial 
qualities. Maps express quantities visually by location, they give us a means to store, 
analyse, compare, generalise and abstract. Maps fail when the reader cannot find the 
information needed or cannot'read' the map's language, or cannot relate the map to 
the real world. With the help of visual conventions and elements of map language 
such as symbolism, orientation and scale I hoped to create a selective map showing 
the richness of words and connections and links between them. I wanted to extend 
the belief that this may be just one of a myriad of maps that would cover the 
complete territory of the thesaurus. Research both textually and visually would 
allow for the production and inform my taxonomy. 
My initial thoughts lead me to the dictionary to better understand the word 
'repetition'. It interested me especially with its close connection with my 
investigations into island as a navigational space and the use of words placed within 
a fictitious space to allow the viewer to take a journey of experience (P3a Island). 
Thinkmaps online Visual Thesaurus (2004), was a joyous discovery that technology had 
provided the ability to produce a visual thesaurus. The Visual Thesaurus is an 
interactive reference tool which uses elegant animation to present words and their 
connections via simple line and point symbols (Fig 6: 00). The viewer uses an interactive 
map which takes them on a journey through words which elegantly bounce and 
dance across the screen showing associated words. These words float in a vacuum 
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which made me ponder the possibilities of a landscape for the words to connect to. 
Some investigation into repeat of pattern and the human hand as island to place 
the set of synonyms was pursued alongside a survey of the word repetition and 
repeat (app 3). After completing a survey of the words, production of an artifact that 
would support my understanding of the visual qualities and construction processes 
could take place. 
6.1 The production of the map artifact 
There were two main references for the visual conventions and systems used for 
mapping. The first being an Ordnance Survey Map (1967), (Fig 6: 01). Ordnance Survey is 
best known for its paper maps. They are the world's leading map-maker and 
produce around 650 different recreational and leisure maps, surely every British 
home must have one? The second was a plate from the War Office (1929) which 
provided wonderful visual examples and cites the O. S. maps as the major source for 
the British soldiers instruction in map reading. The book (containing the plate) is a 
rich and detailed source of historic information about map production and 
techniques intended for candidates in the Army and Air Force. It gave detailed 
information for a number of elements used for the production of this map. Plate 
I (Fig 6: 02) was particularly useful in indicating what should be included within the 
margin of the map. What was particularly interesting about this plate was that it was 
an image of mapness elements with no map, which was produced for a specific 
didactic use. I also used this plate as an integral element for Project 3 (P3c)'A 
Dysfunctional Calendar'. There were differences between the two reference 
sources, in particular, plate I included many more elements than the O. S. maps and 
the positioning of elements differed. Plate I was incorporating as much information as 
possible to inform map makers whereas the O. S. map had all of the elements 
relevant to that particular series for map readers. I followed the positioning and 
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information shown on the O. S. map more closely as it would give a greater gravitas 
through being the most recognisable to the viewer. 
These references allowed me to construct a list of elements to be used within the 
map artifact and the location of each element: Title. What locality the map deals 
with, centred, top. Country and series, left top. Sheet number, right top. Publishing 
body, bottom left. Index to adjoining sheets. Grid, with references in alphabetical 
order and grid reference example. Scale, centred bottom. Conventional signs or key, 
bottom left. Orientation. 
All of the elements above are included in the production of the map artifact. 
Other elements that had to be researched for use within the map artifact: 
Typography, symbol, topography, visualisation of journey, folding and a cover. 
Decisions made around the design and use of these elements will be discussed in 
greater depth in the sequential order of my decision making. 
Grid 
Lines of latitude and longitude were introduced as a means of defining any location 
on the earth's surface. Cartographer and astronomer Ptolomy had plotted them on 
twenty-seven maps of his first world atlas by A. D. 150. He also listed all the place 
names in an index, in alphabetical order, with latitude and longitude references. This 
system was about time and space, mine was investigating words, the alphabet and 
space. I attempted to produce some sort of grid to enable me to place the words 
within two dimensional space and allow for a referencing system. There are rigid 
conventions for the reading of grid references. Numbers that run down the side of 
a map are known as northings and those that run along the bottom called eastings. 
Eastings are always stated first and then northings. Using this system I produced a 
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grid of 26 x 26 inch square increments. This would allow me to alphabetically show 
a northing and easting reference. I attempted to use the first two letters of the 
word to map all of the words on graph paper and realised that it was almost 
impossible to read and would need rules to direct the viewer to the word which 
was against the conventions that I was to use. Referring to grid references the 
eastings and northings are broken visually into tenths. To enable my references to 
work I would need to break each inch square into 26ths. One inherent weakness of 
my original investigations was to attempt to place the main word repetition centrally 
within the map space in doing so the alphabetical squares would have had to have 
been repeated therefore making my map 52 x 52 inches, which was much to large 
to fold, read and produce. When I tested the 26 x 26 square grid system with the 
added divisions of 26ths it started to work spatially. This provided a framework to 
plot the synonyms to show the range and the concentration of words across the 
space. It highlighted a spine of words running from top to bottom from the 
alphabetical 'R'. (Fig 6: 03) 
Grid reference box 
This box contains instructions for composing a grid reference. Textual reference was 
taken from the O. S. map and rewritten to apply to the new grid and means of 
referencing. It was designed directly from the visual reference provided (Fig 6: 04). 
Grid references in alphabetical order 
Placing the words and their grid reference was influenced by Ptolomy's system of 
including all places alphabetically with a latitude and longitudinal reference within his 
maps. My list is alphabetical and uses my grid reference system to plot each 
individual word placed on the map (Fig 6: 05). 
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Scale 
The word scale means the proportion which the length between any two given 
points on the map bears to the horizontal distance between the two same points 
on the ground. Thus if the length between two towns on the map is one inch and 
the horizontal distance is two miles the scale of the map is one inch to two miles. 
The scale also denotes a line drawn on the map and suitably divided so that a 
measurement can be made, with its assistance, on the map in question. The scale 
would work as one inch to one alphabetical letter and then visually plotted in 26ths. 
Therefore, my scale was imaginary in terms of distance but indicates that each letter 
was the same distance and that the distance between two points on the map was 
the distance between alphabetical letters in one inch increments and 26ths of an 
inch. This visual scale is shown with the one inch increment section divided into 
26ths and also 13ths to assist measurement alphabetically (Fig 6: 06). 
Topography 
It was important to extend a visualisation of place to position the textual elements 
of the project. The Atlas of Experience by Louise Van Swaaji and Jean Klare (2000) 
uses cartographic convention and a convincing topography to chart realms of the 
imagination, ideas and feelings. It immerses the viewer in a fantasy where the notion 
of map as an accurate factual document suddenly reveals a fictional world where 
cities, towns and villages take you on a journey through seasons and emotions and 
the seas and oceans that surround this world offer peace and possibilities. This book 
was inspiring and reassuring, to discover cartographers producing published visual 
work with similar aims would help place the work I was making within a context 
and tradition. I also enjoyed the simplicity of the monochrome charts that were 
used to illustrate Stommels Lost Islands (1984. p. 44 - 4s). The concept that this was a 
single map being one of a huge series of maps where some would be extremely 
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complex and others barren, devoid of land, allowed me to attempt this in a 
simplistic style. I particularly enjoyed an 1859 map of the Polynesian islands where 
tiny land masses erupt from the ocean. My map could be one square within this vast 
map where other words would connect via land dictated by the topography in the 
next square. The words could sit on these small land masses and I could manipulate 
a concentration of islands to correspond to an area where there was a high 
concentration of words. This provided my fictitious locations. The images of the 
islands were constructed from references of land masses on obsolete British 
Admiralty Sea Charts (Fig 1: 17,6: 07). 
Typography 
If we begin with type style it is suggested that map designers should try to ensure 
that all features of a certain category use the same typeface on a single map and 
ideally through a set of related maps, giving a continuity of identification and feature 
- font relationship. I chose to use Gill Sans 9pt, on the map space which provided a 
legibility at small sizes, likeness to real maps and the promotion of a contemporary 
feel to give an understanding of a new survey of information. At the scale of one 
inch to one statute alphabetical letter it enabled a placement of multiple words in a 
particularly small area with my chosen configuration of features. Then the choice 
would be on the wanted combinations of capitals, roman, italic, slant and upright 
forms. Small caps were chosen with visibility and recognition as my main criteria. 
Capitals and lowercase letters are systematically used together in writing but 
conventions as to their use in cartography are quite different. There are traditions, 
for example, where a visual hierarchy of important names and titles are in capitals 
and less important names and places are in capitals and lowercase. The most 
common need for a variation of type size is in the categorising of places, usually in 
terms of population. All of the words to be included held the same importance 
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within the map except for the two main words repetition and repeat. Where there 
is a need for emphasis a change in weight would be used rather than a change in 
size. Bold was used to indicate their importance. This allowed for a very simplistic 
system for the viewer to follow. General rules specify that names of towns will 
generally be in black and that lettering will clearly identify the element it is relating 
to. Lettering that refers to a place should sit above or below and preferably to the 
right. Words should follow the standard writing direction from left to right or 
clockwise. Wherever possible type should be placed parallel with the lines of 
latitude or the frame surrounding the map. Lettering should never be upside down. 
Disoriented lettering should never be set in a straight line but should always have a 
slight curve. Where names and other graphic information conflict, the names should 
never be interrupted. It should be the other map information that breaks allowing 
for continuity of type. All of these general rules were adhered to. The general rule 
that names should be placed entirely on land or water proved to be complicated 
with the use of the chosen island topology (Fig 6: 08). 
Symbol 
Symbols are a graphic code which can be highly complex when organising an 
enormous amount of data or very simple and straight forward on a basic route 
map. A particularly clear description with good visual references is provided in 
Monmoniers' How to Lie with Maps (199i, p. l8). The concept related closely to a 
route map so therefore the simplest form of the three geometric categories of map 
symbols were used: Point symbols to mark text locations and symbolic 
representations of transport methods, area to depict the form and size of the land 
masses and line to indicate routes of textual journeys and connections. A point 
symbol of a red square was used to delineate thesaurus synonyms of'repetition' and 
'repeat' and a red circle to delineate tautological synonyms taken from thesaurus 
synonyms of'repetition' and 'repeat'. Thus showing a subtle difference between the 
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sets of words. 
Four routes or journeys are indicated on the map using both point and line 
symbols. A plane and boat were created as point symbols in QuarkXpress and were 
taken from the keycap fonts of Zapf Dingbats and Webdings, these symbols were 
positioned on various dotted lines of different colours. An alphabetical thesaurus 
route from 'repetition' is visualised as a black dotted line with a black aeroplane 
travelling in straight lines linking words and where alphabetical thesaurus route from 
'repeat' deviates from 'repetition' a similar blue dotted line is plotted with a blue 
aeroplane. An alphabetical thesaurus route from 'duplicate', the first word 
alphabetically linked to'repetition', is shown as a small black dotted line with a boat 
as the symbol and this moves in an elegant snaking line around islands calling at 
different ports that correspond with textual links. Lastly an alphabetical thesaurus 
route from 'copy', the first word alphabetically linked to 'duplicate' is indicated as a 
faintly tinted arrow indicating direction using no symbol. Whimsically a scull and 
crossbones symbol was used to indicate danger and a cross requesting the viewer 
to have faith (Fig 6: o9). A small area of land juts out and breaks the grid from the map 
in the top left hand edge with the implication that here lies insanity. These were 
influenced by nautical charts (Fig 1: 17) and a beautiful flight map of'Northeastern 
United States and Canada' illustrated in Southworth and Southworths' book'Maps' 
(Fig 1: 16). 
All of the elements that follow are referenced directly from (Ordnance survey, 1967). The 
information they contain has been generated using data from the repetition map but 
reflect the visual qualities of the O. S. map. 
Legend or Key Panel 
These are possibly one of the most recognisable elements of standard maps. They 
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are indispensable if the map is to be decoded since they provide the explanation of 
the symbols used. Robinson (et aA, p. 159) goes as far as to say, "lt should be a cardinal rule of 
the cartographer that no symbol that is not self-explanatory should be used on a map unless it is explained 
in the legend. " This begins to question is a map a map without one? The key used on 
the artifact incorporates all symbols used within the map at the same size as they 
are on the map (Fig 6: 09). 
Index to adjoining sheets 
This information through a diagram gives the map viewer an understanding of what 
sheets connect to this map, usually showing the item being described and a range of 
sheets adjacent to it is known as an index to adjoining sheets. It consists of as many 
rectangles representing adjoining sheets as are necessary to surround the rectangle 
that represents the sheet under consideration. The diagram usually contains nine 
rectangles, but the number may vary depending on the locations of the adjoining 
sheets. It allowed me to contemplate the issues around the notion of mapping a 
thesaurus. In a landscape where only one word of a myriad of words were to be 
mapped what could be my adjoining sheets and what system could be used to 
underpin this element. All represented sheets are identified by their sheet numbers. 
I took the premise that each word in the thesaurus would have its own map and 
that there would be no overlaps therefore this map would have to be the number 
of the word as it appears within the book and that adjoining sheets would be words 
above and below repetition and to the left and right within the book. Repetition is 
word number 13824 and counting back or forward gave me the correct number for 
other words that would adjoin (Fig 6: 10). 
Folding 
The physicality of the map had to entail a correctness. It would be folded into 
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twenty four sections 220mm by 150mm four from north to south and six from west 
to east. The top back rectangle would be attached to the cover and the map would 
open out pulling west from east and unfold south down from north (Fig 6: 11). 
Cover 
The cover was produced with reference to (O. S. Map. 1919) (Fig 6: 12). It was a map 
printed on linen based paper and the cover is a wonderful illustration of a 
motorcyclist of the time reading a map with a signpost to London in the 
background using a deep blue and black. I used the image and manipulated it in 
Photoshop placing imagery from my map as a subtle background. The cover was 
produced in blue and cream to evoke a contemporary feel with symbols of boats 
and planes used repetitively in black as a general background. Text was rewritten 
using the old map as a template to inform the viewer of its contents, scale, sheet 
number, what it contained and its price (Fig 6: 13). 
Production 
The map is, 800 x 880 mm open and folds to 150 x 220 mm. It is mainly black and 
white with limited use of colour. It has been produced as a batch production. The 
map was designed using Photoshop and QuarkXpress, software packages that allow 
for the combination of type and image. The map was printed on an AO Laser printer, 
trimed, folded and adhered to the cover. 
6.2 Conclusion 
This artifact served my research in three ways. Firstly the artifact itself became the 
object of the inquiry and initialised the research. Secondly the object was 
interpreted through the method of inquiry where the process provided information. 
Thirdly, the different purpose of the inquiry and the employment of the object for 
the inquiry determined the relation of the object to its representation and provided 
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data to extend the taxonomy (Fig ts: o 1, t8: 02, t8: 03). 
So as an object this map was produced in its most basic and widely used form, 
which is usually a mass produced object printed on paper that unfolds. These basic 
functions make the map versatile and allowed it to be transported and used many 
times. Certainly its physicality, the printed artifact, its weight and feel, when held and 
then opened to reveal a foldable object introduces a mapness quality. The map of 
repetition map has these qualities but its weaknesses are in the production 
methods. It lacks a particular quality and weight of paper and a sophistication of 
print production. It has the quality of an art object or multiple using the analogy of 
the printed book up against the artist book. A hand made artifact that may become 
a collectable. It could not withstand constant use. 
The aim of the design of the map artifact was to maximise recognition and 
efficiency concerning legibility and use. Within the project I explored the 
construction of a map from a simple data survey. My method was to identify, analyse 
and use cartographic structures and visual conventions to produce a map like 
artifact that could convince an audience that it may be possible to map the 
thesaurus. Wherever possible I adhered to cartographic rules testing Child's (1984) 
structuralist approach and argument that any map, to be identified as a map or have 
a quality of 'mapness' must retain the underlying principles of a structural system. 
I also believe that the use of the correct conventions, for example the margin 
information, from a recognisable source, helped to uphold the concept of a map like 
object. What is interesting is that lists of structural elements have no'mapness' but 
when they are visualised and form an interaction through function even though they 
may not inform geographically they begin to take on a particular'mapness' quality. 
The implication is that we begin to discover'mapness' in the intersection of 
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structure and function. The characteristics of the map artifact provide data which 
can be interpreted through the taxonomy. It was necessary to hold this project up 
against my taxonomy and the headings that had been extended from structure and 
function which were used successfully in the initial stages of production and move 
to test simple models of communication networks, encoders and decoders. 
The deconstruction of the process of production aids an understanding of the 
notion, I start with the concept and finish with the map, what lies within that space? 
From knowledge derived from the production of this map artifact, that it is not 
purely decorative but must serve a function, it is evident that a number of elements 
exist within this space and they are used to encode and decode information to 
inform an audience of a particular message. It begins to address the question, when I 
make a map in a world in which maps are made, what infrastructure do I inherit, and 
what templates already exist? By using knowledge extracted from templates used by 
specialists and employing this in the production of the artifact it will have a 
correctness with the implication that it is to be read in a particular way, that it is a 
map and should be perceived in that way. What is the supporting evidence of 
'mapness' in any one artifact and where is the making of the artifact to be 
represented within the taxonomy? By redesigning and repositioning elements within 
my taxonomy it has become evident that this project has had a measurable impact 
on my research by the evaluation of the experience of the practice and an analysis 
of the knowledge uncovered and interpreted, derived and extracted. As illustrated 
above the production of this artifact has served an important function leading and 
directing changes to the taxonomy by providing a greater insight into qualities, 
characteristics and elements used to create a map allowing a repositioning in the 
sections and sub sections. The changes to and posting of information generated by 
the production of this artifact can be read in chapter 8 with the understanding that 
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with further visual and textual research the new subsections will develop. What has 
become clear is that the areas of'Why"and'How"are particularly important in 
teasing out the elements of'mapness'. Other avenues of research have emerged 
where questions raised by this project need to be tested. Colour in particular 
highlights a problem of placement within the taxonomy as its relationship with 
symbol and topography is very important but it also appears as an individual 
element that needs greater research. It is often used to display information but can 
also be used just for decoration. 
Cartographic attributes and conventions have been used consciously within this 
project to better understand what makes a map a map. It led me to acknowledge 
that I may gain a greater understanding of'mapness' attributes by testing those who 
had little interest or knowledge around cartography. A case study was proposed 
which aimed to consider what attributes and conventions visual people who have 
received no formal instruction in map design would unconsciously externalise, 
providing me with some insight into the conceptualisation of ideas and mediums 
used to solve the problem of mapping a journey through an internal space. This 
would allow me to test whether the attributes that I was placing within my 
taxonomy would be recognised and employed by other map makers consciously or 
unconsciously and extend and inform it. 
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TO GIVE A GRID REFERENCE CORRECT TO 26th OF AN INCH 
EXAMPLE Monotony 
Full alphabetical grid reference MISNIS 
East North 
Take the west edge of the alphabetical Take the south edge of the alphabetical 
square in which point lies and read letter square in which point lies and read letter 
printed opposite this line on north or printed opposite this line on east or west 
south margins. M margins. N 
Estimate twentysixths Eastwards 15 Estimate twentysixths Northwards 15 
M15 NIS 
Fig 6: 04 Grid Reference Box 
Grid References in Alphabetical Order 
Afresh A06R19 Iterate 120E18 Recurrence R05C17 Reshow R05S08 
Again A07A09 Mimic M09M09 Redo R05D15 Resonate R05S15 
Anew A14E24 Mirror M09M18 Redundancy R05D21' Restatement R05S20 
Burp B21R18 Monotony M15N15 Rehash R051101 Retell R05T05 
Chime C081 13 Paired P01108 Rehearsal R051105 Retold R05T15 
Clone C12014 Parrot POIR18 Reiterate R05120 Return R05T21 
Counterfeit CISU14 Photocopy P08020 Relation R05LOI Reverberate R05V05 
Ding Dong D09N07 Practice Pl8A03 Renewal R05N05 Revert R05V05 
Ditto D09T20 Print P18114 Repeat R05P05 Succession S21C03 
Double D15U02 Quote Q21020 Repetition R05P05 Tautology TOIU20 
Drill D06112 Reappearance R05A16 Replay R05P09 Toll T15L12 
Duplicate D21P12 Recapitulation ROSCOI Replica R0SP09 Twice T23103 
Echo E031115 Recital R05C09 Replication R05P09 Twin T23114 
Encore E14C15 Recollect R05CI5 Reprint R05P18 Twofold T23006 
Facsimile FO1C19 Recount R05C15 Reprise R05P18 Xerox X05R15 
Harping IJOIR16 Recreate R05C18 Reproduce R05P18 
Identical 104E14 Recreate R05C18 Rerun R05R21 
Imitate 113120 Recrudescence R05C18 Resay R05ROI 
Fig 6: 05 Grid References in Alphabetical Order (not to scale) 
Scale : One Inch to One Statute alphabetical letter 
1oABCDEF 
Scale of one inch to one alphabetical letter would be repeated for every word included in the Collins English Thesaurus. This being the word repetition 
® Fig 6: 06 Scale 
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Seven: Mapping a journey 
Illustration Student Maps: Examining the design factors which reveal the 
mystery of artistic and design expression to communicate the notion of 
mapness. 
Experiment I (Elb) 
There appears to be very little research around the relationship between map and art or map and beauty 
and how we recognise visual images that have map like qualities. 
(Keates, 1996, p. 183) 
After reviewing previous research I detail in this chapter my case study which 
addresses the design, operation and analysis of a mapping exercise among a group of 
illustration students just entering level two of a B. A. (Hons) Illustration Degree 
Course at the University of Portsmouth. My intention was to purposefully create a 
situation where design aware individuals would need to call upon their repository of 
acquired characteristics for visual conveyance of an illustration of a journey. What 
conventions would they evoke, which may they break and what might they invent? 
Would indeed map archetypes become evident in their need to express a very 
human necessity getting from A to B? The visual results from the project, a 
questionnaire and a number of interviews with these students are analysed and 
discussed in terms of how people with little or no knowledge of formal cartography 
visually depict a journey through a space. Finally, there is an evaluation of the 
strengths and weaknesses of this project for mapping research which outlines how 
information from the taxonomy was used to evaluate the experiment and how it 
affected the next stage of its development. 
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7.1 The Research Context 
Most research within the area of mapping is around visual perception of the 
characteristics of maps, signs and symbols, legibility and that of the problems of the 
relationship between map maker and map user. These include academic texts by 
Keates (1989,1996), Robinson and Petchenick (1976), Robinson (1952), MacEachren (1995) 
which are very effective in outlining the theories, methods, practice, objectives, 
function and range of map design. It also centres around data, representations of 
space and using the appropriate graphic media to externalise these. This research is 
written by and aimed mainly at the geographic/cartographic audience. Interest has 
mainly focused on perception and interpretation by the map reader and accuracy of 
symbolisation. 
For example Phillips and Noyes (1980) took the subject of one of the three ways of 
showing symbol information: area information on thematic maps, and compared 
people's performance in using colour, texture and a combination of the two to 
search and recognise. Steinke and Lloyd (1983) conducted an experiment to illustrate 
that people can code information about maps as visual images and use map images 
for map-reading tasks, questioning how visual images of maps are coded in memory 
and used for recognition. Map outlines of Michigan's lower peninsular were displayed 
on a monitor using variations of the usual north at the top orientation via 
increments of rotation and mirror representations using the same incremental 
rotation. Volunteer university students were shown samples of these and then tested 
to determine whether they were viewing correct or mirror images. Interestingly the 
indications were that the degree of rotation influenced the recognition time 
supporting the argument "that people can use visual images to solve problems related to map 
reading" and supporting "the notion that the simple outline image was coded by the subjects as images" 
(1983, p. 460). 
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What I find more interesting is that the simple outline should even be recognised as 
a map and what is it about the line quality and shape that triggers this recognition. 
This research seems to come from an assumption that maps are impartial reference 
objects which communicate scientific knowledge and objective facts about the 
world presented in a way that seems correct. 
I intend to examine the design factors that reveal the mystery of artistic and design 
expression to communicate the notion of mapness. The outcome of my case study 
is to provide me with some insight into the conceptualisation of ideas and mediums 
that a visual person would bring to the problem of mapping a journey through an 
internal space. How would the illustrator deal with the preconceptions that would 
come from an unconsciously acquired understanding of cartographic conventions. 
My intention was then to hold a set of questions up against the maps produced for 
general analysis and so use the taxonomy to inform the research in greater depth: 
How much creativity would be possible when producing a map? 
How would the students begin to allow us to recognise this object as map? 
What attributes would be used that enable us to recognise the object as a 
map and what understanding of cartographic conventions knowingly or 
unknowingly would they bring to this? 
What problems would be apparent in the communication of a subjective 
environment? 
Research around this area is predominantly in the area of sketch mapping and 
cognition of geographical space. The objective for Boyle (1979, p. 6), "was to to provide some 
insight into personal conceptualisation of urban environment as well as to identify some problems people 
experience in trying to communicate their subjective environmental experience and cognition". But this 
research is based around what we assume are individuals who have no formal 
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knowledge of visualisation. A recent study at the other end of the spectrum, by 
Wood and Gilhooly (Wood & Keller, 1996, p. 67-76), identifies interesting satistics drawn 
from members of the Society of Cartographers with most being directly involved in 
map production. They were asked to fill in a questionnaire based around map design. 
This gave a greater understanding of what was considered to be related to good 
map design from their perspective. Analysis applied to a sample of thirty responses 
with a frequency-of-mention to the question, `This is what I believe to be good 
cartographic design' evidenced surprising results. 
Over 52% replied citing: Clarity/Not cluttered; Look of map - 
Attractive/Joy/Beautiful to look at and use. 
48% cited: balance. 
24% consideration of purpose of map and fulfilling client's stated purpose. 
Communicate effectively and understandable was mentioned by 21%. 
The conventions used appeared to be less important with 17% mentioning 
linework, lettering, colour tints; Accuracy/No ambiguity and uncomplicated 
symbols; Lettering style; Correct weight of line information. 
14% mentioned size of lettering; Consideration of final user; Simplicity; 
Innovative/Choice of colour. 
It made very interesting reading and in their concluding thoughts they describe the 
investigators feelings thus, "as if they have reached into a treasure chest of knowledge but have, as 
yet, been unable to grasp, fully, any of the jewels. (1996, p. 75) What is significant is the high 
percentage who cited the visual qualities over accuracy, the less scientific qualities of 
the look of the map before those of effective communication. 
My case study seems to fall between these two studies, the sketch mapping, a very 
fluid free format using subjects with little or no visualisation skills, 'and that of a non 
visual textual investigation into map design around data based cartography by 
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professionals with up to thirty years or more experience. My research would not be 
about good design or bad design, but what qualities design conversant individuals 
apply to the task of illustrating passage from one location to another. What does 
this bring in terms of meaningfulness to the image of a map and how does it help to 
gaining insight into archetypal mapness signifiers? I wanted the brief to allow the 
students to express themselves with only a limited amount of restrictions, to create 
maps that were not just about satisfying the users' needs but stimulating them 
visually and looking at a variety of ways of portraying place and space. 
As the researcher I would have a relative lack of control which would mean that 
many characteristics of the individual maps would show a wide range of variations 
around content, structure and style. It may be that to start to look at mapping and 
cartography from a different perspective is healthy and that experimentation with 
people with little or no formal experience in cartographic design should at least be 
involved in experimental cartographic design to test some truly innovative creativity. 
It is significant that Keates observes, (1996, p. 183) "All artistic works are rich in possibilities. This 
underlines a fundamental difference in view between those who see map as a communication device limited 
to the information intended in the input, and those who see map as a representation, through which many 
interpretations are possible. " 
The intention of some maps is purely practical whilst others attempt insight into a 
landscape that tries to bring a sense of the history of human endeavour and 
possible future scenarios. This experiment would begin to explore how visual people 
use their imagemaking skills to extend their understanding of map as an artistic 
work but also consider their use of cartographic conventions, unconsciously or 
intended, through their visualisation to promote the notion of mapness. 
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Visual communication is incredibly powerful, and used effectively it can indeed 
change our attitudes and make us question things we have maybe taken as read. I 
wanted there to be a presence of truly creative thinking. It would allow me to 
develop an increased understanding of this notion of `mapness' and the possible 
sources used by visual people to create a map like image and consider the 
responsibilities of the designer/illustrator in relation to function, structure and map 
attributes. This was not about cartographers designing functional artifacts but more 
about the process that a visual person would follow and the visual component that 
they would use to convince us of'mapness'. 
7.2 Background and aims 
"The amount of time the average person spends looking at maps in his three- score- plus years is minute 
compared to the hours he spends looking at photographs or television. Yet we conclude, and argue here, that 
maps are fundamental in a way that no other image is. The term"mapping is often used metaphorically in an 
abstract, non-cartographic sense to connate organising, planning, presenting and knowing. " 
(Robinson and Petchenic, 1976, preface) 
There is no doubt that historically there has been a vast amount of research around 
map design, most of this work is through cartographers. Indeed most of this 
research comes from the geographic approach and focuses on maps alone. I wanted 
to move away from the questions around map maker and map user and choose a 
more abstract approach. This pilot project was given to level two Illustration degree 
students as an introductory project. The course provides a very open non 
prescriptive curriculum which allows the students to continually question the 
boundaries of Illustration and experiment with various mediums to achieve a 
solution. These students use similar characteristics of mediums and modes of 
expression to Cartographers. They have an overview and understanding of line, 
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colour, drawing skills, but a limited understanding of typography (the technique and 
use of type). And through the nature of their study, practice and research 
understand the needs of an audience. The experiment would begin to explore how 
visual people use their imagemaking skills to extend their understanding of map as 
an artistic work but also look at their use of cartographic conventions 
unconsciously or intended through their visualisation. 
... that what we call 'works of art' are not the results of some mysterious activity, but objects made by human 
beings for human beings. 
(Gombrich, 1982) 
I have taken the approach that I would disregard any gender issues as creative 
individuals would always use different strategies to reach a solution and in this case 
it would be extremely difficult to define. I was much more interested in the concept 
of reflection on the way visual people think about map. All of these students had a 
good understanding and personal knowledge of the building at the centre of the 
experiment. They were given two days to complete the project so there was little 
time for research by these students into the building architecturally or into maps 
and cartography in general. These students had never been given any formal 
introduction or instruction in the design of maps. They did not have the problem of 
working with formed data or measurements which allowed for total freedom of 
expression. 
7.3 Brief Design, Questionnaires and Interviews 
A copy of the brief (app 4. Fig. 01) provided to the students can be viewed, also the 
questionnaire (app 4, Fig 02) and the interview schedule (app4, Fig 03). An index providing 
gender, names, artifact number, questionnaire number and interview number is 
provided (app4, Fig 04). Thirty two students provided artifacts for this experiment 
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(Figs aOI to a32) and all those also completed a questionnaire (app 4, qOI-g32). Ten students 
were interviewed after the completion of the artifacts (app 4, iOI-i Io). The brief 
required the students to produce a map of their journey to the Illustration floor 
starting from the front door of the building to their desk. They were allowed to use 
any of the standard mapping conventions, line, colour, symbol and keys, or could 
create their own. It was indicated that the purpose of the project was to try and 
convey a sense of direction and location. Restricting the size and designating the 
format for the cover, folding and size would prevent the student from making the 
object their primary concern. The object was to initialise the research process. The 
visualisation of the map, the method of inquiry into the process was of paramount 
importance to provide information. The purpose of the inquiry was to employ the 
object as a frame which would contain the visualisation and provide data to extend 
the taxonomy. So as object the student map would conform in size and it would be 
printed, fold, have a cover and be identifiable. The A4 format also allowed for the 
most widely used size printed from a laser printer and also a format that can be 
scanned easily to use as evidence to support the experiment. No extra information 
was given to each student other than the written brief. They were free to use any 
graphic form of representation as long as the map could be reduced and printed 
onto the A4 format. They were assured that this was not an examination, that these 
maps would not be assessed and that there was not a right or wrong approach. 
Forty students were briefed and thirty two students handed in a visual artifact. 
A questionnaire was given to all students after the project was completed so this 
would not lead their thinking through the production. They were verbally requested 
to fill it in as completely as they could. They had their maps with them at this stage 
and were told that the questionnaire did not require them to answer as a 
cartographer but as illustrators producing a map. All students that, took part filled in 
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the questionnaire but after analysis two were lost and are not included in the 
appendix (app 4 g1, q32). 
To make best use of the data from this experiment, follow up interviews were 
conducted after the project was completed to expand my understanding of their 
thinking. All students were asked to attend, only ten made themselves available for 
interview, transcripts of these can be read (app4, ioi -iso). 
7.4 General Overview of Student Maps 
Due to the creative nature of illustrators the diverse interpretations of the brief 
ranged from those produced using conventional maps as reference to the radically 
abstract. Similarly a whole range of drawing and visual techniques were used and 
when connected to personal style characteristics it added a huge diversity to their 
maps. This in conclusion can be seen as an advantage. What was clear from the 
questionnaire was a real interest and appreciation of maps which ranged from 
historic through to mind maps. It evidenced thoughts around what could be a map, 
what a map may or should contain, mapness elements and how they can inform. The 
interviews backup the statistical information gathered from the questionnaire with a 
demonstration of their intentions behind the use of conventions. 
Initial general analysis of form saw seven particular delineations of map types: 
a. Traditional. Where often a plan view of the building was used and 
dotted lines and footprints indicate a journey (a07, a10). 
b. Route or line. Portraying a journey using lines and arrows 
(a02, a13, a14, a17, all, a31). 
C. Journey. Where images have been used to show a personal journey 
through the building but similar to route and line (a03, aI i, ai2, a25, a26). 
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d. Broken. Where the prescription of the fold diagram used in the brief is 
used to break up the area into smaller images of a journey 
(a 16.123. a24, a28, a30). 
e. Metaphor. These maps being influenced by the London Underground or 
the treasure maps (a04, a09, a 19, a27). 
f. Expressive. These maps portray the emotions of the student within the 
artifact (aO5, a22, a29, a32). 
g. Abstract. These appear to be not practical or applicable as a map artifact. 
(a0 I, a06, a08, a 15, a 18, a20, ) 
Below are thumbnail examples of each type. 
b. Traditional b. Route or line c. Journey d. Broken 
ly_, iý 111 ', i 
f 1 1 
e. Metaphor f. Expressive g. Abstract 
To provide an entry into analysis of this range of outcomes I attempted to evidence 
responses to four key questions. 
How much creativity would be possible when producing a map? 
Initially it appeared that a large number of the maps produced were just vehicles for 
the imagination with no clear relevance to cartography and its conventions. The 
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viewer has to suspend the popular notion of map as a factual and accurate 
document. Many of the maps had a subjective feel, personal interpretations of the 
location, where the journey through the map is through the eyes of the maker 
charged with personal significance. A particular example of a personal journey map 
which initially appears to employ no conventions except a basic key is (Fig 7: 00). The 
journey is taken inside the map makers head using notices, posters and 
informational signs to plot the journey. This student stated in his questionnaire 
(app 4, q08) that the map would only make sense to the viewer at the time it was 
made due to the use of information that was transient, "the images and text related to a 
point in time, a journey made by myself". This is true but interestingly, he uses colour, symbol 
and typography in a very creative way but when deconstructed it has real map like 
qualities. The pink and blue have an empathy of colour used in an old atlas, the 
broken line quality is a conventional use of symbol and the way that the type flows 
from what appears as a coastline around the image is consistent with the way that 
type is used within an atlas to indicate towns around coastlines. These maps go 
beyond the conventional and uncover an array of approaches. They range from the 
traditional through fantasy to the abstract using various mediums and styles and 
include elements of time, movement, behaviour and personal imagery. There was an 
appearance of the coded language of the map but with the students adding 
narrative, sequentiality and humour. The narrative, humourous approach is evidenced 
by a map produced where the journey entailed scaling the facade of the building 
with suction pads attached to hands and feet (Fig 7: 01). It uses the broken effect of 
the nine folds of the artifact to show the journey, approaching the building attaching 
themselves to the building, scaling the facade entering through the staff office 
window and then walking to his desk. This journey is accompanied by a red broken 
dotted line to indicate the route and changes in view and scale support the viewer's 
understanding of location. When asked in the questionnaire (app4, q11) if typography 
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was used within the artifact, his reply is, "No, it is self explanatory. " The students had used 
their creative abilities to define a territory and placed their styles on the landscape. 
How did the students begin to allow us to recognise this object 
as map? 
The majority of the artifacts display the primary purpose of a map that of 
orientation and travel. The building where the journey takes place has been depicted 
using floor plans directly from originals or redrawn, photographs and illustrations of 
the internal and external fabric of the building, in order to give feeling of familiarity 
(Fig 7: 02,7: 03). But not just as mere route information, they also tell us about the 
character and quality of the place by being selective, they identify special points of 
interest. Internally lifts, stairs, doorways, the canteen, lavatories and corridors are 
used as landmarks providing information about locations within the location as we 
would see on small scale maps where piers, cinemas, railway stations and parks are 
highlighted (Fig 7: 04,7: 05,7: 06). These provide a proximity and connectivity to the maps 
often to portray a notion of a journey through a building from ground floor to the 
third floor or like a trail of clues that the viewer can follow. Other artifacts use 
references and influences from existing maps to enhance recognition. These 
examples use the London Underground map and recall treasure maps (Fig 7: 07,7: 05). 
What attributes were used that enable us to recognise the object 
as a map and what understanding of cartographic conventions 
knowingly or unknowingly would they bring to this? 
With a greater depth of analysis it become apparent that the artifacts included the 
use of encoders and decoders. 
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Encoders 
Symbols including, point, line and area were used in different forms. Point symbols 
ranging from caractures of people indicating position of office space, location to 
objects like doors and toilets, line drawings and photographs of stairs, windows, lifts 
and their buttons, toast, clocks and enlargements of particular landmarks are shown. 
I particularly enjoy the similarity of the student map with an example of a pictorial 
landmark map showing major historical sites in Boston USA (Fig 7: 08), using cartoon 
type balloons to hold typographic annotations and the student map that uses this 
device to highlight particular places of interest to her within her journey to her 
desk (Fig. 7: 09). Through line symbols using various shape and texture we see dotted. 
broken, solid and meandering lines varying in thickness. The maps that may be most 
recognisable to the general public using line symbols are those depicting an 
influence from transport maps. These would be accepted as using standard line and 
point symbols reference to the London Underground Map and other route maps, 
for example the Klang Valley Rail Transit System in Kuala Lumpur (Fig 7: 10.7: 11). 
Startling similarities are evidenced by the comparison of a map showing American 
Commodity Flow and a student who has used graphic line in various widths to 
indicate a route through the building (Fig 7.12,7: 13). These lines combine with many 
different forms of arrow head to indicate direction. Directional arrows are use in 
many forms of map for example (Fig 7: f4) a map indicating the flow of Immigrants to 
the U. S in 1900 and we see a comparison even in one of the most abstract student 
maps to this use of flowing line with directional arrows (Fig 7: 15). Area symbols were 
recognisable, dominated by the use of a map of the floor space of the building. One 
particular student map, that would appear to have little in common with mapping 
conventions, through use of colour and area shape shows a really close resemblance 
to other examples of various forms of maps (Fig 7: 16). Examples of a British Isles 
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jigsaw map (Fig 7: 17), a wonderful historic map of Western France from 1636 (Fig 7: 18) 
and a World Map of Climatology showing mean July sunshine hours have obvious 
similarities. Colour was also used to indicate routes, areas, direction and floor levels 
within the location. It was used as a coding system to aid clarity and legibility 
particularly in the underground maps. 
The majority of map artifacts evidenced the use of typography in various forms. 
With little or no typographic knowledge it was interesting to see a relatively 
sophisticated use of this encoding system. A mix of serif and san serif in printed and 
hand drawn using a visual hierarchy of capitals and capitals and lowercase indicated 
by a differentiation between titles, places instructions and type used within the keys. 
Most of the students using type employed a high visual contrast of either black, red 
or blue. There was evidence of the typography element as a translator between 
their illustrative and graphic expression and the symbols used. Lettering attempts to 
clearly identifys the element it is relating to and adheres to the conventions. These 
artifacts clearly use typography and lettering to tie the cartographic conventions and 
symbols to our understanding of reality using words that identify, explain, elaborate, 
credit and caution. 
The use of image elements became a problem in analysis as the artifacts did not 
correspond to maps with a topography and natural features as they were 
representations of a man made feature, an internal three dimensional space with the 
complexities that this brings of larger scale and greater detail. I chose to centre my 
analysis (see section 7.5) round Michael and Susan Southworths (1982) breakdown of 
mapping techniques into: land forms, built forms, networks and routes, quantity, 
density and distribution, relation and comparison, time, change and movement, 
behaviour and personal imagery, simulation and interaction. The map artifacts 
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produced and presented by the illustration students had clear comparisons with all 
of these delineations except land forms and quantity, density and distribution. 
However some of the student maps fell into one or more of these categories as did 
maps included in the Southworth and Southworth book (app 4, Fig 06). 
Decoders 
Through visual analysis the area of decoding was evidenced mainly through the use 
of a key. The grid was used only as a visual prop not as a decoding mechanism. 
Through a complete lack of the use of a scale, as defined by cartographic texts, by 
any student and reference to the questionnaires it appeared that this was not 
relevant to the production of their maps. Orientation was evidenced by only three 
students showing north and none with the accepted format used in cartography of 
north-at-the-top. The majority of students indicated that they had taken the viewer 
into consideration and attempted to make the artifact "easy to follow, easy to use, clear, " 
this is not supported in the lack of use of systems of reference to decode the 
artifacts. Through analysis of the answers supplied in the questionnaire around both 
orientation and scale there appears to be a confusion between cartographic and 
personal interpretation. 
Design and making 
The artifacts, questionnaires and interviews do not reveal a great deal of 
information around this area. The students all produced an artifact that folded as 
specified. As with most visual students producing short projects they were generally 
happy with the outcome with no student using the highest or lowest value indicated 
in the questionnaire. They indicated that legibility was important but many felt that it 
was very important that the artifact should be attractive to look at. This appears to 
hold up against information from 'The Practitioner's View? A pilot study into 
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Empirical Knowledge about Cartographic Design by Wood and Gilhooly' (wood & 
Keller, 1996, p. 67-76) 
What problems would be apparent in the communication of a 
subjective environment? 
Evidence shows that the artifacts, almost without exception were based on 
subjective information and vary in personal significance. The subjective environment 
leads to an assumption that the viewer knows the territory leading to a lack of 
functionality. Almost without exception the students imply from the questionnaire 
that the viewer was taken into consideration when the artifact was made. They 
produced artifacts that encoded information with little evidence of the decoders 
needed to allow the object to function. It would have been more enlightening, with 
the use of the subjective environment, to have questioned if the artifact was tested 
and did it function as a map. That this is so, does not detract from the knowledge 
gained from the experiment. The diversity of medium, style, and concept used to 
produce the artifact to map a journey through a subjective environment can be seen 
as advantage. Through indepth analysis, documented in the next section, it is 
evidenced that beneath the apparent surface diversity it can be revealed to 
demonstrate fundamental mapness elements and properties which were consciously 
and unconsciously employed by the students. 
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Fig 7: 10 Klang Valley Rail Transit System, The Street Guide of Kuala Lumpur 
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Fig 7: 14 Immigrants to the U. S in 1900, Elements of Cartography, p. 310,1978 
Fig 7 15 The Lazy or Energetic Map 
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Fig 7: 16 Personal Eldon Map a32 
F47: 17 British Isles Jigsaw Map, Woodware toys 
Fig 7: 18 Western France, 1636 Historical Maps of Europe, p. 29,2000 
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7.5 In-depth Analysis of the Map Artifact 
The main focus for this evaluation is centred on how the student would choose to 
communicate the inter-relationships between various selected spatial signs. This 
experiment was not about accuracy of data but about the gathering of knowledge 
around what would be used to create a map like object, using the Illustration 
students understanding, however limited of cartography and maps. Some of the 
maps contained a large amount of subjective information and in varying degrees 
information of a personal significance which could be functional or just purely 
symbolic for the individual producing the map. The diverse nature of the maps 
produced would allow for the assessment to be mainly qualitative and fairly 
subjective. These problems were considered when deciding on my strategy for 
analysis for these artifacts. 
Analysis of the elements that students felt they needed to include in their maps 
from the questionnaire evidenced the naming of encoders, symbols and colour 
coding but fifty percent indicate route as the most important thing to include in 
their map. However the occurrence of the word'route' in the brief may have 
preempted this disposition. Routes are usually plotted on charts and rarely on maps 
so therefore the assumption is that this form of symbol is for directional use by 
these students to indicate the journey not allowing the viewer to find their own 
route. This is part of the universalisation of a map as it does not assume that you 
are only going to take one route, this appears to be a step that the students were 
unable to make as the journey was effectively personalised to them. Landmarks 
were highlighted and those mentioned include doors, entrances, shops, exits, 
corridors, handles, staircases, lifts and their buttons and the cafeteria. Colour and 
colour coding was mentioned by five students. But closer analysis through the map 
artifacts reveals a much greater use of these conventions attempting to generate 
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'mapness'. An index to use of map symbol, colour and typography by the students 
within their artifacts has been produced (app4, O5). 
Encoders 
Point symbols are described by Robinson (1978, p. 104) as "individual signs, such as dots, 
triangles, and so on, used to represent place or positional data, such as city, spot height, the centroid of some 
distribution, or conceptual volume at a place, such as the population of a city. Even though the mark may 
cover some map space, when conceptually it refers to location, it is a point symbol. ' I have used Keates 
(1973, p. 28-30) images of point, line and area symbols as visual examples (Fig 7: 19,7: 20, 
7: 21). Monmonieur (1996, p. 19) when referring to road maps writes that "point symbols 
mark the location of landmarks and villages'. His informative visual example helped clarify the 
variations that there can be with the use of symbols (Fig 7: 22 ). With reflection on this 
information I used the term point where any symbol was used to mark a particular 
location, place or position within the student map however illustrative. These range 
from caricatures of people indicating position of office space location, to objects like 
doors and toilets. Line drawings and photographs of stairs, windows and lifts were 
also included as points. Eighteen of the thirty two maps used this form of symbolism 
(app4, Fig o5). There was a range of types of point references. Most were singular and 
memorable elements within the building, they were used like clues to identify 
particular objects or places and these included major directional areas such as 
doors, lifts and staircases. These point symbols appeared most often at strategic 
points of entry. Students had also used notices, staff offices, toilets and the canteen, 
using location as landmarks (Fig 7: 23). These points became quite complex and did not 
have a great deal of empathy with what we would associate with simplistic 
reduction to map symbols. The circular point system was seen on the maps that 
made reference to the London Transport Maps, (Fig a: 12. a: 13) but being used in a very 
creative way in (Fig a 14). 
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Line symbols are described by Robinson as (et al, 104) "individual linear signs used to 
represent a variety of geographical data. just because a line symbol is being used does not mean that the 
class of data being represented is linear: for example contours are lines used to represent elevation and 
depth (point data) from which volumes may be determined. " Monmonieur (1996, p. 19) when 
referring to road maps writes that "line symbols show the lengths and shapes of rivers and roads. " 
Twenty seven of the maps used line symbols (app 4, Fig 05, ). When taking into 
consideration the visible variables, we see dotted, broken, solid and meandering 
lines. They varied greatly in thickness. Fourteen used just black, seventeen used red 
and seven combined both. Four of the maps used multicolored lines these are 
mainly the maps that referenced the London Underground Map (a19, a21, a26, a27). 
Nineteen maps showed the use of arrows with line, four used symbolic feet as line 
to show direction and orientation (Fig 7: 24). 
Area symbols are described by Robinson as (et al, p. 104) "some sort of marking extending 
throughout the map area to indicate that that region has some common attribute, such as water, 
administrative jurisdiction, or measurable characteristic. When used this way, an area symbol is graphically 
uniform over the entire area it represents. " Monmonieur (1996, pi 9) when referring to road 
maps writes that 'area symbols depict the form and size of state parks and major cities'. Keates 
(1989, p. 28) when describing different types of symbol highlights the crossover between 
line and area symbols. For example a building being shown as a line symbol as an 
outline but also as an area symbol without outline, using difference in colour to 
separate one surface from another. This is clearly used as a device in one particular 
map (42). Within this set of student maps it was possible to recognise the use of 
area symbols in thirteen map artifacts (app 4, Fig os) being dominated by the use of a 
map of the floor space of the building with five students using black line and one 
student using colour to indicate areas within the building (Fig 7: 25), It is used as slabs 
of colour within three maps (a13, a20, a21). 
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The descriptions by Robinson and Monmonieur helped me in my analysis of the 
student maps as they seemed to cover a range of possibilities. The student maps 
used a great variety of symbolism that did not always sit comfortably into these 
categories. But by constantly referring to these descriptions which vary from the 
fairly open and fluid to the specific it allowed me to reference the marks made by 
the students to a cartographically based reference system. Point systems in the 
student maps ranged from the simple circle to complex illustrative imagery used to 
imply location. The variation of line, shape, size and type to depict journey and route 
was quite complex so Robinson's comments were very useful as he implies that line 
can show many different things. Monmonier's description of area is useful when 
looking at the maps where they have used a form of architectural plan for the 
building and individual floors. Overall it was possible to recognise the three 
definitions of symbols using Robinson's and Monmonier's descriptions within the 
student maps. Line being more important than the other two, perhaps because the 
brief asked for a journey to be mapped within a three story building. The lines are 
mostly used to indicate that journey. They seemed to be the most functional part of 
the map process for the students who appear to have embellished the point 
symbols when using illustration and if not used photography which is an attempt to 
simplify by showing the real rather than a symbol of something. The photographic 
maps (a05, a06, a16, a30) are interesting as it may be assumed that by using the 
photograph or real object it would indicate that it is not a map using symbolic 
reference. Two students that cross boundaries here are one using photography then 
manipulating it to produce illustrations (a23) and the other placing illustrations of 
himself in situ onto the photographs (a2s). Southworth and Southworth (1982, p. 174-183) 
show images of mixed media and time lapse photography as maps, indicating that a 
map can be photographic. 
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I chose to analyse whether there were general visual influences and techniques, a 
`style' evident within the maps. Using Michael and Susan Southworths' breakdown of 
mapping techniques: point; network and route; relation and comparison; time, change 
and movement; image maps; simulation and interaction, (1982) evidenced that the map 
artifacts produced and presented by the illustration students had clear comparisons 
with these deliniations. However, student maps could fall into one or more of these 
categories (app3, Fig 06) as did maps included in the Southworth and Southworth 
book. I think that this is prevalent in the set of student maps as illustrators are not 
aware of the cartographic convention which purports that legibility is of the 
greatest importance when designing maps. This information becomes more evident 
in the questionnaires and the interviews. 
When assessing the student maps it appeared that there were no maps that used 
'land forms'. Eighteen maps used the'built form' of which seven used plan views of 
the building, two used a street level view (al i) with one using cutaway (a20) and 
combining both and nine used significant landmarks to indicate location within the 
structure (a03, aOS, aO6, aI, a 14, a 16, a23, a24, a25). 
Twenty nine students produced some form of'networks or route' map. Thirteen 
used an illustrated or photographic representation of a snapshot of location or 
position to indicate a movement from one place to another (a03, a05, a06, a08, a09, a 11. a 14, 
a 16, a 17, a22, a23, a24, a25, a28, a30, a32). In this category three had chosen to simplify their 
map to a representation of the London Underground Transport System Map, even 
using colour coded lines to indicate different levels of the building (al 9, a26, a27). 
'Quantity, density and distribution' style maps did not appear as a technique within 
the student maps. 'Relation and comparison' where a student would use the known 
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with the unknown was used by three students. This was shown by two using other 
maps of the surrounding location (a05, a07) and by one showing the world (aOI). 'Time, 
change and movement' was used as a technique by nine students, most of these 
showed movement through photographic details taken as they journeyed through 
the space (a05, a06, AS, a 16, a 17, a22, a23, als, a30). One student locates your position on the 
map by indicating textual forms such as posters, grafitti and personal notes which 
could be removed by the time the next map reader travels through the space thus 
rendering the map unusable but which indicates that time has moved on (a08). 
Southworth and Southworth describe 'Behaviour and personal imagery' as "image 
maps" that "focus on the mental reality rather than the geographic fact. " "The concerns of conventional 
cartography such as scale, projection systems, distortion, and accuracy are not usually important in making 
these maps rather the emphasis is on expression and individual perception instead of geographic description. 
by understanding how individuals conceive an environment cartographers can make better maps and 
planners better cities. " (1982, p. 186) The majority of the maps produced are in this category. 
Eight maps are not included as (a04, ao7, a08 a 13,0 1) they use the structure of the floor 
plan quite rigidly and (a 19, a26, a27) use the representation of the London Transport 
Map with no embellishments. 
There is one map that begins to enter into the category of'simulation and 
interaction' where the student, through typography, attempts to direct you to push, 
pull and press at particular destinations (aos). Two other maps have typographic 
instructions to enable you to move through the map to your destination (alo, a23). 
There are not any map artifacts which use no discernable cartographic elements but 
some become so personal and abstract that they are difficult to consider as maps 
(a15, aI8, a22). There was a huge variation in style across the students maps, some 
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basing their maps on other forms of maps but the majority were very original and 
individual. Most used it as an artistic problem rather than a cartographic exercise. 
They used idiosyncratic information and became quite personalised. 
Twenty nine students used colour (app4, Fig o5) and four used greytone (a06, a10, a24, a25). 
It was used generally to embellish the images through colour photography and to 
enhance the illustrative concepts. Where it had the empathy of the cartographic it 
was mainly used as colour lines to indicate route, direction and floor levels within 
the building. Coloured lines were also used to resemble the London transport maps 
replicating a colour coding system which was used to enhance the understanding of 
the viewer. This system was then placed up against a key. Colour was used on two 
maps to indicate the feeling of a chart or old treasure map (a04, a09). One map used 
colour which resembled areas of land mass (Fig 7: 16,7. -17,7: 18). 
Experts who publish material for cartographers on the subject of typography and 
positioning of the lettering are Keates (1989), Robinson (et at 199s) and Robinson and 
Petchenick (1976). Legibility is the primary consideration for all cartographic 
designers but they will also have to make considerations of the main elements, style, 
form, size, contrast and positioning. Applying rules to this very complex area of 
visual communication is difficult and assessing these students up against the various 
guidelines would be impossible. What has been taken into consideration when 
assessing the use of type by these students is that they are Illustrators with little or 
no understanding of graphic design, typography or the strict cartographic 
conventions in use of type. This leads to using very basic analysis of a certain 
amount of choices made by the students to assess if this bears any relationship with 
how these students have used typography to underpin their concepts and 
understanding of map. Through my research for an article on `Lettering the 
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map'(2005), I identified a number of rules and conventions that I feel can be used with 
these maps to assess possible visual influences. 
General rules will specify that: 
Lettering will clearly identify the element it is relating to. 
Lettering that refers to a place should sit above or below and preferably to 
the right. 
Words should follow the standard writing direction from left to right or 
clockwise. 
Wherever possible type should be placed parallel with the lines of latitude 
or the frame surrounding the map. 
Names should be placed entirely on land or water. 
Lettering should never be upside down. 
Disoriented lettering should never be set in a straight line but should always 
have a slight curve. 
Where names and other graphic information conflict, the names should 
never be interrupted. It should be the other map information that breaks 
allowing for continuity of type. 
Choice for the map designer will be lead by the contrast between serif or san serif 
and it is suggested that map designers should try to ensure that all features of a 
certain category use the same typeface on a single map. Twenty two of the thirty 
two maps contained type (app4, Fig 0s), some in a very limited fashion sometimes only 
to name the building. Ten maps used hand drawn type (ao 1, a03, a08, ao9, a 0, a 12, a 14, 
a 15, x25, a32) one map using this technique clearly tries to render a type that resembles 
script to give a feeling of an old sea chart (ao9). Nine maps use san serif and five used 
a serif face. One map used a mix of both. The students whose maps contain no type 
at all must assume that the visual imagery alone would be adequate information for 
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the viewer. 
Type form or the use of capitals and lowercase letters are used together 
systematically in writing but conventions as to their use in cartography are quite 
different. There are traditions for example where a visual hierarchy of important 
names and titles are in capitals and less important names and places are in capitals 
and lowercase. There are maps where this convention is clearly seen in 
differentiating between titles, places, instructions and type used within the keys (a02, 
a 10, a23, a26,0 I, a32). 
Type colour can be used to emphasise or subdue the feature named and obviously 
the background that it will sit on must be considered. It will need to have a high 
visual contrast and names will generally be in black, dark blue, dark brown and red. 
Of those using type, fourteen used black type on either white or pale background 
enabling legibility. Two used colour type, red and blue showing a consistency with 
map convention (a08, a32). One used reverse white type out of an image (a05) and in 
three cases the type has either became a part of the image (a06, aI s. ) or is so 
abstracted that it becomes illegible (a29). One map used various coloured type in a 
humourous manner to describe positions and a journey on multicolored 
backgrounds (a32). 
Also strict conventions around the placing of text on the map apply. Typography on 
the map is constantly in competition with other graphic information. If the text is 
being used as a device to locate elements then there are three ways that it can do 
this. It will directly point to locations such as towns and cites. It will indicate the 
orientation and length of linear elements such as mountain ranges and will indicate 
the form and extent of regions and states. This can be seen happening certainly in 
the first instance where text in the student maps is used mainly to direct point 
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locations and possibly in the third instance where students have used text to 
indicate form where naming of the building and the floors within can be seen to 
have a link. General cartographic rules specify that lettering will clearly identify the 
element it is relating to. We can see this happening in seventeen of the maps that 
use text. Lettering that refers to a place should sit above or below and preferably to 
the right. This is clearly evident within the maps using text. Words should follow the 
standard writing direction from left to right or clockwise and we see evidence of 
this. Wherever possible type should be placed parallel with the lines of latitude or 
the frame surrounding the map. Most students have placed their type parallel with 
the image, except in three cases where we still feel an affinity with text on maps. 
One being the map that refers to the sea chart (aog) where type reflects a feeling of 
the hand drawn treasure map, the second is an abstract map where the student has 
used lettering in a way that reflects the use of type in an atlas for example, where 
we see words project from coastlines arching and flowing and this student has a 
reflection of this within his work (aos). The third is when a student has included an 
image of the stars within his map and he references the web like use of type that 
links the lines used to connect charts of the heavens (aoi). 
Where names and other graphic information conflict the names should never be 
interrupted. It should be the other map information that breaks allowing for 
continuity of type. Where type is abstracted and becomes a part of the image we do 
see this happening but in the majority of maps where type is used it takes 
preference to the image elements. Words on maps link places and elements. 
Typography and lettering tie the cartographic conventions and symbols to our 
understanding of reality. The naming or lettering of the map uses words that 
identify, explain, elaborate, credit and caution. This is very evident in the maps 
produced by the students who use the typography element as a translator between 
their illustrative and graphic expression and the symbols used (Fig 7: 26). 
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Decoding 
If mapness is to be found in how we map then through this analysis we see strong 
evidence of the use of encoders but little evidence in the majority of the maps of 
decoding devices. In the questionnaires decoders were indicated as being important 
only in reference to a key and compasses. The freedom given the students in their 
creativity seems to have lead to a whole range of possible orientations. Only three 
students show north (a03, a04, a09) and none with the traditional north-at-the-top, 
which is the accepted format used in cartography. The compass was used in only 
four maps and it is used as a decorative device in two (a04, ai s) and as an orientation 
device in two others (a03, a09). I think geographers and cartographers may be 
surprised by this but it did not seem important as the students were very subjective 
about their maps basing them around a place recognisable to them through direct 
experience. It was mapping on a local scale compared to a country, Europe and the 
world. 
A key, which is one of the most important conventions used to decode was evident 
in ten artifacts. (a02, a08, a10, a13, a14, a19, a2I, a26, a27.331) which evidences only thirty 
percent of the maps employing this form of decoder. Surprisingly map conventions 
such as scale and grid were not evidenced or used as a form of decoding. 
The students lack of addressing the decoding mechanisms have revealed the 
importance of this as a mechanism to provide a'mapness' quality. Because the Brief 
preempted a'route' this may have caused a bias to the students feeling that scale 
and grid were not useful. These mechanisms make the map more universal and less 
ambiguous in its interpretation. These are what take the map away from a purely 
'art' abstract form with multiple interpretations and begin to provide a frame or 
focus to begin to understand its relevance to a particular situation or need. A map 
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maker has to attempt to universalise their personal perspective to make a more 
'common' accessible format. A property of'mapness' is the use of archetypal cross- 
cultural presentation formats for decoding. 
Design and making 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Most students used a mix of these media indicated below. 
Watercolour paints and ink 5 
Drawn images and then scanned 17 
Pen and colour pencil 5 
Collage 2 
Photography II 
Photocopying 3 
Computer programmes: 
(Coral draw, Photoshop, QuarkXpress) 13 
Print I 
Most chose the medium used because it was the one they felt most comfortable or 
enjoyed working with, not because it would allow a greater clarity. They used 
medium often for speed due to the short nature of the deadline. Computer 
programmes and scanning for ease of reproduction when using a mix of media and 
a greater feel of professional finish. A whole range of drawing and visual techniques 
were used and when connected to personal style characteristics it adds a huge 
diversity to these maps. 
Functionality of the Map Artifacts 
These artifacts can really only be assessed as maps produced by the individual non 
cartographic specialist who is making all of the design decisions without the 
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constraints of elaborate corporate design manuals. Functionality can be perceived in 
three ways, by the student, by a cartographer and by the user of the map. As they 
have not been tested on cartographers or an audience that have no previous 
knowledge of the building the analysis can only come from the students' answers in 
their questionnaires and the interviews that were conducted. `Why' the motivation, 
purpose, the function of the map artifact, whether to explain, persuade, identify 
decorate could only be teased out by the questionnaire and interviews. 
The students were asked about satisfaction of outcome, the majority of students 
were satisfied with their outcome (app4, Fig o7). They were also questioned about the 
importance of attraction and beauty (app4, Fig o8) and also clarity and legibility as a 
priority (app4, Fig 09). Hunt (a19, int19) in his interview puts forward that a map is 
produced to inform someone else and moves towards a universality of 
understanding of the landscape produced. He talks about the general balance of 
functionality and beauty having to alter if the outcome is a map. Interestingly Eason 
(a08, intO8) in his interview says, "1 went for making something inspirational rather than - have a 
meaning - rather than actual functionality and having a practical use. You could follow it in theory, if you 
went the some day and some time I went round the building - the stuff on chalk boards, people wiped it off 
and graf ti, people paint over it, so if you look at it now it probably doesn't make any more sense, because 
there's been a change, there was only a significant moment in time I was trying to capture". This seems 
to reveal that he understands that he knows a map should be more timeless to be 
appropriate, revealing that here there is an unwritten knowledge of maps. Through 
going against map principles, one of which may be consistency of meaning over time, 
indicates that to act against the model, (a model of mapness), there has to be a 
model in the first place. Later in the interview he again reveals, through negation, 
key properties of maps and that they are filtered abstractions of a reality to provide 
an accuracy for route finding. "Oh God, I've got to do this - I've got to have road maps, it's like look 
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for, and you've got to see all these lines, how am I going to do this, because it's too technical and too precise, 
and all these people spend hours sorting it all out. I thought I'm just going to do my own thing". He sees 
maps as complicated with the implication of information for many routes and he 
wanted to inform on just one route. This concept of a map failing or not functioning 
when it only depicts one specific journey is evidenced again by Newton (a23, int23) 
who Says, "I didn't have any sense of direction with my map, it was just was from the point of view of the 
person using the map or me as I was walking through the building. I didn't have a compass showing north. 
You wouldn't be able to tell where the building was or how to get there. It was just from the door to my 
desk. And you wouldn't have been able to go in another direction other than the route I went. " This 
indicates that a map has to be usable and that'mapness' makes it useable. That part 
of'mapness' with the properties that signal that the object can be used to allow one 
to transfer information into knowledge of a landscape. He also acknowledges the 
need for codes and an ability to provide routes for many journeys not just one 
specific one. "Well, I guess I recognise a standard map by all the iconography that's associated with it but 
the key thing has to be the fact that you can find your way somewhere or it shows you part of a journey. 
Using it.. " Hassell (ai4, intia) upholds this understanding of the need for codes by 
constant reference to the key as a decoder and that the viewer has to work to 
understand and gather map knowledge. ' What do you feel it is about a map that allows you to 
recognise it as a map? If it's got a key on it, that seems to indicate whether it's a map or not maybe. 
Symbols, so you can understand all the colours and symbols. And you felt it was vital to have a key? Yes, 
otherwise I don't think my map would have been understood. Yes, because the key was to make people 
understand it. If they didn't understand it, then I hadn't done my job. That was first and foremost they had to 
understand how to use it. " 
When asked in the questionnaire if they had taken the viewer or user into 
consideration twenty two answered yes and eight no. Of those who replied yes to 
this answer it appears that most use terms like "easy to follow, easy to use, clear, that the 
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viewer would see what I saw, from the viewer's point of view. " Graham (a 12, q 12) wrote "yes that is why 
I added the line and numbers for the viewer to follow, otherwise it would just be a set of images". 
Ferguson (a 10, q 10) says `7 did because I produced a key so that they could see my journey from 
beginning to end". This is interesting as it implies that the cartographic conventions 
were considered and used to reiterate the concept of map, that these pulled the 
images together as a map like object. When the `London Transport' style map is used 
Hunt (a 19, q! 9) explains "everything was labelled like train stations and therefore made it easy for the 
user to navigate". Norris (a24, g24) categorically states "Yes, I tried to produce the map for 
somebody to actually use". So this implies that the students who did take the viewer into 
consideration were searching for the right images, symbols and style to extend and 
simplify the reading of their maps. Two students who answered yes were much more 
interested in the aesthetics and beauty for the viewer and Pearce (a25. q25) comments 
when questioned as to whether she took the viewer into consideration "! t should 
make them laugh". 
Of the students that stated that they had not taken the viewer into consideration 
three were personal journey maps "the images and text related to a point in time on a journey 
made by myself" (a08, q08). Interestingly the map that this student produced uses colour, 
symbol and typography in a very creative way but it has real map like qualities. The 
use of colour, pink and blue, have a feel of an old atlas, the broken line quality is 
conventional and the way that the type flows from what appears as a coastline 
around the image is consistent with the way that type is used within an atlas to 
indicate towns around coastlines. 
Although there are ambiguous elements in the brief which allowed the students to 
produce maps, sometimes as art objects evidencing a surface diversity, it is this 
ambiguity and diversity which has allowed me to become clearer about fundamental 
mapness elements and properties which are consciously or unconsciously employed 
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by the students. This experiment was not concerned with the accuracy of data, 
which leads to a lack of functionality in some of the artifacts, but through the 
process of the evaluation of the artifacts visually, we begin to recognise attributes. 
Indeed, through the shift of context from producing a map, to mapping a three 
dimensional space, crucial mapness properties have become more evident providing 
an insight into archetypal mapness signifiers? 
The application and embedding of particular conventions and attributes, and also in 
the omissions by some students, are able to reveal something about identification of 
a map like artifact. Those maps that employed recognisable'mapness' elements give a 
feeling of security to arise with the perception that there is a'fiitness for purpose'. 
The maps that show the greatest propensity for'mapness' are those that are map as 
guidance, giving essential information. This leads to an understanding that a map 
should inform someone else, as individuals come to a map with a purposefulness. 
The map should tell you what to look for in the landscape so that the viewer can 
understand it, assimilate it more quickly and make more competent decisions in 
journey making. It becomes a process of associating and integrating recognisable 
attributes and conventions into a landscape. Part of'mapness' is that the form 
engenders a purposefulness of finding a location then allowing the knowledge of 
how to access that and other locations. So a map has to be useable, 'mapness' 
makes it useable and allows the transfer of information into knowledge of the 
landscape and therefore part of'mapness' is the properties that signal that it can be 
used in this way. 
This experiment evidenced the use of encoders but very few employed decoders 
within the artifacts with the ommisions highlighting their importance in providing a 
frame or focus to begin to understand its relevance to a particular situation or 
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need. It evidences that a property of'mapness' is the use of presentation formats 
for decoding which allows the viewer to unlock the map information and assimilate 
the map knowledge. Decoders make the map more'universal' and less ambiguous in 
its interpretation. These are what take the map away from the purely subjective'art' 
object with multiple interpretations. Therefore by the students not addressing this 
has revealed the importance of decoding mechanisms to promote 'mapness' through 
the lack of a universalisation of their personal perspective. 
This in turn implies the need for codes transforming the real landscape to enable 
routes for journeys. It appears from this experiment that part of'mapness' is not in 
the directed route of A to B, but in the provision of tools to allow the viewer to 
take a journey. It would be a possibility to specify that a map should not predict the 
viewer's route, that map is not about directing the viewer to a specific place and 
that it cannot assume the target the audience may have in mind. Therefore it should 
not disadvantage some routes over others. It should enable equal viability to many 
different journeys. This is contradicted by historic and more contemporary 
examples of route maps (Fig 7: 27). The reading of the sequence of this route map is 
interesting as it reads from bottom to top. The compass becomes very important as 
it rotates from slice to slice to orientate the direction. It gives no information to the 
traveller who wishes to change course through the journey. By asking for the 
students to map a journey we have a greater number who have produced strip 
maps that follow the example of the coaching map. They have used the symbols of 
feet to direct a journey which mirrors the dance pattern charts in Jacques, (1944) 
Modern ballroom dancing, (Fig 7: 28) and the simplification of complex movements 
shown through a journey through a'forward outside curve eight' in Richardson 
(1963) Your Book of Ice Skating (Fig 7: 29). 
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7.6 Conclusion 
This project has had an impact on my research through the evaluation and an 
analysis of the student artifacts leading to a greater knowledge uncovered and 
interpreted from the use of the taxonomy sub headings shown in (Fig t8: 03). 
Illustrated through the general and in-depth analysis the experiment has made an 
important contribution in directing changes to the taxonomy by providing a greater 
insight into the use and importance of encoders, decoders and usability of the map 
artifact. Further visual and textual research to investigate questions raised by this 
project needed to be tested. Usability became central as a focus questioning how far 
a map can be broken down before it fails to function and what the disunity and 
isolation of its component parts reveals. There was a realisation that more 
investigation was needed around motivation, concept and function or definition of 
purpose with a move from investigations into map structure. The effects of this 
project and the evaluation on the taxonomy can be seen in additions to sections 
and subsections (Fig t8: 05, t8: 06, t8: 07) and are explained in greater detail in chapter 8. 
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Eight: Taxonomical Outcomes 
As discussed in chapter 4a taxonomy as a model offered a means of 
comprehending an otherwise incomprehensible system providing a structure to 
construct an appropriate framework evolving through praxis, reflection and theory. 
The concept of a taxonomy here was to give a structure to the knowledge gained 
and also revealing and allowing access to territory which could benefit from greater 
experiment to give an insight to essential mapness characteristics. 
Initial practice projects saw a number of investigations Project I (Pia) Map of Life, 
Project 2 (P2a) Macro/Micro Map of Maps, Project 3 (P3a) Island as a Navigational Tool, 
centre around a visual database to form a navigational system which may be used to 
house the taxonomy moving it away from the hierarchy implied by the textual list 
(Fig t4:: 00, t4: 0 I. t4: 02). These investigations evidenced a restrictive linear sequence but 
were useful in revealing the magnitude of the information that could be gathered 
and disseminated about the subject of maps. Project 3 (P3a) was efficient as a process 
that would allow an interaction of the viewer to gather knowledge about map types 
but as I extended my investigations for the taxonomy it became obvious that this 
was the top down level of a map of maps and my interests were developing around 
the ideas of the second level of mapness properties, structure and function (Fig t4: 03). 
A turning point was reached whilst further researching definitions of taxonomy, it 
lead to definitions of Ontology which has as one of its basic questions when 
attributed to philosophy: What are the fundamental categories of being? (wikipedia, 
2003). I am not a cartographer, geographer nor a philosopher, therefore the focus for 
my practice has been the success of the designed artifact. Within the practice of 
Graphic Design there are fundamental questions of'being' which refer to: what, why, 
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how, and who,? These conventional questions are used by me personally within my 
practice and are questions I ask students constantly to hold up against their work to 
help with a clearer understanding of the process and production of a solution and 
its success. Using these could help to reveal something of the cognitive process 
underlying map construction and assist in organisation, content and classification of 
the taxonomy. The design of my map artifacts, the use of these questions throughout 
the design process and the responses gained could inform the levels of classification. 
I began to uncover and arrange a simple structure with the key issues defined as my 
four questions laying them up against map as the artifact. 
What?: the kinds of things that we map and are maps. 
Why?: the motivation, purpose, the function of the map artifact. 
How?: the physical attributes, relationships, the structure. The 
physiology of the map artifact. 
Who?: the audience of the completed map artifact. 
Reflection on (t4: 04. t4: 05, t4: 06,14: 07) using the four new headings confirmed the 
concept and use of function and structure. They were still applicable and subsections 
were also relevant but needed restructuring under the new headings. My original 
top down approach using 'What', citing map types, survey, travel and poetic or 
fantasy would remain. Leading to the next level, where functionality would be 
replaced by'Why'. On this level, structure would be replaced by'How'. It appeared 
to be a mistake to use legibility, suitability and sustainability with their subsequent 
sub sections as different categories as they all had a relationship with structure. 
These two would lead to the next level informing'Who' which would centre 
around the audience of the map artifact (Fig t8: 00 ). 
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Again reviewing the initial series of visual investigations to plot map types Project I 
(Pia) Map of Life, Project 2 (P2a) Macro/Micro Map of Maps and Project 3 (P3a) Island 
as a navigational tool, evidenced a clear link with the area of the taxonomy'What', 
the kinds of things we map and are considered to be maps. These projects were 
particularly useful in revealing areas that required further investigation to inform 
other sections of the taxonomy. They evidenced that a more focused approach 
should be used to develop an understanding of'mapness' and the taxonomy thereof. 
When reviewing the map as a communication system Robinson and Petchenick 
(1976 p. 27) give an historic overview of simple communication networks, encoders 
and decoders. They stress that there are connections and similarities between 
cartographic systems and general models of communication systems. `The world and the 
cartographer constitute the source, the map is the coded "message, "the signal is made up of the light waves 
which makes the message visible, the channels is space, and the receiver, decoder, and destination are the 
eyes and mind of the recipient.. " This is using the communication model in its simplest form 
and it is apparent that cartography using a complicated system of selection, 
distortion and interpretation of coding methods is fundamentally more complex. 
The simplistic model held up against my taxonomy using the four questions model 
was interesting because it evidenced that the encoding, coding and decoding could 
be positioned within the areas of `Why' and 'How'. How we transmit and received 
these coded messages is also within this space. The map, the source, is a message 
that is encoded into a coded message, it is transmitted and received, factured and 
produced as a coded message, is decoded into a message and then moves to its 
destination. I placed this model alongside my simple taxonomy headings revealing 
that there was a sense of the communication system showing a way of moving my 
investigations in a more focused approach (Fig ts: oI). 
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Testing the model (Fig ts: ai) by posting information and knowledge gathered from 
reflection in and on the action of the research, construction and production of the 
artifact of Project I (PI b) Map of Repetition (Chapter 6) allowed me to re-classify and 
construct a more appropriate model using a more selective approach. Using the 
four question model headings and the communication model I began to position 
myself the designer, the artifact, its production and the outcome onto the model and 
break it down into simple components to gather a greater understanding of its 
impact. 
The source is the designer, cartographer, their thoughts and the world. 
The graphic designer with the word repetition. 
The message was the concept. 
Testing the flexibility of map as a medium for the communication of non 
geographic data. Could you map a word? Develop a framework for plotting 
and placing text as an alternative to textual alphabetical listing. 
The encoders are the mechanisms used by the source to translate the message. 
Attributes, qualities and conventions used, gained by prior knowledge, visual 
and textual research. 
Coded message 
The transmitter is the map artifact 
The Repetition Map 
The receiver are the eyes and mind used to decode 
Encoders and decoders need to be visually stimulating and legible. 
The decoders are the mechanisms used by the source to turn the message back 
into thoughts. 
Attributes, qualities and conventions used, gained by prior knowledge, visual 
and textual research. 
Coded message 
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The message is the understanding of the concept by the receiver. 
A framework was developed and understood to plot and place text. 
The destination is as stated 
A greater understanding gained by placing this model up against my project allowed 
a repositioning spatially enabling a clearer understanding of how the components 
identified with my four question model. This lead to changes from (Fig t8: 0 1) to 
(Fig ta: 02). This review also demonstrated the need for the removal of the subsection 
beneath `What'. It became clear that by breaking the taxonomy down to its simplest 
form and then rebuilding through research and knowledge gained through textual 
and visual development and investigation within the practice element a greater 
understanding of the sections and subsections would appear. 
As illustrated above the production of this artifact served an important function 
leading and directing to three headings: encoders, design and making and decoders, 
to appear within the area of `How' for the taxonomy'. The obvious and central 
question was what were the encoder and decoder mechanisms? What mechanisms 
had been used in the construction of the repetition map? By referring to the 
original list of elements used within The Repetition Map artifact an attempt was 
made to place these under generic headings of encoders, decoders and the void 
between which would become the design and making of the artifact allowing sub 
sections to appear. 
Encoders 
The encoders are the mechanisms used by the source to translate the message. To 
encode is the conversion of information into a code. 
Symbol: point, line, area 
Typography 
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Colour 
Topography 
Design and making 
Method of production 
Method of reproduction 
Physicality 
Usability 
Decoders 
The decoders are the mechanisms used by the source to turn the message back 
into thoughts. To decode is to convert from code into ordinary language. 
Systems of reference: 
Grid, Grid references, Grid reference example, Scale, Conventional signs or 
key, Index to adjoining sheets, Compass 
This further evidenced the provision of a greater insight into the qualities, 
characteristics and elements used to create a map allowing a positioning of sections 
and sub-sections. By placing the named conventions and attributes used to produce 
this artifact, from my understanding of the communication model, as subheadings 
the evidence of the importance of the area of'How' was becoming clearer. 
Design and legibility of a map adds new knowledge and it became apparent that a 
designerly approach to the taxonomy was required to tease out unknown areas of 
landscape that could benefit from exploration. The list of lists approach shown in 
chapter 4 had shown that a new approach was needed, rethinking and redefining, to 
allow access to a greater insight to the set of characteristics that defines mapness. I 
would employ the use of shading and box structure to define levels for greater 
clarity and legibility (Fig t8: 03). 
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Re-evaluation of the taxonomies led to a resolve that I needed a way to extend my 
understanding of the subsections of the'How' area of the taxonomy to test those 
that had been put in place. Review and reflection appeared to highlight this area as 
being of particular interest to me in terms of textual reflection, analysis and practical 
make. The concept of Experiment I (Elb) Mapping a journey was originated to 
further my understanding and underpin the subsections. This experiment was very 
important in moving my perspective from the production of my artifacts directly 
influenced by the standard map format to the objective viewer of artifacts produced 
by people with little or no knowledge of formal cartography. The case study covered 
in chapter 7 and appendix 4 considered how visual people who had received no 
formal instruction in map design would unconsciously externalise these culturally 
acquired conventions. It evidenced thoughts around what could be a map, what a 
map may or should contain, mapness elements and how they can inform. It also 
evidenced in greater detail an insight into archetypal mapness signifiers the 
experimental subjects drawing from common, if at times unconscious, 'mapness' 
vocabulary. Using the communication model tested in Project I(Pi b) Map of 
Repetition, the artifacts questionnaires, interviews and greater indepth textual 
research around encoders, decoders, design and making allowed me to identify gaps 
and add to subsections of'How"(Fig t8: o4). 
Through this project there was evidence of the use of encoders and research 
allowed a greater understanding of the subsections through additions and changes. 
Image elements and style replace topography, colour remains but it is clear that this 
is a complex issue which may stand alone but can also affect other sections and 
requires greater investigation and focus. Symbol grows through subsections as does 
typography (Fig t8: 05). 
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There was very little evidence of the use of decoders within the artifacts but it was 
the ommisions that highlighted their importance. These are what take the map away 
from a purely'art' abstract form with multiple interpretations and begin to provide 
a frame or focus to begin to understand its relevance to a particular situation or 
need. It evidences that a property of `mapness' is the use of architypal cross-cultural 
presentation formats for decoding. This therefore underpins the subsections already 
identified in the earlier project but adding the six forms of projection that have 
been identified through textual research (Fig t8: 06). 
The change to the design and making area of'How' evidenced the removal of the 
section of reproduction as this would become subsections of production, the action 
of producing or the process of being produced (Fig t8: 07). The addition of usability was 
important from research from the student project. The concept of a map failing or 
not functioning when it depicts one specific journey as many of these artifacts did, 
indicates that a map has to be usable and that'mapness' makes it useable. That part 
of'mapness' is the properties that signal that the object can be used to allow one to 
transfer information into knowledge of a landscape. Usability gives an ability to 
provide routes for many journeys not just one specific one. Here it becomes further 
apparent that'mapness' should be considered a language giving access to the 
potential of many readings and interpretations. A genuine, usable map providing a 
universe of multiple routes, but able to provide a bespoke pathfinding response to 
each individual engagement. 
Through reviewing sections and their subsection it became important to focus 
investigations around areas that began to appear which had not been tested to 
further extend the taxonomy. Usability became central as a focus in the first three 
projects testing map attributes. Project I (Pic) Wearable Maps, Project 2 (P2c) Map of 
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Bournemouth Deconstruction, Project 3 (P3c) Dysfunctional Calender evidenced the 
testing of deconstruction and dysfunction to reveal how far a map can be broken 
down before it fails to function and what the disunity of its component parts reveal. 
This evidenced that the artifacts produced still retained an element of'mapness' but 
implicated that map elements needed to work in conjunction with one another and 
the isolation of these elements move the map into another arena. Recognition of 
the map as a designed artifact which allows the feeling of security to "do its job' 
disappears and the viewer perceives the artifacts as art objects to be viewed in a 
more subjective way. Importantly this is the first indication of the proposition of 
the horizontal connection of elements in subsections. Usability was divorced from 
its subsection to conjoin the subsections of encoders and decoders (Fig t8: 08). These 
investigations evidenced that as you divorce the encoders and decoders from one 
another you loose the ability for the map to function and it loses its 'fitness for 
purpose' its usability but this did not necessarily indicate that it loses its'mapness'. 
A map can be looked at as a whole but can be used as a source of individual 
elements of discrete information. That these elements are part of a greater whole is 
what makes the map useful. 'Mapness' can be the whole but also can be perceived 
within its parts or relationships between parts. If elements of the'mapness' 
vocabulary remain, past usage of maps and and hence exposure to the language by a 
given viewer mean that an attempt at interpretation will be initiated even if not 
sustained. 
There was a realisation that more investigation was needed around motivation, 
concept and function or definition of purpose with a move from earlier 
investigations into map structure. It was felt that through the production of a 
creative artifact by the practitioner, which by nature is subjective, using the product 
of the map, which by design is objective, would support a change of focus to identify 
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gaps in the area of'Why' within the taxonomy. Project 4 (P4c) Five Days in Kuala 
Lumpur was used to question whether the use of maps, in the context of viewing a 
journey, through the physical form of the artist book, becoming an integral part of 
the readers experience, gave a greater insight to function and usability. 
Review of this project evidenced that in the design and making section of 'How' 
physicality had strong links to the senses, particularly touch. There is a feeling that 
'mapness' may come from a mix of sections in'Why'. That it is a combination of, 
persuasion, identification, explanation and decoration, highlighting again the 
proposition of the horizontal connection of elements in subsections seen in (Fig 8: 09). 
The map images used within the book Project 4 (P4c) Five Days in Kuala Lumpur do 
not just decorate but send subliminal messages, they inform and impress as they 
lend an aura of truth but can also educate. This does not help in clarification of the 
subsections in'Why' as a textual list particularly but brings a realisation that 
subsections will manifest from an inter-relation of the four sections. 
From this project and a review of my body of work came a realisation that the 
taxonomy was reverting back to a textual list of lists, admittedly with a sense of 
revealing particular'mapness' properties. However the textual nature of the 
horizontal and vertical lists did not provide for connections that were beginning to 
appear between sections and subsections. By attempting to constantly transfer my 
visual investigations into isolated textual sections and subsections it became obvious 
that the way forward was testing, through visual solutions, very specific areas within 
the taxonomy. This would give me the opportunity to connect the disparate 
elements which I felt may reveal more about'mapness'. Was'mapness' to be found 
in the mix of sections and subsections and could it only be evidenced through the 
visual or more accurately using its own visual vocabulary to represent itself, not a 
limited textual equivalent. 
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Interestingly my initial investigations were centred around the production of an 
interactive database of maps that would reveal these visually. There is a feeling that a 
textual approach adds a weight to the taxonomy and that the written element of 
this Ph. D. by practice has seduced me into only seeing the textual as a solution for 
the taxonomy. According to Casey (1976, p. 86) there is a suspicion around the image 
and its ability to inform in the same way, with the same weight as the textual. 
"Preoccupied by logocentric concerns, philosophers have been consistently sceptical of imagining and its 
products. Their scepticism stems largely from a conception of philosophical thinking as image free": Maps 
use visual techniques to express and quantitise through grid, and scale to assemble 
and manipulate pictorial and graphic representations of the physical world. In an 
attempt to originate a way forward an investigation was initiated through the design 
of a particular subsection of the taxonomy, that would be dependent on the 
interplay of text and image, to test if a visual representation of a taxonomy could be 
possible. Questioning the notion that a visual solution may be the way forward to 
better inform the viewer of elements of mapness. 
Using Monmonier's (1991, p. zo) visual table showing the six principles of visual 
variables of point, line and area I scanned and imported them into Photoshop to 
enable me to crop and reposition. This move was exciting as it revealed that the 
viewer will gain an understanding and recognition of the elements much more 
quickly from visual example than from a long and complex textual description. The 
images allow us to access the various differences very quickly and images of these 
symbolic codes based around graphic logic also reveal quantitive and qualitive 
information simply. The test also allowed me to demonstrate that by simply 
replacing the word of colour with image of colour identified the message much 
more clearly. There is also the recognition that vertical lists (Fig t8: 05) imply a 
hierarchical importance to particular elements where this may not be the case. 
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Labelling through text was still required to identify the subject matter being shown 
visually but it could be used in a more subtle and designerly way (Fig t8: i o). An 
extension to this concept through the use of various map types and various ways 
symbol and visual variations could be used was tested eluding to the macro/micro 
concept (Fig ts: i i). These were not correct in position, map types or visual variations 
but were used to reveal the strengths and weaknesses of using images of real map 
types against the simplistic didactic images of symbol within Monmoniers chart. 
Here again was the evidence that the conjoining of elements in a more artistic 
subjective way revealed more about'mapness' than the objective isolation of 
information. 
In an attempt to originate a way forward I decided to design a particular subsection 
of the taxonomy that was dependent on the interplay of text and image. Project 6 
(P6c) Searching for Mapness enabled investigation of the notion that a visual solution 
may be the way forward to better inform the viewer of elements of mapness. I 
produced a project that would help reveal more about isolating and conjoining map 
elements. It is not the making of the map or the map itself, but the artistic 
visualisation, which informs the creation, that is 'mapness'. Drawing on the 
underlying systems make possible the various visual interpretations to reconstruct 
`mapness'. Reviewing the books made me aware that colour, fine and symbol 
appropriately assembled allow the rendering of scale, providing a means to expose, 
contain and manipulate with the ultimate goal of controlling it. Through the 
employment of the concept developed through Project 2 (P2a) Macro/Micro Map of 
Maps (Fig 5: 01,5: 02) it enabled the envisioning and enforcement of both local and global 
scale allowing the viewer to read the rich texture of data through a range of 
options. Each book stands alone as a set of images that contain 'mapness' but with 
an added level of complexity revealed through their unification, an indication of how 
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line supports colour, supports symbol and vice versa. The books made it evident 
that'mapness' comes from a conjunction and juxtaposition of attributes and 
conventions, the vocabulary. These books and the images within them have been 
used to inform the subsections of colour and symbol as a visual device with an 
attempt to design a section dependent on the interplay of text and image to test if a 
visual representation of a taxonomy was possible (Fig s: i t, 8: 13). 
Conjoining, connections and independent information can be shown as visual 
examples but this would be difficult to describe textually. With this move it was 
evident that a textual taxonomy can only present the extent of the vocabulary of 
'mapness' and the more that it moves from textual descriptions to actual 
visualisations the more insight into the nature of the vocabulary is attained, but it 
lacks the rules for assemblage. The images designed to be used in a visual taxonomy 
would need to be produced using a mix of the components of the'mapness' 
vocabulary. The process of discovering 'mapness' is through the integration of 
structure and function into meaning and interpretation, through weaving the various 
attributes and conventions, a visual construction. Viewing these constructions trigger 
and release an understanding of the language of'mapness'. The attributes and 
conventions which make a map must be shared by the designer and the viewer. 
Through language people are able to refer to and think about real objects, 
abstractions, events and experiences in both space and time. What is becoming 
clear is that there is a language of'mapness'. 
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Fig t8: 00 Four question model 
What? 
the kinds of things 
that we map 
and are maps. 
Concept 
Physical Mental 
Survey Travel Poetic/Fantasy 
Why? How? 
the motivation, the physical attributes, 
purpose and function of the relationships and structure. 
map artifact. The physiology of the 
map artifact. 
Who? 
the Audience 
of the completed 
map artifact. 
Reolisanon 
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® Fig t8: 0I Four question model and communication model 
What? 
the kinds of things source 
that we map 
and are maps. 
Physical Mental 
Survey Travel Poetic/Fantasy message 
encoder Why? How? coded message 
the motivation, the physical attributes, transmitter 
purpose and function of the relationships and structure. receiver 
map artifact. The physiology of the coded message 
map artifact. decoder 
Who? 
message 
the Audience 
of the completed 
map artifact. destination 
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® Fig t8: 02 Four question model and communication model repositioned 
What? 
the kinds of things 
that we map 
and are maps. 
source 
Whyr 
the motivation, r message purpose and function of the 
map artifact. 
How? 
the physical attributes, 
relationships and structure. encoder 
The physiology of the coded message 
map artifact. transmitter 
receiver 
coded message 
decoder 
Who? 
the Audience message 
of the completed 
map artifact. 
Realisation destination 
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Fig t8: 06 Decoders sections and subsections 
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Conclusion 
This Ph. D by practice began as an approach into ways of understanding what we 
recognise as map like qualities or'mapness'. The aim to explore our knowledge, 
reading and understanding of the complex visual language of the map through the 
process of practice based investigations, experiments and the creation of artifacts. 
Overall I have discovered that as a designer and educator engaging in the 
experience of reflecting on the process of constructing artifacts and analysis of my 
own attitudes and concepts with regard to my visual work has been of immense 
value. In particular my methodology has allowed identifying and analysing general 
themes around map types, producing individual artifacts and an experiment 
addressing specific themes. Findings from the initial practice based investigations 
informed the development of subsequent projects by enabling the identification of 
relevant issues and selection of appropriate methodologies to enable me to more 
fully understand the taxonomy focus. The themes of the experiment and projects 
demonstrate how the initial investigations drew forth a strategy to begin to 
formulate design projects which took overarching concepts of map types, map 
conventions and map attributes and tested these to inform the taxonomy. My 
sequence of projects began as investigations and slowly consolidated into more 
ambitious experiments and projects through an increasingly complex set of 
references over a long concentrated period of time. Throughout this journey, the 
central proposition was to identify 'mapness'. My practice based projects have 
allowed me to question, re-evaluate, examine and deconstruct some of the axioms 
of cartographic design. 
Through the investigations, experiments, projects and their effect on the 
construction of a taxonomy I have been able to identify pivotal 'mapness' attributes 
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and characteristics. Particularly in the area of encoders, decoders, design and 
making, and their sub-sections, demonstrating what the encoder and decoder 
mechanisms were. Cartographic rules and the use of encoders and decoders allow 
the identification of map and are elements of the vocabulary that describes the 
quality of'mapness'. The manipulation of scale is of particular importance in maps so 
therefore also in `mapness'. It involves complex concepts and implications but the 
identified elements allow the control, manipulation and containment of scale and 
evidence a need to work in conjunction with one another to perform as the 
language. They also allow the artifact to give many potential routes and as you 
divorce the attributes and conventions from one another you lose the ability for the 
map to function and it loses its 'fitness for purpose' or usability for guiding a 
journey. The map failing or not functioning indicates the importance that a map has 
to be usable and that'mapness' makes it useable through the transfer of information 
into knowledge of a landscape. Somehow we'knot' something that could unravel, 
but whilst held and interpreted allows us confidence in journey making. Cartography 
as communication of'mapness' can be considered as the language used to provide 
access to the potential of many readings and interpretations of the map. This 
language also allows for the use of technological reasoning which through the 
manipulation of materials and process allow a method to solve practical problems of 
usability. It allows us to understand the scientific principles used to produce maps 
and these are drawn from an understanding of potential users and physicality. 
If we accept that language enables communication through combining its 
components, words - the vocabulary, Then I would argue that mapness is a language 
in its own right. In a similar way to the understanding that music, art and 
mathematics employ a language to evoke and express feeling or emotion or to 
communicate information. Language has a structure, to use it well we have to 
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understand the structure. The taxonomy begins to isolate particular mapness 
elements which could be likened to a lexicon of the verbs and nouns used within a 
language. These can be used for a range of intentions using various compositions of 
the components. Mapness as a language allows a supply of expressive methods and a 
repertoire to communicate'mapness'. These elements can be used to expresses 
existence, action, or occurrence and to name place, thing, quality, quantity or action. 
By gaining a greater understanding of the language of'mapness' it allows me to 
manipulate and use various compositions of its parts, the visual verbs and nouns, to 
extend our understanding of the language, to instruct, express, deceive, inform, move 
emotions and delight the senses, convincing the viewer of'mapness'. A dictionary is 
a listing of words in isolation but as we begin to connect, conjoin and manipulate 
these words they expose and communicate much more. The textual taxonomy is 
the dictionary the visual taxonomy is the dialogue. I do not believe that this 
language of'mapness' is evident within cartographic monograph's. 
The formal literature of the subject of cartography debates the existence of the 
language of maps, isolates the elements and conventions and theorises around their 
use. However equally important is the knowledge gained through the experience of 
viewing images produced to test the boundaries to enhance a greater understanding 
of'mapness' in the same way that the study of the structure of language is enhanced 
by the reading of poetry, prose and fictional narratives. Thus providing a fuller 
awareness of what and how the components can be conjoined, manipulated and 
experimented with, to enhance knowledge and a greater understanding of the 
language. This study makes the practitioner's viewpoint clearer, enhancing the 
understanding, that it may compliment theoretical texts around this subject. It may 
help to overcome the barriers between the scientific approach and design practice 
in an area that is dominated by the textual. Computer technology has afforded me 
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the opportunity, and will, if predictions are to be believed allow for a much greater 
production of maps by individuals with little cartographic training. I would like my 
visual taxonomy accessed as part of a knowledge base to assist these map 
producers and users. To enable them to become more literate and develop a greater 
understanding of the map image and elements and conventions used to inform 
cartographically. 
Communicating `mapness' through this language allows me to present visual 
arguments to persuade the audience to view maps with a new attitude. The 
visualisation of the language of `mapness' will allow for the viewer to experience 
possibilities and various perspectives rather than conclusions asking them to think 
rather than saying that they now know. Using the macro /micro concept can 
combine historic, cultural and political perspectives allowing a view of how the 
world was, is and could be, using emotion, perception and aesthetic sensibility. 
Juxtaposition of textual elements and attributes in visual form allows the viewer 
accessibility to the complex systems employed in map making without having to 
understanding detailed, scientific and technical textual information. This could help 
to unravel the puzzling diversity of map design and production that we encounter in 
everyday life used to empower, influence and enrich the quality of our lives in this 
world dominated by maps. The nature of the void between mind and map is the 
dialogue that is enabled by an understanding of the language of mapness, the 
structures used in construction, the orchestration and rationalisation of the 
individual components, the visual verbs and nouns, used to create a persuasive 
argument, the single map artifact. 
My journey appears to have come full circle to the concepts that were being 
explored in my initial investigations which were the development of a framework to 
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provide a navigational tool for positioning information, empowering the viewer to 
access knowledge about maps through varying landscapes. My research would 
suggest that it would be productive for there to be closer connection between the 
science of cartography and design practice. Through this connection it is proposed 
that an interactive mapness taxonomy could be established to guide, influence and 
inform the viewer through its own visual vocabulary. It would use the mapping 
metaphor of spatial relatedness, scale and location and contain and reveal not only 
visual and subjective information but also scientific objective information containing 
both images and text. An added advantage of interactive multimedia is that this form 
of assemblage does not depend on heirarchical structures implied by the textual 
taxonomy. Interactivity empowers the viewer to discover at will and through a non 
linear solution allows for greater choice providing many journeys not just one. It 
would therefore be the intention of this meta - map to engage and inform the user 
through the continuous evocation and practical application of `mapness'. The 
accompanying website to the thesis - http: //www. mappassion. com provides an initial 
implementation of this future research project. 
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Appendix 1 
The Interactive Element 
The Interactive Element 
The interactive element is designed to be viewable via an internet browser (e. g. 
Internet Explorer or Safari). It will function on both PC and Macintosh platforms. 
For more specific instructions on use, see the packaging of the CDROM. The 
CDROM accompanying this work has 6 sections accessible from the Mappassion 
home page. To Choose to view the Ph. D. Practical element, select the option -The 
Mystery of Mapness: The Void Between Mind & Map. 
The active links will change colour when the mouse is rolled over them, or the 
cursor will change from an arrow to a hand. 
Mappassion 
LHE VOID 9ETWTEN MIND L MM 
;s 77 
Mhwcn & [a, IIO , 
Teacm, g L Learnlnp 
Once selected, The Mystery of Mapness: The Void Between Mind & 
Map will take you to the page below. This is an introduction to the internet site 
and the 13 projects housed within it. The large Blue arrow - will take you on to a 
more detailed list of the 13 projects. See next screen below. MAPPASSION (top 
left) will take you to Maureen O'Neill's main screen, as shown above here. 
Mappassion 
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Notice that all the Thirteen Projects can be accessed directly from the numbers at 
the top of the screen. This navigation system lets you change which project you are 
looking at, at any time. Thirteen Projects' Homepage - will always take you to the 
full project list. The ambulance symbol - brings you to the help pages. 
Mappassion 
PR. ii .o..... ... ebHu ýýý 
HELP: 
There are other options at the bottom of the screen: 
Ph. D. Abstract, chapter headings and published work, Type Text and the Map. 
Charts defining the aims, rationale, medium and the product produced. They 
also outline issues and influences by other projects and where the projects 
affect the taxonomy this is also highlighted. 
An introduction to the taxonomy and some examples created through the 
projects and research. 
You will be on the page that is written in black, the grey text indicates other 
possible routes. 
Thirteen Projects' Homepage 
The Thirteen Projects Homepage type written vertically on the left of the screen 
will always bring you here, to the full project list. To access the Thirteen Projects use 
the numbers at the top of the screen. This navigation system lets you change which 
project you are looking at, at any time. 
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Mappassion 
r 
There are other options at the bottom of the screen, these will change depending 
on what is available to you. You will be on the page that is written in black, the grey 
text indicates other possible routes. The other buttons remain the same as on 
previous pages. 
Project Homepage 
This is the largest area of the website, each project has a set of pages associated 
with it, the options are at the bottom of the screen: 
ie I Mappassion 
Introduction: This has a short paragraph about the project and shows an 
image of the completed artwork. 
Images of the Project: This area shows more detailed images of the artwork 
or in the case of books, lets you browse through them. To get a close-up 
image from a thumbnail, simply click on it and then use your browser's back 
button to return. 
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Sketchbook and Concepts: Here are scans from sketchbooks to show how 
the ideas developed. To get a close-up image from a thumbnail, simply click 
on it and then use your browser's back button to return. 
The Original Brief: This is the original plan or brief, they are pdf files and 
will download automatically when clicked-on. 
More about this project: This link will take you to additional text - if 
available, it talks in more detail about the project, although more details are 
available on each project within the bound text that accompanies this 
website. 
The other buttons remain the same as on previous pages. 
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Appendix 2 
Five: Experimental Practice 
Interview of Illustrator/Writer/Artist, Graham Rawle 
Conducted on 27th October 2006 
M. O. Do you use maps in your work? 
G. R. Yes, when writing fiction I map. I have to draw a map so that I can understand 
things like time. If one of my characters is moving from one location to another I 
have to understand how long this may take. This helps me assume whether it is day 
or night and at what time things happen. I also give a lecture on writing narrative 
and use a map to explain the process to the students. 
M. O. Graham with the Niff Actual Globes do you see people using conventions? If 
so what conventions were most apparent. 
G. R. Yes I did see people using conventions particularly in the differentiation of 
landspace through the use of colour. They did not want the same colours touching. 
Different people used different colours but through the production the people 
involved discovered the mapping colour theorem. They did not have an 
understanding of this before but sort of worked it out for themselves. 
M. O. Did you have any preconceptions of you would find? 
G. R. I thought people would have local knowledge that was disproportionate to the 
distant and foreign. Burma might have been a triangle, a six inch square or a circle, 
these were places that the person would have no concept of shape wise. What was 
interesting was that people don't admit visually that they don't know - so they make 
it up. They draw what they think is a map like image and shape. It always has wiggly 
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edges. This is because they know that naturally no country or landmass is a regular 
shape. My mum doesn't know that the states in the USA are generally square. You 
know what I mean the boundaries are very straight. She drew hers with wiggly lines. 
She drew the Isle of Wight on her globe but completely left off Africa. 
M. O. What do you define as mapness? 
G. R. I have a confusion between maps, charts and diagrams. Images of the internal 
workings of the body are like maps or diagrams. I think it is about orientation, that 
you can find yourself in your surroundings, like "you are here'. What is interesting is 
that from experience, as people move into old age and the illnesses that go with 
that, those that were realty good at maps and all that stuff lose the ability to 
understand a map and train timetables, physical orientation, directions and become 
lost. I think the map of the immediate world, home etc are etched in the mind. The 
familiar surroundings. They do not seem to lose this. 
M. O. Do you feel that the average human has an innate ability to mapmake? 
G. R. Yes it's the same as drawing. People say they can't draw but give them a pen or 
pencil and ask them to draw a map to get me from a to b and they will. People can 
always draw a map but they always have problems of where to start on the paper 
and don't leave enough room for the whole map. They make mistakes but culturally 
we know how to do it. It is interesting because they sort of just understand this 
idea of the bird's eye view and scale. Also that wonderful thing that happens when 
people use salt cellars and objects to describe and map a football game. 
M. O. Have you any other projects that you may base around maps? 
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G. R. Yes going back, sort of to the colour theorem, and doing a painting by numbers 
project and looking at pattern and jigsaws again. Combining two painting by 
numbers getting a picture but with two sets of rules. 
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Appendix 3 
Six: Map of Repetition 
A Survey of the Collins English Thesaurus 
The Survey of the Word Repetition 
Definitions of the two main words to be used would offer some illumination. 
Repetition - definitions (Collins Concise Dictionary) 
noun 
I the act or an instance of repeating; reiteration. 
2a thing, word, action, etc., that is repeated 
3a replica or copy. 
Repeat - definitions 
verb 
I to do or experience (something) again once or several times, esp. to say 
or write (something) again. 
2 to occur more than once 
3 to reproduce (the words, sounds, etc) uttered by someone else; echo 
4 to utter (a poem, etc. ) from memory, recite 
5 (of food) to be tasted again after ingestion as the result of belching 
6 to tell to another person 
7 (of a clock) to strike the hour or quarter-hour just past 
8 U. S to vote (illegally) more than once in a single election 
9 Repeat oneself to say or do the same thing more than once, esp. so 
as to be tedious 
10 a. the act or an instance of repeating 
b. (as a modifier): a repeat performance 
a word, action, etc that is repeated 
12 an order made out for goods, etc, that duplicates a previous order 
13 a broadcast of a programme which has been broadcast before 
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Using the word repetition, repeat and key words from the dictionary definitions I 
researched the connected network of synonyms as a class of things that could be 
mapped, I started to survey the thesaurus links from the words `repetition' and 
'repeat'. I used the: Collins concise dictionary and thesaurus (3rd rev. ed. ) (2003). Collins 
dictionary of synonyms and antonyms (2005). Collins gem thesaurus (3rd ed. ) (2005). 
Collins thesaurus from A to Z (2nd rev. ed. ) (2002). Rogets Interactive Thesaurus. 
Repetition 
duplication 
echo 
iteration 
reappearance 
recapitulation: recount, reiterate, repeat 
recital: rehearsal, repetition 
recurrence: recur, reappear, repeat, return, revert 
redundancy: repetitious, tautological 
rehearsal: drill, recite, repeat, recount, 
reiteration 
relation: recital, recount, report 
renewal: recreate, repeat 
repeat 
replication 
replicate: ape, copy, duplicate, mimic, recreate, reduplicate, repeat 
reproduce 
restatement 
return: reappear, recur, revert, reappearance, recrudescence 
tautology 
Repeat 
duplicate: corresponding, identical, matched, matching, twin, twofold 
carboncopy, clone 
copy: double, facsimile, likeness, lookalike, match, mate, photocopy 
replica, reproduction, ringer 
echo: repeat, resound, reverberate, ape, copy, imitate, mirror, parallel 
parrot, recall, reflect, reiterate reproduce, resemble, ring, 
ringing, second 
iterate: recapitulate, repeat, restate 
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quote: recall, recite, recollect, repeat, retell 
recapitulate: epitomise, recap, recount, reiterate, repeat, restate, review, 
recite: recapitulate, recount, rehearse, relate, repeat 
redo 
rehearse: drill, practice, recite, repeat, recount, relate 
reiterate: repeat, restate, retell 
relate: recite, recount, rehearse, report 
renew : repeat, restate 
replay: 
reprise 
reproduce: copy, duplicate, echo, mirror, recreate, repeat, replicate 
rerun 
resay 
reshow 
restate 
retell 
Other words with tenuous tautological links 
afresh 
again 
anew 
burp 
ding-dong 
ditto: 
double 
drill: 
encore 
harp 
identical 
often: 
rehash 
duplicate, twice, twin, twofold, multiply, repeat 
practice, rehearse, repetition 
duplicate, twin 
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Appendix 4 
Seven: Mapping a Journey 
Illustration Student Maps: Examining the design factors which reveal the 
mystery of artistic and design expression to communicate the notion of 
mapness. 
app 4, Fig 0 Brief 
Uni varsity of Poitsrna. ith 
Schad of Ail. Dedcn &Media 
B. A(horu) IIILWI)-aticrn Path-xay 
Year 2- Short project 
BRIEF 
You ane to rxocluce a MAP of you- jocrney to the III t ation fl oor: it Al I stall finrn the front cloor of the 
8 cbn b. iil d rýcj to your clek. 
" Yotr canuseany of the starxlard rreppirxj carre, itions, line. ccloLr, symbol, 
oral keys etc Or you ca. dct makeup pour awn 
" lt cbesrYt have to be Iit'aI nctit cloe Ythovetobethemastclinectrourteasyartrey 
alnaysip totheIooa"cetacoffee 
" To what scale isya. rr reap? 
The pu7xxseoftheplx ect is to Vy aid convey a sense of clinocton aril location. Yar'r ill haveto think of 
ham it 'MIIbe reedYcurreap Will becnanA4sheet ofpapa, fc( clad as*lwvnb a. 
It nxtt have a cave--thilcl will indc¢le 
Tile hat , rill YOU Call it 
Irrage if your-aJile 
Plane on Lick cover 
Yar must think about the pat)er that you fold far- the rmrx Ycu cadcl 
pnockice it on ary pal-; scan it/photoccpy and then, print to fold Cover 
IM II riot petto see you- ieDmixh but IM I expect a high 
Ietiel offirrish 
L 
A4 
Ma¢ 
I 
I 
\ Finished map 
withcover 
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® app 4, Fig 02 Questionnaire 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look 
at? 
0123456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or lists 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, Fig 03 Interview Schedule 
Responses from the students were recorded and the format was the same for each 
student but I followed up naturally on any reply initiatives. 
I would just like to ask some questions about the map project to see if it 
made you look at maps differently? 
Looking back what do you feel you remember most about the map project? 
Do you feel it has influenced your thinking / illustrative approach? 
What do you feel it is about a map which allows you to recognise it as 
such? 
Were you conscious of those identifiers as triggers in your own design? 
In general how do you personally balance a commitment to functionality 
with a commitment to design aesthetic? 
Did the necessity for you to actually create a map alter that balance of 
these? 
Finally do you feel you would tackle the project differently if you did it now? 
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ö 
Z 
ö , 'd Z Z t 
CL 
ý c Z Z a 0 
M Barrett Abstract aO1 q02 
M Betteridge Route a02 q02 
F Bowen journey a03 q03 
F Crymble Metaphor a04 q04 
F Davey Expressive a05 q05 
M Dorning Abstract a06 q06 
M Dutton Traditional a07 
M Eason Abstract a08 q08 
M Feist Metaphor a09 q09 
F Ferguson Traditional a 10 q 10 
M Grace-Burchett journey all qII 
F Graham journey a12 q12 
F Hardwick Route a13 q13 
F Hassell Route a14 q14 
F Hogg Abstract aI5 q15 
F Hopkins Broken a16 q16 
F Hughes Route a17 
F Hulbert Abstract a18 q18 
M Hunt Metaphor a19 q19 
F McLean Abstract a20 q20 
F Moody Route a21 q21 
M Netting Expressive a22 q22 
M Newton Broken a23 q23 
F Norris Broken a24 q24 
F Pearce journey a25 q25 
F Paxton journey a26 q26 
F Rivers Metaphor a27 q27 
M RosadoJeffrey Broken a28 q28 
M Tiller Expressive a29 q29 
F Tregeagle Broken a30 q30 
F Tulip Route a3I q3I 
M Williams Expressive a32 q32 
int 02 
int 08 
int 09 
int 13 
int 14 
int 15 
int 19 
int 21 
int 23 
int 26 
C app 4, Fig 04 Index to artifact, questionnaire and interview references 
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Z 'C N E 
w U y N y 3 b0 d 
d ti t I C a6. Ö l o 
u Z a a ¢ u 
M Barrett a0) 
M Betteridge a02 
F Bowen a03 
F Crymble a04 " 
F Davey a05 
M Dorning a06 " 
M Dutton a07 ' 
M Eason a08 
M Feist a09 
F Ferguson alO 
M Grace-Burchett all " 
F Graham a12 
F Hardwick a13 
F Hassell a14 
F Hogg al5 
F Hopkins a16 " 
F Hughes a17 
F Hulbert a18 " 
M Hunt a19 
F McLean a20 
F Moody a21 
M Netting a22 
M Newton a23 
F Norris a24 
F Pearce a25 
F Paxton a26 
F Rivers a27 
M RosadoJeffrey a28 " 
M Tiller a29 
F Tregeagle a30 " 
F Tulip a31 " 
M Williams a32 
® app 4, Fig 05 Index to use of map symbol, colour and typography 
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M Barrett a0I " 
M Betteridge a02 
F Bowen a03 
F Crymble a04 " 
F Davey a05 
M Dorning a06 
M Dutton a07 " 
M Eason a08 
M Feist a09 
F Ferguson alO 
M Grace-Burchett all 
F Graham a12 
F Hardwick a13 " 
F Hassell a14 
F Hogg al5 
F Hopkins a16 
F Hughes a17 
F Hulbert a18 
M Hunt a19 " 
F McLean a20 
F Moody a21 
M Netting a22 
M Newton a23 
F Norris a24 
F Pearce a25 
F Paxton a26 " 
F Rivers a27 " 
M Rosado Jeffrey a28 
M Tiller a29 
F Tregeagle a30 
F Tulip a31 " 
M Williams a32 
0 app 4, Fig 06 Index to use of map style 
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I- 
Q app 4, qO i 
NAME "TEQIZY L3111z err 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I23456789 10 
10 bang the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please Est 
Alley 
t41b e. 
k5+ 
of 
/41; 
A 
ýAIVISl/ýic 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
X 
-e- s! // Pd c11.6: e Cc S( Pt44jI wi t4 Ali t 
'44t 
i Gnser/j; c,., 
oº. cL 
rt f. f at-ee AJ 9¢ l ýo.,, wý S cir s of 7i. 
CocI. 
, tir sF-, t M kl(s 1,4 sfý(, Y of 'o- ý uni Was orientation or scale important.? 
l4 , . d< <& e, l. "#rc rudre b, Sa I cot-Il L 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
No 
'T 
kjtt. ýt lý vºtw+r i'e G srdt/a, `tioZ 
fUc`l"% fe pic 
Did you use typography within your map? 
T "Wd f-r aL"n Ld L, 1; 4, ý 
248 
Please explain how and why 
Did you use a key with your map? YES 
E-0) 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
Z 1-S +ý- -4c>' Co ' 
hd cc 67 rt--y e--j 
i et 
kfcd/ "rerk 
.ZL, seci lýA C, CCL e's 
T/L 
Of 
#ýe 
lva4ý. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or fists 
- Co htd kc-wt cb-¢, V 
`" n¢eJ5 c., hey 
Any other comments 
44 L'c dd look 
ooJ . oc,, cc, 4 See 
ßa14: 
4 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, q02 
NAME c)ýv1412ý 
BETA 
pE 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123456 708 9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities1 0123456719 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0123456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
''ýtýt (cep d- kf\fv OK\ CUMCA o n5 - 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
uý, ', ºýLý ko make, MN MCP (oc c, cis sý. t sh %vic) 
Pry SSýClýciý Ar, ýroýi kXý\/ wýný ºný 
VA 
Iv- ý 5iýgn 
Was orientation or scale important? 
O, ýe-rýý-cý(, 'an "s ; rnýorl--, kt. Q cwS JP , 
ý' 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
y, 
', 5,1 corj; ýct. reö so -v- uß.; 
4, ' ý'oý 1ý ýý ý' ýi ºº 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explan how and why 
yýS, ýyý05 14495 
4, 
mann 
( 
Uj, of 
(-I 
ciýSýý ri 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
250 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 1rI 
kýw 
uc ro; ý rý ý1- G, rrtýý, "t cs In Co+ýet Cýc-ýiw ýi' 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Pfease put davn your thoughts; in sentences, phrases or fists 
'C {iYlýý C(. 
kc 
- Colour oxlcr4 
Diec_här iJ L1 ES 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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Q app 4, g03 
NAME NZi (c1 rc -\J 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2 
a3 456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities! 012 3) 456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Now important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
012 04 S6789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list O cX, 5 
ýsr 
E"i At` 0L6S 
ST1 TI Cj4ScS 
txcT 6vn 5 Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
L WAM60 TO (C66PTN5 i)2Aiv1NC5 S('1P(C (SvT OU612(. 14`% 
V IC 
rAA C% GS 70 SHbT K& -C-1 T IM P MSSO NSz CO ,T 'AS 
Y 
, tiAL &' rU(cN ý-ý GA(L- 6,. rr(fNC$ / P60C 
Was orientation or scale important? 
No 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map! 
Please explain how and why 
N0 
Did you use a key with your map? YES cýNO 
252 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
o ism 0, ---t U Sb60 Q fF6NT T'-? PPS Of KV-3 f`cf. t 16 
O1FF6IUNr-rHINC, SI SK" TROVC ft CAc4 POOPwby. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or lists 
-º4 GUZ06 
-A Q'Lt4N 
- v4Tö L' 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to till this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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" app 4, q04 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I234567 8U 10 
10 being the highest. 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest. 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
ýiQEC. TIOýyAý. $Ic P4 % 
k, a Y 
CC$4. ou2 Co 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
S 't 4A z> !y ýooýT 6 r¢oý, 
U-FUTS21Nn, TN-. =_ ýE1-Dý^ý ýulý. 't>ýtJý ýýk2-o«c, tc Tv 
h`{ SPACQ 4w3 - STS, b% O 
Was orientation or scale important? 
M 'J%:! >4T ' oe-v- -T, (> SCAc. e 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
'1CAý 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
1-3 usw %-( CoL svv, "-tg, tS Wce y 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
254 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
-MAV Q% TW A-PAýj 
P"rogQ-Afoy 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts; in sentences, phrases or fists 
oc. Ný Haag Oc -40. 
h+ý Ný * %C4es PQ-F- 1=. Au. 1 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0I2 3) 456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
01 234`56789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
SCM-C V15U, 115 fU [AV Ip ýuý iUý, rk cuL If4UP 
1311t [)I? q 
IPIrtahvnal z, vrbw, 
PU h, pill I, p( 3 , vStYUdIC)n'5 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
nuti"lrti ý, I drrA ve ßl1 IY1J ClýSk ý1 Uni & 
(0I15L I L\J IUl 
b2C h cY) uf 11-w Jour r-I -Ctj i, 
ytvi cý ýýutvYýý Ic & hive IýrJ re c oI tv V7l2k (it hazy , uncteav ý DIY cY3l IIKc el Cw-ool LLLJci) JOU tang ýQV LJ tn1 U. 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
Not r"ý ý(lltý . 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
ý19-, Jln, Y)lit Jv_lLt IL was) bY)cf L2t ý1ýQZIYY1ý , 
ýlr(ý 
'kc p rexe5e-Ct. Zt iOf. 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
*-5. JUSt 511-f)p ý . Or13 'x Y+ 
Or-V- word' lri k L'Ct1o(Y, 
kjo r)g 'In on ind 1-1-a ur1,5 ý, A 5h 
ACI* 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
256 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
Photo (z, phý) kj oar spud bI don1ý -ftlind s ich 
(, ýoolcl har t saº e ýc . Mani 1aied it in bakoho 4 
aged fi-ý Iohßý ova wap oF 
porlsn -. 
N 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts; in sentences. phrases or lists 
1 love old mzp5 C )f Tha L, -orld, ýspecizý(, tj w. ýn the 
d 164 
,g 
logt , ýýý I' Ve 9of lots cf maps 02cau5c t Plate b. ep+ n 
Any other comments 
ýDf JN9 ýQll piQ(Q OYl ' ACce55 (OOrSe I prude tech a 
przºkes ºmejp. 11 Vv? -j5 
di styes jý -10M In-1-0 pp e cQs 
had Clues 10 {oilow 1h I1- iincvi fa[? ? eeld 1v W)Ning. 
I based it on vii i cýudd ( L! e JoLja8 M2I it 9 It 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, q06 
NAME I; 6t YWtiý ýJ 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2 3()5 6789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0 12 34567 8010 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
012345679 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
ýeýýle t See, Ola, -t 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
I eSýtý tý ýa. r fast ýjte kdeo-, 
o"C 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Pleose explain how and why 
(vii' 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
258 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
CCYVN 0 ýJ\ Cf 
(\a" 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences , phrases or fists 
\Jý 1/ýý ýv ri ccý Nc !ý vv, CO 
3, C. -s 
AL e 
aS5 
_ 
Cse S 
Any other comments 
nnc,, ý. ßa1 cý V\- 51, E 4cq. 
y4,, V, 
v I. 
cý ýS tU 3\1 
Cwýýý`' 
ýj tJ) +ýý+'JS 1 vý 1 
öý1ýJ 
Cr 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4 q07 
NAME en ýýYSdý 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2345 6(: 
1)8 
9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0 12 34S6 76 9 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456 719 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list R CC-Iv-r, M3 t naß 1+ N+a up_ JIA Lutl nc n tore Av-ro b, d C8 
Teýfi- ti - *ect ttje, "QS1" s. s 2 wb(c( If 7a )ý M -tip P b'ýe-0(8ýý, m is f rwAKed wrtM words ceeno,, tAb rb 
. 
a kýý-ý dýot.: t -' PG8f e_ iititc , bJ' ý2. FF fý- Wa9 trtPcrfýQ/1ý, 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
tý M2btJ tu4- (v-qjVvi`Wl t'aSKA cX-&4 &I t'Tk { i0 t 
wn" -ems -rte pkýsý'v aoý. neý. In ä ýrMat- mat wziý 
rrý a Se-4\. s2 ' ý'u try C 3vr Uerf V5&A vtYf' It ýeýC 
tý, cke, U-Q. ýacýat ý, rh 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
dpa o ila r A',, -, g JA^. W - 00 t u\Q 4a4, C Q 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
it 
-c. _ Nýep 
+a 'Iý^2 v ter32r 'äff' TK%t- sPZ-c. 
t, C '(i Q0 A+ M aM 
q- r" mdp M, r. L cenS. a_ . 
t, -, T. k4. iß +i ftta W -&A 
ttL> 
ýh 00 IV, * LO, 4,, lk 6, j 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please exylan how and why 
C. -\ý tW11 _ ö. 
Ctcx. sýhC2 °r var d kf 1h cý we v`cý/ fi cs o. t ýy ýre-^ !n lAot w v-i* 4- C"ý reýi rz g , mot- a ýno'J of v ltkx6 a v to rte. a pPýPn aýi ý- 'Fc sý 
Did you use a key with your maps YES NO 
260 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc TUSe.. pl e 2t c n+ -jA 
'Pro t-Q-- sIo, n. ae l ao`L- -1- k-e t Gw 1\ isL edl b e/'ro CýS wi 
X7 dd "'w1- -- fiwv_ 'tv -l-s 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or lists 
rece. ýt ti s výmt" ý_ be c(n'L rna Q,. dýn-r-- c' rbýal ýt a ps 
ýr per tWJýcu, S -O"r-A In+csa c vý wv. ý bý cýnl Itiläfls a. _ 
wýaý* ue M -5-f- besot car +S ©r 3%et r-ZL' .. 4- T F", C), 
11 Sc twe - `' r 2a ýsý. a ., + wem, tlr. _ 
ýQ, M a , 'y` ^ýe dl tgý ccL-'}t 112 
-htl Ztrr,. vet Vv-jýA ýtptiket ttr«9 
Any other comments 
(k watrIA In a c, ý 1(k. 4 In Qkau c gv, ý, 11,. 
(` ttro_ o, , cq_ c`Q(c"3- t "-cj ''D t. J f- 
,J Ca1Ký . NZ1'ý-- r 
(tL . 'ttp lVpl. vw A 
tVMQ CfV ö mat- Ct2ýt eeap t a, vý 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, q09 
NAMEph1. lS / uS'- 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123456 73 9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 012345789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456789 
00 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please kst 
of 'M, some Sol+ of 
do 
I on 
1 
erpe45, d CorrpaSS 
(`o 
lever (Oº^dcu2 t o1 oý 
UGIS, Gyd 0 Crept" of 901PIS 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
as `oW mops, 
Kcaisc 
I ýýrvc Glw1 s 1i ý/týtö- ,b eef o; Sucý ofd 
S47ný431uný 
I, W, 0 yinuf, ý Of 4v ofd c ur-oqºýFlý rs . 
Was orientation or scale important? 
mo ww -. c nipp i more 14 
IDmour ovii s-k1/c - Cr lof 
c- lc sale va 
d Iklrz4fcIL1 ! 
aÄLr Juhe. 
Did you take the vewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explan how and why )t 
yes, anj ( WUltý L 
j- 
a PflLSSL1 G 
1ýJ-w1ýrýtý ýý 
0 evo( 
Aoolbr map 
Did you use a key with your map? YES 
EO 
262 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
DroWng Photography etc 
Wa4frz: o1our ahf3 Or, d '( r1 )ý mks D Feel T, 4 pof, '! ýk pf" 
64 u14 and yL)I(Ipn. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thougha, " in sentences, phrases or Bm 
low Airri 
./ 
Any other comments 
ýa 
mcrKeýrýýYT` l/-, 
k ýogar 
-( Gtýf ah 4n 
caocrj If jvlp5 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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i® app 4, qI0 
NAME 
faýoa^ 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2345 63 89 10 
10 being the highen 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0 12 34 5ý6? 789 10 
10 being the highest v 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
I SI Cv6V1kat- ' 6Y-, S6 Wt-e- 
j 
VVI Oft C- 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
60-116 axoh 6ta oukoLf-ot 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
5A dy W&-e- "+-Of M" LA-' tjf = 
pno 6utvov-:, 
6e itL 
a, ýJ 
Did you ke the viewer/user into consideration? 
-h' ct k- 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Pease explain how and why 
ýUSP ic 4D GEC Vý ý C2/iu, t-vý {^ýt, ý, ý fl a4e j t4ir- 
Cl 2t. c + 
sd l t, 'C ov( q e, ý- 
J6Yvý el ýl of ev(' r 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO U^' 
264 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
CL., 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or fists 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, qI1 
NAME LNMI/lam 6ace 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I23456 7) 9 10 
0 being the highest 
Were clarity and Jegibility high on your list of priorities? 0123456789 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
01 234568910 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
#O, 
L evr Zvi ý- 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
wo r cSpvýr 2 -Iir" zxp- t' .e, 
CU rlýý SvcLc3. 
l, 
ö-JA Ccv/DS 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Messe explain how and why 
/i/o, r -/ r. ýcý 
/ý ldr l 12 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
266 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or lists 
r, S aYP 
,Cvia /1d v 
Pj"; ' ' tq e-417w Yl fo cOL/tle ýý VW //+ O( s 
rtiD UlGiý 
// 
ti Gd7 7/f GUýdý'1 //I a riv 
G 
G vd/J /i I! /ýC/L S/ý / /Lä 7N 
AV 5 fro a4Yý cý. ý c3ý 0v1 
14, 
Any other comments 
/)77e - Ica oý r 
ý-j 
opt 
(i 
US 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
r 
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Co 
app 4, q 12 
Map Project Questionaire 
NAME C)IMCNE 
C,, 
(L /}-t'H 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123456789 10 
t0 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123456 (2) 89 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0123456 7@9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
° 
Please Est 
a" 'Va aU'eu e to cm 
U JA 
r . 
d. > to -utic. u cý rec o -. 5 
° Ihn o-btUOM S- A 04d L 
 
d"' 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
LOaa 1, o, &, ý1ý,, Ojb - ºOA 1 (VA 
Was orientation or scale important? NA' ftvj aIIa (n at 
CD"ic c S-ML. 1 core d mit qebjAcý oüj vt 
Did you take the viewer/user-into consideration? 
ye)5, blmss I adad XuL 11. JJAD 
WW - J-, 
14'ßi I ff-I Did you use typography within your map? 
ff 
Pkase explain how and %wy No4 
SVLAý 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
ýa, v-Sc otýl da ýrct 
Y 
268 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
1d UA an ca , aW d- SýA". Iý ývE 1 odd ý, o 0 What are your genera' , 
ekethougtronaps? 
Please put down your thoughts. - in sentences, phrases or lists 
AIV . cm d 
IA Lo Lok of rviarz , eves I dory Md 51an 
A 
, 
L4,7. 
o4j Mat , 5orný a 
ýe 
Any other comments 
5pc 
a^ý uk&j Q Cj,, c 
ýca dvaQ 
CLd 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, q 13 
NAME EMMA "QýMJ' c 
Satisfaction with outcome 012345 607 89 10 
10 being the highest. 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123456 780 9 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0( 23456 708 9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
A c, CQar, cýºýpýIývýoý 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
cl cvtd gcvýpý oý, cýec t ýº'ýs, cr, ld 
I 
eAýý 
rvý 
sVV, p(ý s ba(s g- %D f5 fps -l ýis 1o o(, ýsýi eta + wý r of ' rt e if 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Did you take the viewer/user Into consideration? 
Yes 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Feose expfan how and why 
Na 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
270 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
I used d. a uuj aAd C 414 (oS. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down our thoughts, in sentences, phrases or Osts 
O1 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, q 14 
NAME 
ý, ISPc 1 SSýLý- 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123 4( 6789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123 
®5 6789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I234567 810 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist Ima9eS 
Ir-VSk uctlonS 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
GJar *crca - kL lxs Flo tý FA U-In 16 -C 
n cxAn; U-2 EIc c-- eý.. xý-º-i to wl rYýwI Gr 
Was orientation or scale important? 
ý, 5 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
ee" .Z ter ecl E30 rW. ke 16 
40 ýý1ocJ uSý^ý 1^^S 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
N eI iu Sed rubºoer I ek(-e. 5b PZ 
o* rýStýrcýctacýr"ºs 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
272 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or fists 
& r+-+y rr p is VI5(. C . %l 
rýEer-e`ýt. i'ý! ý ý(E1roýJýý., 1U '+ `ß c7' loo cJ t--c) ýrS ý1oc. J tom, º owý^+ . 1ýý.. ýrý whe n1 , Hers ýbý. atcl be C%ble tom 
Any other comments 
ýr lc r-tcýS cý ý- rero-j USeýc. Al. 
Ala of M>c. Cý , n-rxpö Cczn IrLU Ct 
m%. PS 1t 1Ce L- o -- ýcr, okcr-ý[ , trot 
11'r-left 
Mop 
btCcausc af- 44--e colour Cc 1t^V 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, q 15 
NAME 
2051 
L {n 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123 406 789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0 13 23456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
012345078910 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please ist 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
`Iltis 
r.. ýp . 's sýý>ýseý) Jro c%ý'zsov; ýtZk 
ßf5 auc uct 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
o, 1ti L wýF, ý - 5, ß`k ssý < <-sem , 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
274 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
J. 
C-A r') * pc., A 
n) 
- r. 
ý wG) C( 5,. 0 r 
J. 
n Ync ice i -i- 
I. d L rwa S51 1. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or fists 
iý demos uke, O ? MLI MIT mss: +ý .- Mrs (ý rý My 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire In. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app4, g16 
NAME A VVa flop "va 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123 ®5 6789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 012 i) 456789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important Is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
012345678910 
10 being the highest / a. iw nQ cý w c. 
a 
p-o aÜ 1 i¢ tlý u aý c, J o. 
cu/ r h1 /taiCt f/ 
/Lv 
6e a, ( aýfiiýt, 
brý, 6 C 6ftcýC' rrt y r"af wan Cay 
6, aýu EeL P-t . 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
Nee ci GEý. cß . 2pecyCc a4 u ýlvE vý wccn ýniý 
o ý, ýa . td 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
prcýcüttß ! ýoý7reýiGciýý /' Gceý"" ^7 "ý. /, 
ýlýr. E / l. Jaýs ýol Zýp 
/ to "tG, t! oDý Gý tý 
/t / we h /C. Uf'sý`ý 
Or rºt, t/ tic LGý/ Lbtý , 
(ý 
at OýLýß 
/ý 
I7 A i. 1" / 9ý7 0pCe, 
ý 
cvv i/ hie r' ýiyýa ' 
Was orientation or scale important? 
/V /0e '-j . 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
No 
Did you use a key with your map? 
. ýi , (, &f be "o 
d. TA-e 
NO ; YES 
276 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
/ u'--3 e /JA., &-I rCy; ' 'G`' he can 
ew 
©1.111a y 41 
/ oý .ýo rxwv 't Q 
! /iit H aý lvc Zi e5ý'w"ý` 
"`ý %i4 /M' recce Mý oý 
výo Q ý. ta. n-ýZ tx'" 
°ý cz c(dQ-oý oLm rý 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thowt s ,n sentences, phrases or ässs 
ýt Q fiL 
&f- a ý. /1ý d! ý/ý cx I1iL A 
6 v-4 ao ate-, ri 'aýEc o ,h -Js ale ß, 4a ty 
bý ' 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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Co a app 4, q 18 
NAME 
Li \L %¬f-k: 
Satisfaction with outcome 0l23456689 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123®56789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0123QD56789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please Est 
Tho* 1 tc". kt ". \A Stco:, rs - WOA"en 
+h k- t LkSky\, y At, SI C 
1 ýoý. k2 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
Attie i-6p- S Iv 54tttw NLy Jocý c nee 0M how \ Gx"ý i nuJ 
Wl>; Cage ik . t, xýnAedý --o iae S ('tQ buk cýx{ýreSS i UQ iNu & 
1ý. ýS1ýtiak Ný 
k ý. \kk i uýsýýC 1 1. +s ýo ov, t ý, x 
Was orientation or scale important? 
i1ý tZov e SVd\4 S W- 9O\r VF St -h wt bohGwý 4 
arm wav-k, ^ 6 WO, fO 6e. 
dºn o Cm. S; c - 4-t-4- SC-A-e 
40 kýlk 
Did you take the 
viewer/user 
into consideration? 
ýeS, ºav.. t f-ouke S iS S', So t1,, - CG. r\ tae ýaU cA 
eo. S iý4 . 
Did you use typography within your map? - 
Please explain how and why 
No, I us z& Cl-( (moo Ws ýt7 S ýý )rW &t &0 ý' Ok KD 1PQ MPXIA, 
kk Cýkar, 'X' area c) W-a, Cv, 
Did you use a key with your map? YES 
0 
278 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drowing Photography etc 
J4 A 0ý A f""b f 4cGjaý Cý5 t \ 
CortS i oUnwh 
6A ^- QSi ZQ 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts. - in sentences, phrases or lists 
NWS 0-4, e oc JX IIJ VO VUc V ßßu '-i rtcl p lac I 
know lahm o -c oc- haue , rxaJer- bCan 
10-a oar,, t0 1Pw ýtý t ýru, 4e , 
S5 j at& k tr' ykw6 re , q% A ý, aa 
Any he comments Mc,, ýs o,. -" eaSýer 40 read. ýý e Shy h\dp 4 of C vcý2ck W 1no! r cýCsýn ctir-t ` wýtý 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, q 19 
NAME j2kcttpy0Z) Nub 
Satisfaction with outcome 01234567 
®9 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123456ß89 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
ot23456789f0 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
5;. ýpI-c 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
't__ yýr ýý erst lý , tim, L. cL y\rjo lý ýt 'c ý 
Was orientatio' or scale important.? 
Scý- c ,ý. bra E aä ý ºrºýlEazyaxeý ýý j -(ýpr tkAe ýu ý kýoeý 1ý, 2 , ß,,. ßd Gee 1ýa rase Coti& viu Mop . Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
cY ý.. ý ýl a .ýoo ýý psi ..: ý c 
AZ / o- o- lýncý arcýcyr wý 
`Q wry sý lfl 7ýie- -' ° t'.. º2Q 
t 2x . %ý ýc-c. -b. o: - i r. v. c ý. arf 
+ti uk He. ý-a 
ýa ýti tv rýavt G. Ee 
. Did you use typography bbithin your map? 
Please explan how and why p1 
ZU 
. cý 
UA&L ýrýrýrt_ o 0., l ýn _ Ffi ý4 
PO-(J CVI Cl i`ý lt DGý11 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO ; 
280 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
ýý 
Jci. Sý GýCUý to `lk! c cý 20'S LQ ACA 
r, `rte v. r{"\A.. ý I. 
AH--\Ic- 
{ Cpl 4ýG. 
ý.. l?. 
+l 
ýý 
[JýMZ'lV"1`ý 
. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or lists 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, q20 
NAME AL'jCc #'n Mclean. 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2345 6&8 9 10 
10 being the highest. 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 012345 
(7 89 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456789 
CI? 
10 henrg the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Pease Erst 
An tmaqe shvih^ý dAte t1cu was tie, moil (mp ait beco roll 
L, A m arº orte c'(cý teaä If it wes co f 
n &j vntý 'I ieý lr, c+ýýaA , -f 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
WanILýf 1 tu bý tý i mPle and e 
imýledý sýý - sb 
V 
vied a d fec 'c' t . fie *(11 qb 
C1f (ýflocV so 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
6q ýf 
St) 
, 
ýj 6U CGt wt 
cýdtrt/ 2Ujýs 'ýCU3ecý 
map, fs rnýa rat rnx becavrý i way 
I ep (oj 
a , gym at(, Dav9 
4.6 01d h, If 1i ctias an 
dccap't 
C(O 
0 P- 
L- býl(LI. I ýwc%ýc( be Showtb Did you take th iewerluser into consideration? 
Iuutd it -to be dear, hvf any m OU (01 sr dex w) 
aestVcScTIi 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why ý 
Cý 
yes. I U3ed Impact, 6ýcc. c . -fis isa Vgj jietQc¬- 
ý"cle 
an4 easy J read . Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
282 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
1 v7ed hot° and and mam vla (t rn M0 
WR rnaI bpif&h`ý w outýthE VVII 
sU 
Ow became, s1 Mph he' cqj dh di ii Ct 
What are your general thoughts on maps? Q YYI -Ti, 
d-ý -U- ýI " 
Pkose put down your thoughts, in sentences, phrases or fists 
"M best vet its . s7rttýe, S`f''ýüaj and 
ecýsý S' 
u5 esPedcil(y It are ro(16 Pr ý 
stmpie type and a Ue! ý maue-m gast- use 
MO- -o la T- 
Any other comments * Co d Ci ri ýM po4W'1f o tT jýylýl SQ -vat 
hard -flow. 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
283 
0 app4, g21 
NAME Claire moody 
Pi 
Satisfaction with outcome 0123 ®5 6789 10 
10 bang the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 012345 6ý 89 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0I23456@78910 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please üct 
41 kej 
Directirns 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
Mg Stjre uxtýs O&uo g venj much a and *)e idea of Colour 
and is xfurv-. I Iikd -thy W -a off' 
bright COWS so shot lhe- 
vt2we1 cc U- d -fhe map easy to read. 
Was orientation or scale important? 
On nº -oicn k}caS impcxto. nt, bt d 5CO-. Q- u3as not an issue . 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
I fried -b mak - 
the map easy -b read so -that it teas 
eQSy 1-o ýO OU 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Pease explain how and why 
º used type an my key. { ax-, d WW pW-kAy c- my mop it informed the. viewer oc d, icc`exent o5{ect s, 
Did you use a key with your map? (9 NO 
284 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Droving Photogmphy etc 
I Used photography int. iaULj 4 "then 
and added Colour. I used -fijis media 
my style at -the ii me . What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts. in sentences, phrases or ßsu 
sconned unto Phcrtos\icp 
purely becoise º+ LOa, s 
in foi mat ve, linear, 5jmtQIs, colourcuJ. 
scrnetrn- s food maps are a bU- cho. quiq -b read, e {Y dolß 
tin ycu haue a SKessed &tvexUXEE to you. 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4, q22 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2346789 10 
10 beurg the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0 12 3 4ß 6789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0 123456(89 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please fist 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
G-- _ ýýýý5 Cy CL r^y C 
ýo cý äýtý C 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Please explain how and why 
Ný r 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO 
286 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts. in sentences. phrases or lists 
11 
, r- -mss 
-- Sý ,: -, ý 
\oc±ý 
Gv. 4ý (`J2z-k ý 
)\ ý_a `s lf ýý 
ý" c tZ 
Jar V S4 '\ `, y 
<\b fi' C Cr ý olý 
Any other comments 
C% Uc 
Thank you so much for taking the time to (III this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
Y 
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app 4, q23 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I2345! 7 89 10 
10 being the highest 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0123J56789 10 
10 being the highest 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
01 2345066789 10 
10 being the highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
ÜC' r. 1 p" 
v'-'o ,Z -Q- t we ýaocz ce L( (' 'ýGý 1. r# D_, Y^d 1J C! 1 W 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
týJ cs t-l výD d- 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Q 1C-r0ýý\ M-, ( cx 
Wcrstýe6 J4 
Vt^i- sa w. c s z. C 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
VCfi t c/lý Gý. Cýý S IMGý 4 Jý Se tij'ýT -P E 
ire sc, ý Dx l0 toe Rrcý ý {ýiý 
vle ýý ý (ý oV 
s0 ýý S. ä" (,. sLeý c- -3 ß+4u j -. [C ions IPC 'to- +- Did you use typography within your map? 
ýd° 
Please explain how and why 
ware reIavAt\- jai ýý F oýývý J 'lau ä výo ne C,:, Jcý 
Did you use a key with your map? YES 
288 
What mix of media did you use and why! 
Droving Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Please put down your thoughts, in sentences , phrases or lists 
ý G^vý 2 us Pct C. SGv <1n Cýb t ý`ý ` iý ý^ý 
ýº 
t e-ln 
or Ir. c)tvr c. 
Any other comments 
ß-1n iStS (ý try s ýt rVý{ tý 
ý( 
výc'Sýto na VC 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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® app 4, q24 
it r 
NAME e) ýbrsi S 
Satisfaction with outcome 0 (2 345689 10 
10 being the h gb t 
Were darity and legibility hh on your list of priorities? 0123 46) 6789 10 
toö&bea 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look ad 
012345678410 
JObevgthehýom 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
pkwse ist 
Please try and explain why you -produced the map in the way you 
did? 
is cd c etc" t1rr thcýf5 C\ $+rvtnlar ýt"'& .11yccO maS 
Ilt_ 
M"% o. S c eor ctrvc\ rc.. ct S, ýbv- So Co+ý. ýtý cýtc14. ) rný 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Cý, e, ýZJvcsr v31", im(i,, r'vnr be(a" if yk- ckW LL 4i a m4, r 
r1ý 
Ca rY'C1 %; - Y, S V-Sd V f, Stew- wc, -, ýr? sS +n1ýo*rýC ý buýi' t }ý t'c 
Sýchcrn ýcx. riý SZe. 
Did you We the vicwverluser into consideration! 
es .1Irý CA 1-o fvca , L-e 
t mºa { 'cc S ", r, 6xd3 va ac kw1 ks5e- 
Did you use iypobraphy within your map? 
Pkme r4kin how and rar' 
Ol 1ºý. 1Ceý` . F> ýt 1 v' cc a. rrnu ws QS <3"ý"+'ec +cý. c rvýc KGýj . 
Did you use a key with your map? 
0 
NO 
290 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
tkcw+aa Photogroply etc 
What are your get%eral thoughts on maps? 
Reime por *w" yr d+a+ , it arntrncts. P'it w kw 
03, 
t (rý 1 t7GY. ý r14 n1p <yý 
ýlýt,, 
", (/JkSL CýiCf i ýXý S+AGý C{ 4`ýC i'(ý: ý7ý lci M« 
ýý ýYiiL9Jr£ Ak > Air G1ý. Jdrý i p. cý Liciýý tom- - tk 
Jha. 
eS 10 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maurcen O'Neill 
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app 4, q25 
NAME St_ t o-- 
Sat faction with outcome 0123 450 6789 10 
t0 bi the highest 
Were clarity and legibility hJgh on your list of priorities? 01234567 8( 10 
10 blmc fthM 
How Important is it to you that the snap should be at tractive and beautiful to look at? 
0123456789 a0 
1Q (wing the ti Aeit 
Wert there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
rkosc ist 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
1A "D ct , a¢ 46 r. "&C =I -ýc ick- or S4OAs C, A-; -ýF cL 
Was orientation or scale important.? 
1 4-CiQ-"C 16 'ZQ 64( 
ýa ýPca alt cýýý' ` ý'-ý ýk-ý? 
ºn 
lC c Týý . 5 13e "cv4'@V! k"U IzýP6 f 
Did you take the viewer/uscr into co isfderatian? 
\11< (4- 91046 "W- ItU41A 
Did you use rypogaphy within your map? 
Pkose exykM how and wy 
Did you use a key with your map YES NO 
292 
What mix of media did you use and why? 
Do" Phot gwp ev 
G ýGcýC 
tý ýý -c" M(I -- ýýotc 
k -t- 
What arc your genera( thoughts on maps?. 
Pkace put dawn Imr hot+lhM in sentences . phnnes or his 
Týn j rr 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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0 app 4, q26 
NAME 
Call pq)4"f1 
Satisfaction with outcome 012345678 
(j) 10 
10 berg Me b ist 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 01234567(9 10 
J0 brig zbe Ii g#w c 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
01234567(; )9 to 
SObeing rheh t 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Pkm ist 
1 Id, A fa At ko lýý y 
Intil 
Please try and explain why you induced the map in the way you did? 
i 't! i tv ztQ- t' ejij ýG Ur1Cýy2d c 1ýC ý 
$ß 6S C'ýý'ýC. 
Was oriencat]on or scale Important? 
b1lr Jn ýýaýýiýý was ºýný Nº 
Did you talge the viewerluser into consideration! 
L S) aS above., v V40? d +{ b2 Ckatr 
Did you use typogaphy withirº your asap? 
Arose expkin how c" d why 
ýS , fý e ft +n w4ýýc1ý lc rS 
Did you use a key with your map4 YES NO 
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What mix of media did you use and why? 
bra#fng Pbonmp. r etc 
of ý, ý , tiýtirzcJ } 
stn 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
vrean Puy dmm yu thou s; in imtefittx. Phrases or hm 
jp t ova-3 
Itkz -c lnýt1ovº cc Irnaýr rý ar "vr rýý ºý 
My other comments ºO(Yyya 
Alla? 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Ne+U 
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CO 
app 4 q27 
NAME /J; 7. 
Satisfaction wich outcome 0 1.2 3 431 6789 10 
141 be0l the AThest 
Were clarity and 1. e iti liry hiih on your list of priorities? 0123456: 718 9 10 
to bciigthe ºJhesc 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look ad 
01 23456( 89 10 
101wi the h es 
Were there things that you kit you needed to include in your map? 
Remiss 
- 
'dk 
r! T /Tre'+" ý ý. +'ysýR"'. M'ý"TtT., r.. 'f'ý 
w" ýC. týý C iN: '. JýV. tiý^ Jl Ac ý"' 
Ptcase try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
'r 
to P 1: 
4 t- 
40ý- 
Was orieuaci(>n or scakc important? 
`, if `. )i "t-/ is r les. i ev "-, 7 
t/vtc ý`j 
Did you take the viewýer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typograpby within your map? 
4'460! expkrt haw rd wfq 
Did you use a key with your mapl ES) NO 
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What mix of media did you use and wtryi 
braving Photogropiq etc `ý 
.. 
L f. 6+: 
, "yLib"TO'. 1ýýa,. _7! "'ýFpeý,. 4, ['Y^6rý 
&-w') 
t-'C ) 
vet.. 
I,,, 
"-r. 7 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
ft- pd cim- yaw äwu! f+es, -m mmemcrs, Dams or hft 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for raking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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P app 4, q28 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 012345 ö17 89 10 
10 bend she hghesc 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0I234567 ö' 9 10 
10 being the hiphrst 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at.? 
0123 45)6789 10 
J0 being the Pu let 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please list 
`- 
r 
_ -ý, -",.... 
_Y .. 
i_ _ý j'_- : 
_H,, 
ß'9 ".: 7-ý -r""° . "i \tý . _t/ 
QL 
i7 "ý `' 
-Z A 
-yi- 
Please cry and explain why you produced the map in the way you did' 
Was orientation or scale imporant? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? 
Did you use typography within your map? r 
Pk'ASf elpls n how Ond wly 
Did you use a key with your map? YES NO ; 
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What mix of media did you use and why? 
DrovingPhounaniphy ric -- - 
lýt.: ) 
What arc your gcncral thoughts on maps? 
Feme put d~ y"o drwgha. fn $ 'runces . phrvses or 
Ysa 
_ ýý. 
t. _ r' _ 
;_ "_Jý, '' ' . Vt' :. 
ii ': l J' 
ýC. X_! _Y; e r 
4"ß. '_i_1 "ti t_1_ß 
ý'+--.. º. v'ýýk -__, ý' .ý i+xýti- ,; off tý. ý---.. rýr 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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app 4 q29 
Map Project Questionaire 
NAME 
Satisfaction with outcome 0I23456789 10 
10 ber the hxhcst 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 0I23456789 10 
10 brit the h "t 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to look at? 
0123456789 10 
10 rx: q ux 4" 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include in your map? 
Please ist 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
Was orientation or scale important? 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? ^- 
Did you use gpography within your map? 
Atcu coke" har ow »nr 
Did you use a key with pur map? YES NO 
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What mix of media did you use and why? 
Drawing Photography etc 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Piemr pot ckwn ras mnfghts, in v"r rT Phmsts or 65(s 
rý 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'NcyU 
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® app 4, q30 
NAME -t-ý -3 V -r 
30 
Satisfaction with outcome 0! 2345789 10 
to bem f the Aighest 
Were clarity and legiSiliq high on your (ist of priorities? 01234r6789; 10 
. 10 iwinp the ftvK m 
How Important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful for took at? 
01 2345, )6789 10 
Were there things that you felt you needed to include to your map? 
Please try and explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
\no, cn, c r,. 
dý` 
Was oriernation or scalc Important! 
tLX, dt. ýjwý 1t+- aA t- vc-:. 
Did you take the viewer/user into consideration? I lcao. . 
w Uýý3 Sa "¢. NW -0, LJc 
tý sraý- t .! I -t,, v- di- tc% =E 
Did you use typography within your map? 
Firnst ewe how ond w* . 
1Jo. 
Did you use a key with your map? YES 
'D ("Jo 
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What mix of media did you use and why? 
Ore"ing Photog ophy etc , tv crc? c" -+ý'1ý 1aýk- clL 
CUD 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
Pr- pa down y. thou tti, srmences, p)VMM Or lists 
V`XJcacx.. '-1 
V 
t7`, 6f::, u L-- 
Any other comments 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neill 
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Co Q app 4, q31 
NAME 
4LIAaL. iZ 31 
Satisfaction with outcome 012 345 6789 10 
10 being the ingiiesc 
Were clarity and legibility high on your list of priorities? 01234567 )9 10 
10 being the hi bed 
How important is it to you that the map should be attractive and beautiful to kook at? 
012345678910 
10 ba g"higtw t 
Were the things that you felt you nnee4ed to include in your map? 
Phase ist e S' 
- 
A- 
Please try -^d explain why you produced the map in the way you did? 
UfDM&kL -I . its Gý ýk+l 
ýo 
k rems 0,0 1 o, ' (rcJ k'i 
/ "-elf' 
aýyý na 
Was oricnuno or scalE tmporranct r. 
Mo. 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
Val 
, 
Did you use typography within your map? 
ýý, % Pr rapkii howtndw/y ýQ op eG/a` 
ý/i, LC) a- 
Did you use a key wich your map? 
8 
NO 
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What mix of media did you use and whyt 
Drow4nt Phatogmphj etc 
l C4-ot. a f tom. d w& lied fI iI Ul, w, 
ell -tkz aonie7Tza. 
ý. 
v ldj bdie, "- 
e r, cce7ývý 71! c aId- d'/Jg. 
What are your general thoughts on maps? 
AMC put dc'mi yow O)OUVItk i WIM , PROM n ins 
l ys Goa of bee,, 4iz cd 
lYt. 5 
_ý 
(tile 
c'ýy c. 
ail r, ýlu ý cart cý-c 
ýýJcýa Jýit 
other comments ff -f- ýS'De Q'jýt 
fýQ, 
IASI 
ceýi; zý"t rc. Jas -Fýt., Q. h7 aý 
M 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this questionnaire in. 
Maureen O'Neil! 
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® app 4, q32 
NAME : Z'EN t JTI. L. Tt\M S' 
Satisfaction with outcome 01Z. 34567 11-019 10 1051 
Were clarity and iegibUity high on your list of priorities? 012345 6@8 1 10 
. 10 being Ow hom 
How important is it to you that the map should be attracts and beautiful to look at? 
01 2345 67819 40 
10 Dent die highest 
Were there things that you felt you needed to indude in your map? 
Pknc &t 
It onied -o $b t, Feeirj ört, j 4l v. 5h+s rd -iýdrti dG{ec, (oi.. 
Please try and cxplvin why you produced the map in the way you did? 
41Novj dývVýýcý ti. ý. ýso(cý °Mar C ma r. CÄL d 
äY`1 nsbýý l teýeýirrý ý pýr1 5o i -4, 
ied tv bxýCý d\+c (w ýiýh 
tk ýnct rý su(4- u. c fretiý ttc3s t idcos cýtr_! 
ýý+a"' ýYt ý 
Was orientation or scale important? «res t rrtioý tý 1hroýcJ! 
t w. n', J ma MaQ. 
Did you take the viewerluser into consideration? 
Cýaýtý. Sýý ba1 sý1ý ýýýýýr-ýtý aºývcý1. j wacýlt°d tQOA 
iFj (e: r1 äýýýtifrul artd bra d lv 13ok c tiýºrt cGdr 
k ýeaýýy 
-ý t` rýý cý axrt tt S 3F'ß ö 
ýv cs CJ. DO you use typos within your map? 
P, wc*knhowems*4v 
Or1ý IzAd ari tiCel Ij, i? 
(540yiA3 
My cards expt r) MA 
_) 
rru-Fe_ A"Ac 
Did you use a key with your map. ) YES NO 
y 
ß, 4u- "ýý 
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What mix of media did you use and whyt 
Drawing Photography ex 
jturV- ' -hi z -ýNmpi 
Pen 
, ink Dnci cobor- '0... 
9 týattti,, sreciäl - ýcýý1P14 
'0? V e{-(ýtliýý -fir 019 
What are your general thoughts on maps? cl, 13tu, 
Pk-e pro do- r- V-Tf ts, " in smtm «. t iw s or Im 
1n-c- an, e on e i+s ý+ýýe ; ýºu9e ý .. _ rý. co' 
wýnýc t 1v be -- 
-t; 47 CQri SVti-. ý of Snow +: ký 
\-o, < bire, )d Ixen. 
A ho, d eAnk vs gy p. 
Any other comments 
23(\ OACS. i 1-10d Air 
pgreSnGj ar ýý eý ný ýºs 
mb e oC ' ks .. 
`; s is mad cý h rte) f ''t VNb r be wl o it 41, e 
14 10 second 
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill this quesdonnai 
Maurcen O'Neill 
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© Betteridge app 4, int 02 
Q It's just to ask you some questions about the Map project. 
A OK 
Q And its really to see if you look at maps in a slightly different way. So 
looking back what do you feel you remember most about your map project? 
AI remember the location that I was illustrating and the journey I was trying 
to illustrate and how I looked at that. 
Q Do you feel it influenced your thinking or illustrative approach - did it 
change it because it was a map? 
AI think it did change it because I looked at it from -) don't like general 
maps, I think they are too complicated, and I wanted to make it less 
complicated than an ordinary map, so I approached it from an illustration 
point of view, rather than look at it just as a map. 
Q What do you feel it is about a map that allows you recognise it as a map? 
What are the things in a map which make you feel, this is a map? 
A Locations or the road markings, all those kind of things, feint water-mark 
colours, grid lines, keys. 
Q Were you conscious of those things as identifiers and triggers in your own 
design? 
A Yes, especially the keys, that was a major factor of my map design. 
Q In general how do you personally balance the commitment of functionality, 
the way people will use things, with a commitment to the design aesthetic? 
So it is the immediate understanding versus mystery and beauty. 
AI try to make my map look as aesthetically pleasing as possible because I find 
maps quite .... you look at it at first and think where am I at the moment, if 
you are looking at the map you are on, and then once you find the location, 
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you like - where am I going to and you've got all these tiny little roads and 
it's probably easier to get a magnifying glass out. I approached it to try and 
make it as simple and easy as possible to read. 
Q So functionality is quite important, probably more important than the 
aesthetic? 
A Yes. 
Q Did the necessity for you to actually have to create a map alter your normal 
balance in terms of the aesthetic approach? 
AI think for the map I was doing, I wanted it to be understood, more or less 
straight away for people to look at it and know what I was trying to show. I 
thought that was quite important. I was trying to illustrate my brief through 
university to my seat where I sat. 
Q Do you normally, generally, what is more important to you as a creative 
person, is it functionality or is it aesthetic? 
A Now, more aesthetic I'd say, as I've come through the course, but I would 
say at the start, more functional. 
Q If you could redo that map are there any things that you would now put in 
or redo. 
AI would probably design the thing on a piece of paper and scan it in and 
work layers in Photoshop and build it up. 
Q In other words, use technology more? 
A. Yes. 
Q Did it cause you problems the idea that the building's on three levels, so you 
were moving through three levels? 
A. It was complicated, but I used an illustration of a staircase to illustrate the 
move from both the ground floor to the top floor and I did two panels. I did 
a base, the ground floor panel, and the third floor panel. 
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CO Eason app 4, int 08 
QI just want to ask some questions about the map project and to see if 
it made you think about and look at maps in a different way. So the first 
one really is, looking back what do you feel you remember most about the 
map project? 
AI remember it being really pressed for time and having to come up with 
something in a week period and generally I remember looking at road maps 
and not liking the whole concept of having to do something so detailed and 
structured as that. I wanted to come up with a new way of seeing a map 
from my prospective. 
Q Do you feel it has influenced your thinking or illustrative approach in any 
way since? 
AI think it's like progressed from there, I wouldn't say that was like a point I 
could say I have moved on from there a lot and used the concept 
and adapted for my own use. 
Q What do you feel it is about a map that allows you to recognise it as a map? 
What are the things within a map that make you think, oh god this is a 
map? 
A Generally lines, I think. The use of line is quite important in a map. Good 
lines are not as important I don't think and especially when you are doing 
something in which the concept is inspired rather than being just a fact- 
based product. I was trying to think of something where it wasn't just go to 
E4 and finding a space, you had to follow the whole map round rather than 
go to a specific space. 
Q More of a journey? 
A Yes, a journey, so that you are doing a whole journey rather than just 
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making just a specific point to your target. 
Q Were you conscious of any of the identifiers that you think about 
recognising a real map and using any of that within your map? 
AI did try to make a key but I didn't think it was as important and wished I'd 
left it out really, because I only want to leave the dotted line and that would 
probably be enough. 
Q So lines became quite important in your map? 
AI think lines were pretty much the most important thing about it. 
Q Well, the other thing that was very important was actually the text in yours. 
A Well, I didn't do that as well as I wanted to. 
Q No, but you couldn't follow your map without knowing those were your 
signs, so was it signs, symbols? 
A It was symbols because I use graffiti art as well. There's some stuff 
downstairs like a face on the wall, which I have seen round the building, I 
want to get that and freehand sets as well. If I'd taken pictures rather than 
just freehand drawing myself it probably would have been more proficient. 
Q In general how do you personally balance a commitment to functionality 
up against the commitment of the design aesthetics? So what you are 
thinking about. Is there is an immediate understanding of this thing, or 
balanced up against mystery and beauty of something - the balance for you 
in terms of functionality. 
A Yes, I went completely one-sided I think. I went for making something 
inspirational rather than - have a meaning - rather than actual functionality 
and having a practical use. You could follow it in theory, if you went the 
same day and same time I went round the building - the stuff on chalk 
boards, people wiped it off and graffiti, people paint over it, so if you look at 
it now it probably doesn't make any more sense, because there's 
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been a change, there was only a significant moment in time I was trying to 
capture. 
Q In your own work what is the balance of functionality and design? 
A. Because I come from a Fine Art background, function was not so much. I 
was taught at school, having really learnt about function and how to use 
Quark and ..... I prefer having an image that stands out as itself and make 
you think about it beyond the limits of just having a person, it can be used 
for beauty and purpose and make people think. 
Q But what was your balance in terms of functionality. 
AI think text is always important, I think text can be overridden for the sake 
of having a good concept having a good idea that makes people think and 
makes them come with their own text in their own mind. 
Q OK. Did the necessity for you to be asked to create a map, change your 
balance in any way? 
A Yes, to start off with I did actually think, oh god, I've got to do this - I've 
got to have road maps, it's like look for, and you've got to see all these lines, 
how am I going to do this, because it's too technical and too precise, and all 
these people spend hours sorting it all out. I thought I'm just going to do 
my own thing. 
Q If you could redo it what would be the things you would probably redo? 
A Take pictures rather than just draw them - because I literally went round 
with a sketch pad and drew little images I saw, if I'd taken a camera round, it 
would probably have been much better. People would have seen what I saw 
rather than what I perceived I saw. 
Q So you would have shown reality rather than your perception of reality? 
A Yes. 
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A Feist app 4, int 09 
Q Looking back what do you remember mostly about the map project? 
A It was quite fun to do. I enjoyed it. I just thought I'd do a sort of fun image 
which was my homage to the really old style cartographer kind of maps, like 
pirate maps, which I really like and just fun to do it. 
Q Do you think it influenced your thinking or illustrative approach in terms of 
your other projects, before or after? 
A Slightly, in that I had a slightly greater sense about the image had to fulfil 
some sort of function as well, but not massively. 
Q What to you, and it would be very interesting because you talk about, as if 
you have a real appreciation for old maps, what do you feel it is about a map 
that allows you to recognise it as a map? What are the things that make 
you feet, ah this is mapness? 
A Pretty much anything I see that's any kind of aerial view of any landscape or 
location, that tends to make me feel it is a map. Often when there is some 
sort of text on it somewhere, any sort of iconography in any sort of way 
really. It doesn't have to be a key, that also makes me think like that. And if 
it is some sort of landscape which is rendered in a stylistic sort of way, I 
kind of look at that as possibly being a map. 
Q What is interesting about old maps is that they always seem to have that 
amazing sort of compass, huge compass somewhere. And even in ordinance 
survey you have to know directions. Are those quite important to you? 
This idea that you understand direction? Where's north, where's south? 
A. Yes, I did put a big compass on mine and that was one of my main 
motivations for doing that kind of style, because I like that because it's an 
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image in itself. 
Q Were you conscious of the things that you recognise, and 1 presume you 
are, were you conscious of the identifiers and triggers when you were doing 
your own design? 
A Yes, generally, I wanted to include the compass and all that kind of thing and 
my map didn't really suit it but I wanted to include a lot from the old kind 
of cartography maps. I had a lot of sea serpents and that, even though it 
was in a building. 
Q In general, how do you personally balance this commitment of functionality 
up against the aesthetic? It's interesting because so many of your things 
were aesthetic weren't they? 
A Yes, pretty much. 
Q So how would you balance functionality on your map up against aesthetic? 
A Generally, I'm more concerned with the aesthetic and on the map I was as 
well. I just wanted to make something that would look good but the 
functional concerns, the fact that I knew it needed to fulfil a function I 
suppose it gave a sense of control to my images, that it might not otherwise 
have had, because it was at the back of my mind all the time but I wanted to 
make it look good first and foremost. 
Q And even though you used the idea of old maps and charts, could people 
still get from A to B? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And really in a way you have just answered this but if you want to say any 
more - was it a necessity for you to create a map that was functional? Did 
it change your balance of the aesthetic up against the functional because it 
was a map? 
A Not really. I wasn't even too concerned if people could follow, as long as 
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they know it was a map I just want to have fun with it. 
Q OK. If you could change it is there anything you would do differently? 
AI would like to try and do it bigger and maybe just tighten up a few aspects 
of it but generally I think it went quite well. 
Q Yes, other people have mentioned that A4 was quite a restrictive size. 
A Yes, l found it quite hard. 
Q You would like to have done a chart? 
A Yes. 
CO Hardwick app 4, int 13 
Q So looking back what do you most remember about the map project? 
A That it had to be usable and clear to whoever was going to be using it. 
Q Do you feel it influenced your thinking or your illustrative approach in any 
way to do with functionality? 
AI simplified the symbols and drawings for the user - that's about it really. 
Q What makes you recognise a map - what are the identifiers or triggers that 
make you think, this is map? 
A It's usually flat symbols, some kind of grid system over the top. lt's usually a 
direction, just land marks. 
Q Were you conscious of those things, those identifiers and triggers, when you 
started to design your map? 
AI used land marks and symbols but I didn't use a grid system - it was only 
small from downstairs to up here basically. 
Q If you think about how do you personally balance functionality and the 
aesthetic or the mystical and beautiful with the functional? 
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AI don't know What do you mean? 
Q Which is more important? 
A In a map, it's got to be functional. 
Q Generally, as an illustrator. 
A As an illustrator, probably the whole look of it, would be more important to 
me. 
Q So maybe it's the mystery and beauty of the thing rather than the 
functionality? 
A Yes. 
Q Did the necessity to create a map alter your balance of those two? From 
your normal work. 
A Slightly because I have to think about someone else using it, other than me, 
obviously I know my work and style. Someone else would have to use it. 
Q If you could do it again what were the things that possibly you would 
change? 
A Well, it was very rough. I would probably neaten it up a bit. There's not a 
lot else I would change because it's still got the same symbols. It's just 
trickier doing it because it's on a different level. So there's not a lot I'd 
change. 
M So it was the idea of three levels in the building - other people have 
mentioned that - this idea of getting through and up, instead of something 
being flat, you were trying to get upwards. 
A Yes, because it's hard in a map because it's usually flat. 
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0 Hassell app 4, int 14 
QI would just like to ask you a few questions about the map project. I just 
wanted to know if it made you think about maps in a different way? 
A Yes, it made it more fun. Made you think of maps in a fun way, because I 
think they're quite boring personally. 
Q Looking back what do you feel you remember most about that project? 
A Thinking of a way to make people be able to follow it was quite hard I 
thought. Tried to use symbols. It was hard with different levels. So it 
made me think about the easiest way to show people, so that they could 
understand it. 
Q Do you think it has influenced your thinking or illustrative approach in any 
way to something like that? 
AI don't understand. 
Q Well, sort of informative illustration rather than just illustration for 
illustration's sake. 
A Right. Instruction? Yes. 
Q How would you say? 
A Well it wasn't just about how we understood it but to make other people 
understand it, so you had to think about how the easiest way for them to 
understand the instructions that you gave. 
Q What do you feel it is about a map that allows you to recognise it as a map? 
A If it's got a key on it, that seems to indicate whether it's a map or not 
maybe. Symbols, so you can understand all the colours and symbols. 
Q And were you conscious of those sorts of triggers when you designed your 
map? 
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A Yes. 
Q So you put in a key? 
A Yes. 
Q And you felt it was vital to have a key? 
A Yes, otherwise I don't think my map would have been understood. 
Q How would you balance it having an aesthetic but also being functional? 
AI always look for the aesthetic first. I found trying to understand it, quite 
hard, that bit, it was a bit hard for me. 
Q So the aesthetic would always come first for you? 
A Yes. 
Q If you saw that just as a piece of illustration work, and then you suddenly 
realised that it had to be used, did it alter the balance of how you would 
normally work as an illustrator? 
A Yes, because the key was to make people understand it. If they didn't 
understand it, then I hadn't done my job. That was the first and foremost, 
they had to understand how to use it. 
Q OK. Do you think you would do it differently if you had to do it again? 
A Not really sure. I may be look at the scale more. I didn't look at the scale, 
and try and work out how to do the floors in different levels maybe. 
0 Hogg app 3, int 15 
Q Looking back what do you feel you remember most about your map 
project? 
A Having fun making it, just plastering the paper with different materials and 
colours and things like that basically. Sticking everything I could find to it. 
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Q Do you feel it has influenced your thinking or illustrative approach in any 
way? 
A Rather than me doing my style of map, rather than a map in my style, if that 
makes sense. So I didn't really change to make it -I changed what I was 
making to make a map. 
Q What do you feel it is about a map which allows you to recognise it as such 
the triggers and identifiers which make you understand mapness? 
A Direction, a point A and a point B basically, just so you know where you 
are going. So you can find yourself on it and then find where you're going, 
so I think direction is important. I don't think it needs words on it or 
anything really as long as you know which way you're heading. 
Q So you don't think it needs a compass? 
A No, not really, no. I wouldn't have said so. 
Q And were you conscious of thinking about those triggers and identifiers, 
maybe the As and Bs when you produced your map? 
A Well, I just went from point A to point B basically in two different ways so 
that the front door being the A and my chair being the B. There were 
different routes I could take depending on how I was feeling. So I felt that's 
all that was needed. I did add words in to explain what floor numbers 
there were and other things. I can't remember it very well to be honest. I 
do remember having a point A and a point B. 
Q So to you map is really very important in terms of location and locating 
you? 
A Yes, because a map is useless if you don't know where you are. 
Q Can I just ask you if you are looking at an atlas then, do you sit at point A 
by having the atlas and just meander round the atlas? 
A Yes, I won't look at it specifically for a reason or try and find places I know 
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because that's what I know. I wouldn't look for something I don't know. 
M But you are always aware of where you are in location' to the atlas and the 
world? 
A Yes. 
Q That's an interesting one as well. 
AI don't like being lost. 
Q No, very interesting. In general how do you personally balance a 
commitment of the functional up against the design aesthetic and another 
way of describing that is immediate understanding versus mystery and 
beauty? 
AI prefer to make it look nice. It doesn't bother me if you can't -I mean it 
was quite obvious that there was an A and B, there was a big arrow, but I 
was more and more inclined to make it look nice, draw people into it and 
then realise after they had looked at it, rather than look at it for a reason. 
So I wanted them to look at it and think, oh it's a map rather than, oh a 
map, let's have a look at it, so I was working kind of backwards. 
Q So in actual fact beauty of maps might be more important too you than 
their function? 
A Quite possibly. 
QI mean they're probably art to you, do you see what I mean? 
A Yes. 
Q Did the necessity for you to actually create a map alter your balance of 
beauty up against function? 
A Only in the fact of having to put a point A to point B, or to put a journey 
into it, apart from that, it was how I work normally. 
Q Would you change it in any way? 
AI don't think so. I was quite happy with it, other than making it bigger or 
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adapting it in Photoshop possibly which I've been doing more lately to new 
work, but I'm quite happy with it. 
Hunt app 4, int 19 
QI just want to ask some questions about the Map project. It's 
really to ask you if it made you think about maps in a different way. So, 
looking back what do you most remember about that project. 
AI don't know really, because mine was based around the tube map, wasn't it, 
so I think at the time I was trying to produce work that was easily 
recognisable to people I think. So as if it was a system that people would 
naturally follow anyway in daily life, I think that was the basis of my map, but 
I don't know if it made me look at maps differently other than I suppose to 
make sure that they were easy to read. 
Q Do you think that the idea that you wanted it to be easily read influenced 
your work in any way? 
A Yes, in the sense that I wanted it to be easily read, I didn't want it to be 
complicated. It was just like a tube map, in a sense, it had a little key with 
the routes that went to different areas, because they were colour coded like 
a tube map would be, yes, because I wanted it to be read easily, definitely 
influenced the outcome. 
Q If you think about all the maps that there are, what are the triggers and 
identifies that make you think that this is map. 
A What when I looked at something, what would I think? 
Q It's a map, yes. 
AI don't know really. I guess having a key. If it's got a key, it's identifiable that 
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it's a map. I don't know really. There are so many different variations of 
maps out there really. I don't know what else really. 
Q So in your head if you had the idea of map, what are the things you think of 
to trigger, oh yes, that's that and that's that. Is it line, colour, symbol. 
A Probably symbol, I think yes, that would be the main thing. 
Q Were you conscious of there identifiers or triggers in your own design and 
in a way you must be because of course you picked the tube map? 
A Yes. Definitely the symbols in the way that I finished. 
Q And colour? 
A Yes, colour, it could have been black and white, it wouldn't have worked. 
Q In general how do you personally balance a commitment to functionality 
with a commitment to the design aesthetic, so it's immediate understanding 
of something versus the mystery and beauty of design? How important is 
that to you? How do you balance it? 
AI don't know really -I suppose there wasn't ... I'm just trying to think back 
to my ..... 
Q It's not about the map project particularly, it's about your own work really. 
A So, what was the question again? 
Q In general how do you personally balance a commitment to functionality 
with a commitment to the design aesthetic, so it's this idea of mystery and 
beauty in design up against the functionality in terms of who is going to 
understand this? How important is that to you? 
A Yes, that is very important, because if people don't understand it then as an 
illustrator I don't think your work is a success. Kind of like with that 
project when I was speaking to Coleman Keesin the psychologist, you know 
he was saying you can produce really harsh images but if you can't people to 
look at it, and you can't force people to look at the work, and so they 
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therefore won't understand it, you know it hasn't got a purpose then has it, 
if it doesn't serve the purpose of what it's meant to be doing. 
Q So you think there has to be a balance of functionality and beauty? 
A Yes, definitely. 
Q Did the necessity for that, because you had to actually create a map, alter 
your balance between your feeling of functionality and creativity? 
A With the Map project, there was more an emphasis on functionality. It was 
definitely something for somebody else to follow and assuming it was a 
wide audience, you know it wasn't targeting one group. 
Q If you could do it again, would you do anything differently now? 
A No, i don't know really, I suppose it would a slightly different outcome 
because the time, how the work changed and developed, there would be 
some differences, but I don't know that there would be huge differences. 
CO Moody app 4, int 21 
Q I'm just going to ask you some questions about the map project and it's 
really to see if it made you look at maps in any different way? So looking 
back what do you feel you remember most about your map project? 
A My personal project or everyone else's? Just the fact that I've never done 
anything like it before and it was just a really interesting way of looking at 
idioms and looking at symbolism and trying to do it a completely different 
way that isn't like a traditional map. 
Q Do you think that it influenced your illustrative approach to things in any 
way? 
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A Not in the way that I've done work like it since but it certainty gave me a 
different way of approaching the brief. 
Q When you think that there are so many maps out there, what do you think 
it is that allows you to recognise that a map is a map? What makes a map a 
map? 
A Probably, for me, definitely the fact that it is something that navigates you 
round a certain space or area and that it is done in such a way that it's not 
explained in writing - you have to look at the symbols and signs and it's a 
very linguistic approach to directing yourself around somewhere. 
Q Were you conscious of those identifiers and triggers, the things that you 
realised are maps, when you did you own design? 
A. Yes, definitely because I used symbols I'd invented myself to indicate 
different areas of the building and that's how I decided to go about 
producing it. 
Q Did you use anything else like the idea of navigating space? 
AI used arrows and I used a key and I used sort of repeating symbols, for 
instance, there was a cup for the canteen and there was a door for the lift 
and staircase was indicated by something else. 
Q If you think, in general, how do you personally balance a commitment to 
functionality with a commitment to the design aesthetic so it's sort of the 
beauty, the mystery up against functionality, or the beauty up against the 
functionality? How do you think you do all of that? 
AI probably try and not to get too carried away with the design of how it is 
so that it's still serves the function of what it is for but I tray and balance it 
so that I still have fun with it but I don't get too carried away so it still 
serves the purpose that it was for. 
Q Did the necessity for you to actually create map alter your balance between 
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your normal functionality and aesthetic? 
A Oh, definitely, because normally I would just do the design and just do 
whatever I want but this time I was quite restricted because I had to make 
sure that it was still going to be able to be legible for whoever would have 
the map and would need to use it to navigate around the space. So in that 
way I had to be, I had to restrict myself and write down exactly what I 
wanted to get out of it and what I purposely wanted to use it for. Which 
audience that I wanted to focus on rather than you know, just do it for the 
hell of it. 
Q Would you, if you had to tackle it again, would you do it differently? 
A I'd probably spend more time working out the actual size of it because what 
I did was I sort of designed on A4 and then I wanted to reproduce it as A4, 
but it would probably have been better to produced it as an A3 and reduce 
it down so the quality was a lot better. Because when I came to 
reproducing it the quality sort of got lost somewhere and it wasn't as good 
as it could have been. The original was a lot better than the reproduced 
version. 
®Newton app 4, int 23 
Q Looking back what do you remember most about your map, doing the map? 
AI remember staying up quite late the night before to do it, and I remember a 
minor battle with Photoshop to get everything I wanted on the map. 
Q What do you remember about the design, what you wanted to try and get 
people to understand? 
AI didn't go through a traditional aerial view map. I did one constructed of 
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modified digital photographs. So it was more like you would stand at the 
beginning and follow through each photograph to the next photograph. 
Q So it had a narrative journey to it, did it? 
A Yes. It was supposed to be more like a digital representation of walking 
through the journey than directions on how to get there. 
Q Do you feel it has influenced your thinking or illustrative approach in any 
way? 
A It made me more conscious of how to fit things on the page because I tried 
to fit quite a lot into a small package and I'm not sure how clear it was. 
Q What do you think, what do you feel is mapness? How do you recognise 
this thing called map? The sort of identifiers. 
A Well, I guess I recognise a standard map by all the iconography that's 
associated with it but the key thing has to be the fact that you can find your 
way somewhere or it shows you part of a journey. Using it. 
Q So what's important in terms of being able to understand that journey? Is it 
things like text or scale? 
A I'd say they are all important depending on how they are used, varies how 
much importance they have. 
Q Were you conscious of those things that you understand as mapness when 
you made your map? Did you want to move away from them? 
AI think I purposefully moved away from them. I didn't have any sense of 
direction with my map, it was just was from the point of view of the person 
using the map or me as I was walking through the building. I didn't have a 
compass showing north. You wouldn't be able to tell where the building was 
or how to get there. It was just from the door to my desk. And you 
wouldn't have been able to go in another direction other than the route I 
went. 
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Q So if you went off it you wouldn't be able to find yourself back again? 
A If you did, it was by pure luck. 
QI know this is a difficult one but in general how do you personally balance a 
commitment to functionality with a commitment to design aesthetic. 
A Normally I would say functionality is the most important. If you can make it 
took good as well, that's a Brucie bonus, but with the map that kind 
of went out the window a bit because I can't remember directly but I think 
we were asked to illustrate our journey. So I was more trying to get what I 
was thinking as I went through the journey and the points that made it my 
journey as opposed to the actual physical movement through. 
Q Did the necessity for you to actually create a map, alter your balance? 
A Yes, because it was a struggle with that one. I'm still not sure whether 
people could use my map to find their way from the door to my space. Like 
said fitting everything I wanted on to the page was more important. So, 
yes, it would have altered my balance. 
Q Towards creativity? 
A Towards looking better and getting an overall feel for the journey rather 
than actually being able to find your way, which is the main purpose of a 
map. 
Q Right. If you could change that in any way, how would you change yours? 
AI think I would like to have it on a book so that you did turn each page, so 
each image was next in line. Whereas, what I tried to do with the flat 
format on the A4 sheet was to have like a circuit moving through so that 
each image you went along a line, then you went through that image to the 
next line and then through that, and I think that got a bit confusing, 
especially when I started placing the information about a certain image 
halfway across the page from the other with just a thin line connecting 
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them. As I said, I'm not sure how useable my map was. 
® Paxton app 4, int 26 
Q OK, I just want to ask you about the map project. Looking back, what do 
you feel you remember most about that project? 
AI think trying to put down on paper all the significant points of making a 
map, sort of how to tell people your vision of what your map going to be. 
So it has to be a working map, as well as being a piece of illustration as well, 
it has to be worth something. You have to be able to do it. 
Q Do you feel it influenced your thinking or your illustrative approach to it 
because it was something that needed to be read? 
A Yes, definitely. I did three map designs overall and the first one was like ok, 
an underground train map and it was just sort of like points and stations as 
you were going along you found somewhere and it was the simplest way of 
showing somebody how to get to your destination. The other two were 
more like 3D maps, if you like, as if you were in a kind of video game and 
you saw different points as you were walking through doors and things like 
that, so I had to consider how people were going to use the map and then 
find a decent way of illustrating it to be a working map really. 
Q What do you, when you think of how many different variations of maps 
there are, what for you are the triggers that tell you, this is a map? The 
most important ones? 
A The most important ones? 
Q How would you recognise a map? 
A You would have a key. I think colours that are used you have to have some 
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idea and tell people what colours you are using and what for. I don't 
necessarily have place names, but you have to try and convey where you are 
in a place. I think it has to be realistic in scale to what you are trying to 
show. I think they're the most important things. 
Q Were you conscious of those in your own design? 
A Yes. The first map I did as a train journey, I did use a key. And I used several 
different colours for different levels on the map and different routes you 
could take. I think the second map I used arrows to direct people which 
way I wanted them to go. So you had like a static picture and then a 
directional arrow to go through this door or tell you which way to turn. 
Q How do you personally balance a commitment to functionality with a 
commitment to the aesthetic. So how do you balance that? 
AI think you have to look at both sides to start with and then find a happy 
medium. You can design something literally and then you have to put 
your practical things on top, so I think you just have to try different things 
out. When I was designing, as you are drawing and making new ideas about 
what you are going to put down, you have to kind of find a happy medium 
between the two. It has to look good because somebody obviously has to 
read it. It has to be functionally because it's a map and they have to get 
there. 
Q Did the necessity for you to actually have to produce a map, alter the 
balance of the way you would normally work, in terms of beauty versus 
functionality? 
A Yes, for that project it did because I was more focused in making a realistic 
map than more of a beautiful project but I think if I was to redo it now I 
would definitely go towards the illustrative side of things than the practical 
side of things. 
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Q That's very interesting, because that's my next question. 
A Yes. 
Q Do you feel you would tackle the project differently if you did it now? 
A Definitely because I think at the time I was more concerned to try and 
make a real map which someone could follow and get to where I wanted 
them to go. Now I think it would probably be much more illustrative and 
much more design involved and then have kind of practical elements for 
people to follow on the way. 
4 
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